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w ill receive prom pt attention.

There’s a train on the track—stuck or
“ Going to stick it out, are you? ’’ said wore hard and money scarce, it did not perienced disappointment at the absence tants of that much abused locality to ap lie set off to esenpe taxation. That was
tlie driver, ending a quiet survey of my look reasonable that he would spare twenty- of a cheerful blaze, or a favorite kind of peal to this Legislature for relief?
something.”
just the reason why these other towns wore
The driver began to whistle, drumming person by a pleasing glance at my face, and five or more dollars for a needness article pastry, Jessie musthave felt tho denial of a
Now I will carry this mathematical prob set off. It was considered to be a wrong
new cap still more keenly. If I have been lem still farther. The amount expended and an injustice to compel a farming com
with his feet at the same time. Presently, seeming to guess my mind in the process. of furnite.
But her doubts were dispelled when tea inclined to murmer at a dinner less palata for purposes in which ward 7 has no inter munity to help bear all the burdens of a B rief articles, suggestions,and results of experience
after having examined tile situation him “ Well, it isn't much further,” and he shook
T H E SHADOW OF T H E BOCK. self, he resumed the more serious form of his reins upon the horses’ hacks. They time came, and with it Mr. Browne.
ble than ordinary, surely my wife lias a est from 1854, tlie time oftlic incorporation city and be subject to taxation to pave relating to Farm, Garden or Household management
“ So the sofa got hero before me,” he re harder trial in complying with my (I be- ofthe city to 1878, 24 vears has been care- streets and sidewalks, for water and gas, are invited from our readers interested in such matters
caught the signal and quickened their pace.
“ A hiding place from the wind, and a covert from expression.
the tempest; as rivers of water in a dry place; as the
What trouble it makes,” lie said half to
“ It’s good to get home such a night as marked ns his eyes rested upon his new gin to suspect) selfisn and thoughtless do-| fully figured out and the several sums are and to help carry on the machinery! of a
shadow of a great rock in a weary land. —Is. xxxii: 2. himself and half to me. “ when one man 1this,” said he.
Fact is, I ’m always glad purchase. “ Have yon examined it, Sa manils on her time and strength. Mrs. j as follows, including interest: Police, $48,- city government from which they derived
In the shadow of the Rock
The Irish m a n ’s Seed End.
gets into another man's way. He thinks to get home.”
rah? ”
Brow nejsnuprndent woman, and I wish j 943.54 fire department, $152,496.73. gas, no benefit. We owe our nationality to the
Let me rest,
Yon talk like a man whose home is
“ No, for I supposed it was sent here by —I wish I haffn t said so much about econo- i $15,571.5.3, water, 840,060.94. reservoirs fact that the colonies, groaning under a des
he's only troubling one; but there's a good
When I feel the tempest’s shock
Some years ago, Mr. Wm. Andrews, of
many others likely to be troubled too. worth something to him? ” said I, enquir mistake.”
my; I'll buy her a new silk dress to-mor-I $7,169,25, street sewer, $6,428 0G road potism, rebelled to escape taxation. Here
Thrill my breast;
“ I t’s all right; I ’ll tell you how it was,” row, and for the future do without some- damages on new street, SI 836.00. See is just such a case only on a smaller scale. Camden, had in his employ a son of the
You stop one ear, and you stop a dozen be ingly.
All in vain the storm shall sweep.
“ It’s nothing now to what "twos once,” he resumed. “ I looked in at Leonard's thing myself which I do not need, when j street breastwork, $1,278.48. Total$280- The people of Ward 7 are taxed heavily to Emerald Isle, whom he directed to plant a
hind it. That’s the reason I like to pay my
While I hide.
curtailing
debts ns fast as have ’em. Don’t you? he said sadlv. “ There used to be one of when this was being knocked oft' to some our
onr expenses
exrenses need eiirLailimr;"
and with ' 953.76 for the whole city, and one-seventh carry on the oity; they are in a hopeless
And my tranquil station keep
That helps the next man to pay his, yon tho best women yon ever see, and two lit body for a trifle. So I over-bid him a dol this excellent purpose stron
of this, or 840.136.24 for ward 7. Have minority. The six wards can out vote piece of potatoes; it being in those days
By Thy side.
see; and so wo keep a-moving, instead of tle girls, but they’ve all tlirpe gone ahead. lar and got it myself. Only twenty-six Mr. Browne fell asleep.
they not been bled in the past, and is there them and can tax them ns much as they when seed potatoes were scarce, Mr. An
On the parched and desert way
getting all choked tip. ’ Specially so these It’s two years now since the home's been dollars for an elegant sofa that undoubted
“ y,0'!1?1; when Bre we to llave new bon' >nny hope for tho future if tlie’ present state please, and from this there is no appeal. drews told him to cut off the seed ends and
Where I tread,
______ n
think- we
w p nought
n f r llt ln
v o c some,
n m r t soon,
ennn ” of tilings_____
tolin
have
empty of them; though it’s home still, for ly cost fifty, originally! Do look at it, Mrs. nebs? IT think
hard times.”
If there ever was a case which called for plant them, but to save the other ends for
continues?
With the scorching noon tide ray
remarked the eldest daughter, the next
While we were thus waiting, the driver all that, I don’t find any place like it; nor Browne—fine silk velvet!’
Let us now make a comparison of taxa tlie prompt interposition of the legislature cooking. After Patrick had been at work a
O’er my head;
Mrs. Browne did look at it, but without day.
caught the eye of some one who was stand I shan’t likely.”
tion as between property in the 7th ward this is one.
Let me find the welcome shade,
“ So da I. my love, but I fear yon will and property just over the line, in tlie
It was not for a stranger to intermeddle getting out of her chair, or exhibiting any
ing within a shop on one side of the street,
Mr. President and Senators. This mat while, his employer went to the field, and
Cool and still,
looking out through the window. Tokens with the good man's sorrow. I only ven more interest than she would have done in have to wait awhile longer.” replied the towns ol Thomaston and Camden. Farm ter was earefully considered in the com found he was saving for table use the end
And my weary steps be stayed
parent, kissing the pleading face that was property in Thomaston adjourning ward 7, mittee. A large amount of testimony was of the potatoes that had the most eyes, and
glancing at a two shilling cricket.
of friendly recognition passed between the tured presently to ask;
While I will.
“ This isn’t your last trip. I suppose? ”
“ It was too good a bargain to lose, and so eagerly watching her own. “ Father assessed value 816.25 per acre; rate of tax introduced. Eminent lawyers were upon
two.
I in peace will rest me there
“ Yes,” he answered, with a new energy so 1 secured it. It occnred to mo tliat it has no money to let ns have, times are hard ation, 14.00 on 81000.00; tax on 100 acre either side, and all tlie facts were brought planting the other ends. That not being
Good chance to count us, this time,”
Till I see
observed the driver in a soliloquizing recovering himself from his monicntarv so would he a capital tiling to lounge on when and—”
farm S22.75. Farm property in Camden out. Now that committee with the evi in accordance with the command given by
That the skies again are fair
berness. “ That is. last for to-night. And, I smoke, and fed sleepy, stupid, etc., be
“ Mrs. Browne, oblige me liv never re ailjonrning ward 7, assessed valne 815 66 dence hefore them and the arguments of Mr. A., he enquired of Pat why he did not
tone.
Over me;
for
aught
I
know,”
ho
added,
“
it’s
the
last
sides
beingso
convenient
for
you
when
you
peating
that
remark
again,”
exclaimed
our
How’s that? ” I asked.
per acre; rate of taxntion -820 OOonSIOOO- counsel to guide them, after a careful con plant the seed ends, as he had been di
That burning heats are past.
O h!” he answered, “ that’s the • spjt- of all. Who knows? ”
feel in the mode of taking a nap,” lie con “ economist.” The boys 6hall have new 00; tax on a 100 acre farm 31.39. Now sideration of the whole matter voted six to rected.
And the day
ter.’ He keeps’count of tlie freight.
I If we only had known!
caps, the girls new bonnets, and you a pret look at ward 7. Farm property adjourning three in favor of a division. This matter
tinued.
Bids the traveler at last
Patrick in rep ly says: “ An’ sure this
Counts the passengers, do you mean?"
“ I sometimes wish it were the last,” he
Mrs. Browne looked at tho baby sitting ty silk dress this very day! You took a Camden assessed value 850 00 per acre; was fully discussed in the other branclt and
Go his way.
Yes, so as to see that the conductor ■continued, “ when I get round to my lone- on the floor, and tlien at the deep workbas- woman’s wav to show me mv mistake, but rate of taxation 831 00 on 81000.00; taxon tlie overwhelming majority there in favor is the seed end.”
makes
up
his
fares
right.
Tlie
conductor
liness
and
go
thinking.
But
God
knows
I
own
you
did
it
cleverly.
Give
us
a
piece
ket piled up high with the family sewing
Then my pilgrim staff I’ll take
No it is’nt, says Andrews, “ you should
a 100 acre farm $155.00. Is it a wonder of a division proves conclusively to my
And once more
might forget, you know, just how many when it'll be time for me to stop, and I’nt (which Mr. Browne decided he could not of good beef to-morrow, anil I'll euro my that these over-burdened people of the 7th mind that division should be made.
have planted the other end.”
I’ll my onward journey make
there were.”
perfectly willing to leave it all to him.”
afford to have done out.) and thought her selfishness and help you economize. I a
I have no special friends in the city
ward look with longing eyes over the lines
“ An’ fath that is no seed
and you
As before;
There was a twinkle in my instructor's' I thought to myself that such a man as “ naps” would necessarily have to be short not so ungrateful ns you may think, nor into the prosperous towns of Camden and proper and none in Ward 7. Tlie only in
And with joyous heart and strong
eye, as he advanced this very reasonable , this was about ready to “ stop ” any time, and a great way apart. She had a shrewd ! will I again ask you to make all the sneri- Thomaston and contrast the hopeful situa terest I have in this case is a desire to see will raise no ‘ potadies ’ so! ” After the al
Ijwill raise
hypothesis to account for the necessity of The ear was now empty. We werenear- suspieion, too, that he had consulted his ficies, or struggle alone with high prices tion there with the gloomy prospect in their justice done. And I believe that the fin teration, the piece was finished in it’s way.
Unto Thee, O Rock, a song
“ spotting ” conductors. But in an instant ing the end of the route. I was the last own feelings more than her comfort > but and hard times,”
own city? Is it a wonder that they are ger of justice points along the line be
But the crop in the fall showed that Pat’s
Glad with praise!
his face assumed a graver look, as he con-, passenger left. The conductor hnd count- having a little scheme in contemplation,
straining every nerve to relieve them tween Ward 7 and the city proper, and de ideas of the seed end was the most consisttinned :
cd his fares, made up his way-bill and she prudently foreborc to say so, listening
selves from this weighty incubns which mands a separation.
ent.For the part of tlie field,which he planted
I wonder how many folks remember ' dropped off to get his supper. We rattled withoufioffering much comment to his eu E xtrnct from tho Speecli of Jam es is now upon them? But it is argued
the Great Eye that looks down on ’em. | merrily along the street, the dull ringof the logistic remarks concerning the sofa. That
his way. yielded the largest potatoes, and a
by the other side that this division will
Mon-Ison, J r .
T H E D ESSERT.
watching all tho time to see tiow they mind wheels sounding out loudly upon the still, evening was a fair sample of several folcreate a great deal of trouble because of
third heavier crop. I would suggest, that
their business. Spotters are nothing to clear air. The last corner was turned, j lowing evenings: Mr. Browne smoked, Is the Senate, February 21«t, on tlie divioinn of tlie tlie large amount of non-resident property
our farmers try this experiment.
A -C O R N .
Tlie stables came in sigiit, where the car lolled and dozed alternately, and Mrs. City of Rockland.
that.”
which will lie in ward seven. Let us ex
J . H illtop .
There was silence now for a little while. was to stop, a few steps beyond which I 'I Browne sewed dilligently in order to keep
amine this matter of non-resident proper
Mary had a little corn
Mu. M orrison said:
The driver’s ideas and his way of put had yet to go, Its sheltering doors stood j the juvenile Brownes in whole clothes,
ty. Real estate in ward 7, owned by six
Upon her little toe.
BY THE REV. EDWARD ABBOTT.
ting them were impressive, if his speecli wide open to receive us. The friendly lamp ! “ I saw a man who had some fine apples
Mr. President.—The whole tenor ofthe wards is as follows: Cobb Limo Co.. SG4.And everywhere that Mary went,
SPRING PLANTING FOR STRAW 
was rude. Here was a man, leading a very hung gleaming in its place. The smoking ’ for sale, and I told him to bring up a bar- remarks ofthe Senator from Aroostook, is 150, less one eighth of same owned by
The corn was sure to go.
It was a horse-car homeward bound, at common sort of life, whose mind was yet liorscs came to a stand. Tlie driver wound 1-cl; has lie done so? ” inquired the former , t0 the effect that those men who are here ward 7, 856 132. Amount owned by other
B E R R IE S .
And
to
the
cooling
ocean’s
shore
the close of a busy day. By the time it open to some uncommon thoughts, in whom up his brake and knotted his reins about a week or two afterwarhs.
| f,-ont the 7th ward of Rockland a re eon- pitries 830.965. Total 887,097. Real es
It followed her one day;
had swung round its circle through a sido conscience seemed to be all alert, and whose the handle.
“ A m an called with apples, but ns he temptible lobbyists and dishonest men. So tate in six wards owned by tho 7th ward
There
are
many
writers on strawberry
But the little ache corn was sore
“ Whoa! ” was what I thought lie said, demanded tho modest sum of live dollars . f;U- as the lobby is concerned, I wish to 837,448. giving a difference of about $50,quarter of the city, and had dutifully made recognition of truth and dntv approached
culture, who advocate planting iu the fall’,
She couldn’t play croquet.
its pause at the waiting-room on the corn the remarkable. I began to'be glad I had “ O h! ” was what lie mast have said. It per barrel, I declined buying any, remem-1
t)10 Senator to tlie powerful array 000. But ward seven has offered to com
arguing that an entire season is saved, anil
er it had gathered its fill o f passengers, come ont on tlie front platform.
was the sharp outcry of one struck by a bering that times were hard, and money here from the city proper and to the al- promise and give the city 400 acres of land
What makes the corn hurt Mary so?
that a moderate crop can be secured the fol
The other player’s cried,
The blockade bad by this time ended; I sudden pain.
j scarce.” Mrs. Browne readily replied, ! most superhuman efforts which have been iving next to tlie 6th ward, estimated at
who crowded the seats within and packed
lowing season from the new plants. This
the standing-room between, and were now lint we had not more than fairly got under
“ Because she wears her boots so tig
I turned, and just time to catch him as bending a droll look upon our “ economist,” made to win tlie honorable Senator and 8150 per acre or 860,000. If this offer had
may be true, where but a few hundred are
A looker-on replied.
over-flowing the rear platform, and even way before the wheels of our car. for some he tottered and fell. The waiting hostlers who was remarkably fond of apple dump- Jother Senators nt this board to the cause of been accepted and the division made on
set put, for home consumption, and where
hanging on tlie steps thereon by the rail cause, slipped from the rails. We were goran to my aid. We laid him gentle down lings. Of necessity, he had no argument t|le city. ’f | len tlie Senator further alleges this compromise line, tlie balance of non
the number of plants or extent of the planta
“ And you a little lump upon
ings.
ing nt a rapid rate to make up lost time,upon the seat insidethe car. We chafed . at hand half so cogent and powerful as this
that ati attempt has been made to sell out resident property would have been tlie othtion admits of the best of care. For a lar^e
Your toes cau grow to suit,
| the Senate, or to use his own words, place
The front platform was unoccupied, for and as a consequence, jolted along over tlie Ins hands; but it was of no use. There | so tlie apples were not again referred to.
market plantation of strawberries, it does not
But the city refused such a cornBy putting on a ‘five’ sized foot
the day had been cold, and the night prom pavements in a very lively manner for some were one or two faint gasps and all was' “ 1 thought were to have a roast to-day," | us npon
au(.tJon block. In reply to this j promise line, and proposed another line
pay, as a rule, to plant them when they de
A number two sized boot.
ised to be colder, and nobody quite cared moments before pulling up. Pull up the ova' ..........................
.
was his next remark, when the family were j j have only to say that if ever an attempt
mand so much care and attention, for the
the old county road leading directly
A
nts
th
at
keep
the
world
busy—
inf
to face the keen wind from a position so ex driver did, however, as soon as lie well
1 lie driver had run Ins Last I rip and seated at dinner, as he took off firstone cov- | of that kind was' made and came near a through the settled portion of ward 7. This
profits are thereby seriously lessened. Aside
posed. Nevcrthelesss, before we were fair could, and, rather, than jolt along any furth was At Home.—,V. T. Independent.
cr and then another without exposing any- , fulI consummation, it was when, on yester offer could not he entertained for a moment ants.
from this, several years’ experience has
ly under way. the crush inside had become er in the indefinite hope of getting his
thing that seemed to look very inviting.
^ay morning, before tlie expiration of the as such a line would separate the property
proved to us tliat it is a very poor economy
A
good
place
to
get
a
husband—by
so dense, ami ite a ir sostifling.thatl tliouhgt wheels into their place of themselves, he
to fruit the plants the first season, and that
of
scores
ol
individuals;
leaving
a
part
in
j
.
,
t
“
A
good
roasting
piece,
Mr.
Browne.
’
morning
hour,
the
friends
of
the
city
in
MR. BROWNE’S PLAN.
nothing could be worse. So. though not unhitched his horses, attached them to the
the plants grow better and pay larger profits
would have cost you one dollar and a half, ! this Senate, insisted on taking this hili up the city ami a part in the town, besides ■ e ea i*
without some difficulty, I made my way to other end of the car, and drew it back a rod
and I was not so extravagant as to suppose j out of its regular order and putting it subjecting the inhabitants to various other
H o w lie E c o n o m iz e d by P in c h in g o th e r
H ash, like rum is a hard thing to drive the two or three succeeding seasons when
the front door, passed it, attd attained both or two. By this means we easily reached
the fruit is all removed during the first sea
you would pay that amount for a piece of j through with a rush. Who I ask appears inconveniences too numerous to mention. out of a community.
P e o p le .
elbow-room and oxygen by tho driver’s easy going once more, anil then kept on
son’s growth. This is based on sound prin
meat, when lisli is so much cheaper. Don’t to have been placed on tlie auction block? Such a division would annihililate, ami it
side.
our way.
“ Jesse needs a new cap, Mr. Browne. fora moment suppose, husband, that I ’m so Who has the appearance of being sold out? was intended toannihilate, the ward. Now
Children are the strongest pillars of ciples, for all plants, when removed from the
I t was a stimulating hour. The air was
original bed to new plats, nncessarily receive
It’s miserable business, this getting off H is OM one is quite shabby and unfit to thoughtless and improvident as to spend | But I am not here to make accusations, it has been argued by the friends of the the temple of wedded love.
Bbarp and cutting. Tlie frost had begun tlie track, ain’t it? ” said the driver, falling wear to church.”
more or less of a check, and they will more
money in that way, when I’ve so many les- , There are parties here from the 7th ward, city that there is not a person upon the
The worst and most unendurable of readily overcome this when they do not have
to gather thickly on tlie shop-windows. back again into his old mood. 11And what
“ He must wear it, if it is. Boys a re a sons on retrenchment,” responded roguish and parties are here representing the city whole line of this road who lives by farm
Tho western sky, toward which we were a little thing will do it. Fact is, there's a i great expense, certainly.”
their energies diffused by attempting to per
Mrs. Browne, demurely fixing a plate of proper. I accuse no one of them of being ing. and not a farm of respectable size. all are the imagining ones.
riding, was still aglow with the lingering smooth enough track for us. through this . »•
fect the fruit which was started in the beiE in
yOU forget, husband, that he has | fish for the youngest boy.
| dishonest. They have the right to he here Well, let ns see. The assessors’ hooks show
Study books to know how tilings ought whidh they were grown.
radiance of the sunset, lint overhead the world if we only keep on it; but if you ' worn it a long time; he really deserves a i “ But I like roast beef better than this,” and each present his views. All are pre- the appraisal to he $200,000 on farms and
stars were shining forth, and all around the once get ofi, it’s pretty bubbly riding. And new one.”
By planting in the spring, you destroy ma
; grumbled the latter, gathering courage ■snmed to be honest men until they are pro farm buildings in ward 7, ami it is a mat to be : study men to know how things
street lamps were bursting into a flame.
ny weeds, by thoroughly preparing the soil
mt’s mighty easy getting off. Some people j “ Hard times, Mrs. Browne, hard tim es!! from his father’s discontented expression to ' ven to he dishonest; and if they can give ter of record also that ward 7 pays a tax are.
“ Pretty full in there,” I observed to the when they’re ofi. keep right on, bouncing Money is as tight as—as the hark of a tree, express his own dissatisfaction.
then, while the plants have the great advan
ius any light, an v information, whereby we of $6,200 on farms and farm buildings. If
The
man
lacks
moral
courage
who
driver, ns placing myself by his side. I nndjouncing over the stones.thmking they 11 ] have hard work to get a cent, or to keep' “ But it is expensive, my dear,” said the may arrive at a just conclusion of the mat- there are no farmers in ward 7, why do you
tage of getting a full season’s growth in
turned up mv coat-collar, buttoned the get right again presently. But they don t
loose, mellow soil, which is not the case with
One after 1 have got it.” | mother. “ Your father has no money to ter. tom e that light or that information assess$200,000 on farm property and why do treats when he should retreat.
chin-strap polled my cap down over my get right. It grows worse and worse with
“ j don’t think Jesse has drawn very jwaste, so we must he as saving and as con- will be very agreeable. But I come to the you compel these people to pay the sum of
If intemperance is ever driven from fall planting, for the winter packs down and
ears, plunged my mittened hands deep in ’em. When I get ofi my track I can gen- heavily on your purse, for the child has tented as we can.”
hardens the soil.—Toicn and Country.
$6,200
on
farm
property
if
they
have
none?
mafn features of the case. The 7th ward
the land it will be by women's ballot.
to my side pockets, and settled myself gen erally look round and see what did it; and '
scarcely anything this winter,” added ‘ Mr. Browne suddenly helped himself comes and asks to be sot oft’ from the city You do it because the farms are there, and
------------- -------------------------erally for a long, cold ride. An explana I ’ve found out the best thing is t unhitch i the wife.
i plentifully to the piscatorial food : an act proper and to be incorporated into a town, the farmers are there also. Tt is folly to
The trouble with many communities
tion of such a move ns mine seemed to lie and go back to where it happened. I hen i “ Mrs. Browne, coal is ten dollars a ton! I that greatly stimulated the hoy’s appetite, to he known by the name of West Rock advacce such an argument. The fact stands is th at their dead men refused to be
SETTING MILK COVERED,
in order, if not an npnlogv for it.
you are all right again. Don t you see? | Don’t speak of new caps in these hard which was governed in a great measure land. I would not break up long estab boldly out and cannot he denied. Ward 7 buried.
“ Yes,” was the driver’s quick reply, in a
And he whipped up his horses, as if ap -' times.”
by the father’s example.
A correspondent of the Country Gentleman
lished town or city lines hut for the grav is. and has haen, and will be a community
tone which betokened a friendly and com pealing to them to know if it were not betThis prayer was found in tlie late Dr. writes : There is a fact about setting milk
*• High, certainly, hut—”
j “ I ’m ready for pie, mother, ” said the est reasons. Ward 7 cannot ask separation of farmers and laboring men. The ques
municative disposition. “ We’re always ter to be on the track than off it. . I could i »• And wood the same a cord! It’s exor- j lad, after he had despatched a second al- hut for the fact that she has grievances tion now is will you give these men a Bethune’s Bible at the time of his Icovered, that unless the animal odor is well
full, pretty much, this trip. Folks going not help feeling that he was light, ;ind ! bitant! ” interrupted, Mr. Browne, growing lowarice of the principal dish.
passed off, to cover it is to spoil it: it will
which are unbearable and which cannot he chance to live, or will yon crush them down d e a th :—
home. Plenty of ’em to start, though it the horses certainly seemed to think so. i warm with his subject.
“ No pie to-day, mv dear. The apples remedied. Ix?t us see if ward 7 is not en - and overburden them with taxes in the
ferment and become bad, and the cream will
ain’t long ’fore they hegiu to drop off. *
To worship rightly is to love each oth be unfit to make butter from, even at a low
future as they have been in the past? An
A smart trot from the place of last deten-j “ But the child m usthave boots, and cost so much. I couldn’t buy them, and titled to consideration
* * Fact is,” lie continued, after a mo tion, over a long and open stretch of track,, shoes, and clothes just the same as though eggs are twenty-five cents a dozen. W«
We have bail the maps of the city before | objection is raised on account of a fair di er-; each smile a hymn, each kindly temperature,if kept till the cream is well ris
ment’s pause, “ that’s about the way 'tis in brought ns up to where a steam railroad | fuoi was lower. Those are necessary arti- must g o without pies and puddings, child .... From them we learn tiiat tlie six wards ■vision of the indebtedness. It seems tc deed a prayer.
en. But if well aired till reduced, gradually
this world every time. There’s lot to be crossed our street at grade. Here we had , cies that cannot be dispensed with
and slowly, to the desired temperature, and
ren, until things are cheaper. Think ofthe are compact and border on theharbor. The me that the hill provides a fair way for
Our happiness does not consist in be then the air shut out with an occasional un
gin. but few to hold out.”
to stop, which seemed a pity when in the
. . y on nmst economize, wife! Mend up little Wilson boys, Charlie, and how glad 7th ward lies in tlie rear of the six wards that. Thecounty commissioners under the
“ Yes?” I rejoined with an inflection of midst of such an inspiring onward pro- tiw ou clothes, and send the boots to the they would he of a plate of that nice fish.” and extends along the whole back part ofi provisions of the bill are to adjudicate up- ing without p assio n s; but having con covering to make sure that no hurtful odor is
inquiry a little at a loss to know what bot gress, belated, too. and only for the sake of! shoemaker; a patch or two won’t hurt the
confined, better, sweeter quality of butter, no
“ When am I to have a now a new cap, tlie six. The inhabitants of tlie 7th ward ' en the matter after giving time for the par- trol of them.
tom thought in the man’s mind could have a mere form, there being plainly no train , jooks much, and makes them almost as mother! ” broke in Jesse.
doubt, can be made, which will keep longer,
are principally farmers and laboring men. ! ties to nppenr before them.
suggested such a remark as that. He con in sight in either direction. But stop we | aood as new,” advised Mr. Biowne, who
A sociable man is one who, when he providing always the cream is churned before
And to prevent any questions in regard
Just as soon as' your father can afford there is a large amount of unoccupied land
tinued :
did until the signal of the conductor al was very particular about wearing mended to buy you one,” replied Mrs. Browne. iving between the city proper and the set , to the rights of parties being preserved an has ten minutes to spare, goes and both the milk has soured, the acid showing the
“ I am forty-eight years old, and I ’ve lowed us to proceed.
presence of fermentation, which will be con
clothes himself; a darn, in his estimation, “ Yon mustn’t be impatient, my son. for he tied portion the 7th ward. Now the eiti- j amendment to tho hili has been adopted, ers somebody who hasn’t.
been on this road twenty-three of it, and
“ A nuisance. Isn’t it? ” 1 ventured to being sufficient to condemn a coat or a has a great many things to get and don’t zens of ward 7 are taxed upon a valuation 1giving tlie party aggrieved tile right of aptained in the cream and butter.
Money
makes
the
mare
go,
steam
I ’ve seen a good many fall off in my time.” remark, feeling my wav gently after a pro vest.
With respect to tlie danger of covering the
of
about
8497,917,
or
one
seventh
of
the
!
peal
to
the
court..
A
great
handle
is
made
like to he troubled with our applications.
Even yet I did not see exactly what this fessional approval of a lay opinion, and
“ I was hoping to he able to get the girls
city property, and consequently are obliged j of tlie constitutional amendment limiting makes the ear go, and tlie sight of the milk, this risk is greater now, or in tlie fall,
Recollect
that
these
are
hard
times,
and
driver was aiming at. But with his next thinking myself sure of it, under all the new bonnets this winter, for their present we must do without what is not needed to pay one seventh of the taxes assessed ! the towns to an indebtedness ofnotexceed- creditor makes the man go.
when the milking is done but onee a day,
words light came in a Basil.
circumstances.
.......
the milk by thus remaining longer in the bag
ones .......
have ......................
been in wear two seasons al- very much, and not find fault with simple upon tlie city. Now, the petitioners claim ing five per cent, of their valuation. They
Flowers are the alphabet of angels, becoming more charged with the pow odor.
•• Be yon a Christian man?” he asked,
“ Well. I don’t know,” he replied, brisk-, ready; hut I suppose they will have to go dinners, because it will make it so much lliat there has been an unwarranted in say tliat Ward 7’s share of tile city debt
suddenly, leaning over a trifle the better ly and brightly. “ It’s a pretty good. Don’t without,” continued the wife, i
disap- easier for him if our market hills are not so crease of taxation, and that the affairs of will exceed five per cent, of her valuation, whereby they write oil hills anil fields This usually is considered of no great conse
to look me in tlie face anil get my answer. you think so? If you have to stop, why ■pointed tone.
quence, only a little natural warmth passing
large as they used to be. Self-denial, Jes- the city have not been managed in a care therefore the set off will he unconstitution mysterious and sweet truths.
“ That’s not exactly for me to say,” I re then there can’t never 1» no accident. And
off, but is a principle that is very hurtful. It
“ Of course, they will! Clat.........
......... . ...... .......
ful and economical manner. The whole al. Now it need not take a judge or a law
Some one has s a id : “ A religion is an easy matter to test this. Set away a lit
plied, taken a little in tlie flank by this un that's worth somethin?. I think I ’d rather that flour was twelve twenty-five, yester-: murh practiced liv little boys.’
yer to decide this. Any person of sound
tax
assessed
npon
the
citv
in
1857
was
824,tliat
never
suffices
to
govern
a
mail
will
expected onset, and for the moment dispos stop ninety-nine times f.ir nothing, than get
tle milk, close-covered, before the odor has
j wonder what the country is coin-, Mrs. Browne bilked to the children and 832.85. The tax in 1877 was 8123.772.47, common sense can see at a glance tliat tlie
ed to make a change of front.
passed off, and keep in this condition for two
run oyer onre.
ing to !”
at Mr. Browne—a method, we believe, showing an increase of 898,939.62 over constitution will not apply. That amend never suffice to save him.”
“ Well,” said he, not waiting for a
or three days. It may be done at a reduced
’ J ’0. y° r ', now’ l' e ,went on.to sa-v’, , e" . “ Mf. Browne, how muclt did that cigar | which has been practiced before. But what tho tax was twenty vear3 ago. Now we ment to the constitution provides tliat “no
A
handsome
woman
pleases
the
eye,
further answer — perhaps taking it for wo had safely passed the crossing and had | cosl?.. nsked his wife.
though everv word she uttered had a are all aware that taxes have multiplied, city or town shall hereafter creale any debt but a good woman pleases the h e a rt; temperature of the room. Try also some of
granted—' 1 I hope I am, though I don’t settled down again into a steady gate
do j qqle individual addressed didn’t appear
and thribled in hundreds of towns or liability exceeding live per centum of the one is a jewel, the other a treasure. the same milking, side by dlde with the other
suppose I ’m much to brag of. But it's thir yon know. I think we should get along a to lie sensible tliat lie liail been spoken to meaning, and lie felt the full force of them, doubled
open to the air. Tt will be found in the one
he could hardly suppress a smile at the fa and cities, but here is an increase of five its valuation.” &c. Tlie word hereafter is
ty years now since I put on tile Lord’s har good ileal more comfortabler in this world unt;i the question was repeated,
“ A n’ why is an Irishm an like a ease, before the cream is all risen, when the
cility with which site employed his own fold with a prospect of a continued increase used. The amendment in no way applies
ness, and, if I have not always gone the if we always come to a full stop before
.. h ow much did this cigar cost, did you mode rJreasoning, and heraptness in turn in the same ratio; and is not this fact suffi to debts and liabilities already contracted. ship ? ” asked Mike. “ Bedade, it’s be milk is yet sweet, that a foul taint has at
steadiest gate. I've kep’ agoing somehow.” crossing other people s tracks.
tacked it; in the other all will be satisfactory.
ask? Four cents onlv, and cheap at that. ing the point of his own weapons against cient to justify parties in waking up to a The debts and liabilities of the city of Rock
cause each one of them is followed by Besides this, the milk in the fall or winter
“ That’s a good idea of yonrs I here put
That’s the reason n rn are always run- Exquisite flavor ! Smith says tie never had
realization of their condition and ask where land were inenrted long before the passage a wake.”
in, nbont God’s service being a harness.” ning into each other, f would be the ^le inck get sucfi a delicious brand he- himself
cools the sooner, and much sooner; there is
of this constitutional amendment. That
will
this
end?
But
the
great
grievance
of
Mr.
Browne
got
no
roast
beef
or
poultry
“ Ain’t it?” he replied, giving the reins peacefullest world you ever see if we ■forP nnfj I mean ”
tliat week; soup, vegetables and other sim those who live in the 7th ward, is the fact part of the debt which the town of West
C onsider: th a t you will never in this less evaporation, and hence less escape ofthe
an emphasizing slap, and his head an ap stopped at other folk’s crossings every.. You never smoke less than five a day, ple anil cheap dishes made up the hill of that a very large proportion of the money Rockland will assume is a part of the old life be free from annoyances, and that obnoxious gas. If covered at once and kept
proving nod. “ Only ’taint my idea, ex time.” And ho gave another of his em phat-, lnisband, and sometimes more,” she con
fare, and Sirs. Browne began totalkseri- expended to run the city is expended for debt, and cannot be construed to he a new you may as well bear them patiently as so till the cream is risen, it will be spoiled;
actly. You know what it says about the ic nods.
and yet it needs to be covered when kept as
i tinned, in the same quiet way.
ottsly of substituting less expensive coffee certain tilings which ward 7 has no inter liability. Objection is made that the city
yoke’s being easy. Yoke and harness is
it is usually, near the room occupied by the
The long level was now ended, and bo- ■ “ That’s a moderate number, a very mod for the delicious Mocha which the prudent est and derives no benefit. The yearly ex will not have room to expand, hut if Sena fret about them.
pretty much tlie same thing. One for cat fore us rose a gentle slope, up which w e erate number, Mrs. Browne. Some ppopic
family,
and charged with the innumerable
tors
will
look
nt
tlie
map
and
study
the
N either Indian corn nor potatoes, nor scents and vapors, perceptible and impercep
tle and t’other for horses. And there ain’t must labor before reaching level ground make nothing of smoking a dozen. What head of the family took so much comfort in penses for police for six years ending 1860 geographical situation you can lint see Hint
sipping every morning. The nice sand was 8202.14. Tlie yearly expenses for
squashes, nor carrots, nor cabbages, nor tible which attend such a place. The neces
no hold hacks or car-harnesses, neither. again. I followed witli my own tho driv would you say if I —”
yet
there
is
room.
There
is
about
1000
wiches and tongue that generally graced six years ending 1878 was $2,921.14 or
The brake's here (and he gave tlie handle a er’s glance at the car within. It was still
“ Five cigars at four cents each amount the tea-table had mviteriously vanished, about fourteen times as much. Tlie police acres of unoccupied land around or in the turnips, were known in England until sity is then apparent of thorough airing at a
turn). It’s all collar and traces. That full.
sufficiently elevated temperature till the ani
to twenty cents, and seven times twenty is and tlie rich cake and fine-flavored preserves force of tlie city of Roeklanil may be a ne back part of tlie six wards, and how long the sixteenth century.
means pull, don’t it? and leave tlie holding
mal odor lias all escaped, taking the precau
“ It's a hard pull for the horses tip tlie a dollar and forty. Almost nine shillings had probably kept them company. Com cessity for the city, proper, but what possi will it take to cover this large tract of land
C ity L if e . —Paying for gas tliat you tion, as has been stated, of occasionally un
back to the one that’s driving. Eh?"
hill with such a load as this. Isn’t i t ? ” ! a week for smoke. Mr. Browne! Did it mon till) butter was also made to take tlie ble good can it be to this community of with a population nt the present rate of in
“ That’s it, I should think,” I replied. I observed, as nearing the bottom, they fell ■ever occur to you tiiat tlie money might be
dout’t use, paying for water th at you covering to permit what gas may remain to
crease?
The
population
of
Rockland
in
place of the sweet, neatly stamped lumps farmers and laboring men living out on
“ And now I guess I see what you m e n by off into a walk.
I nI01.e profitably spent—in purchasing a new which he had been in the habit of eating; tlie old coun tv road in ward 7, far removed 18G0 was 7316, in 1870, 7073, showing a don’t use, paying for protection that pass off. But the best way is to make thor
“ falling off.’ ”
■Not a bid of it,” responded the driver,
ough work in the start. In such a case I am
for Jesse, for instance? ”
for his careful wife bad hit u)ion the fact from tho eitv? How are they benefitted by falling off in the last decade of 243. now does not exist.
“ Of course,” rejoined the driver. Don’t with the tone of a man who knows what capMr.
never troubled with tainted cream.
Browne suddenly bethought himself that she could save precisely thirteen conts this array of police, which is such an enor manv centuries hence shall we see the spare
“ Lord, pardon what I have been, sanc
you see? There was four of us started out he is talking about. “ Don’t yon see? ” of a most
land all taken up? Look at the area. Ward
pressing
engagement,
and
left
mous
expense
and
for
which
they
are
com
on
tlie
pound
by
the
change.
at tlie same timp, and, so far as I know, And following again the direction of his tlie house without answering this pertinent
tify what I am, and order what I shall
7
has
5250
acres.
The
six
wards
in
the
city
Of a truth, Sir. Browne was in a straight pelled to pay their proportional part? I
we all had alike chance; but I believe I ’m glance, I saw a single horse led forth from
His wife smiled meaningly, and place. Every day or two he was called up •answer, no more than tlie inhabitants of proper, 1850 acres. Now tlie whole city of be tliat Thine may be the the glory and
F arm Notes.
tlie only one that’s still agoing. AU the a sheltered corner to bake his place by the inquiry.
went on sewing. She had heard a great on to give up something that tended to his tlie adjoining towns of Thomaston and Portland contains only 1450 acres, and she mine the eternal salvation.”
others have jumped off. I t’s too bad!” And side of the other two. The car perceptibly deal
has still room to expand. Thp idea that
about" hard times ” for several months, gratification, allhough perhaps not essen Camden.
Butter
from
cows’ milk melts at 31 to
A
W
hitehall
justice
sentenced
a
man
he shook his head sadly.
received a new impulse as this new helper
Look at tlie Fire Department to support Rockland will be cramped for room, when who stole a cent to the penny-tentiary. 52.5 degrees centigrade; that of the goose
“ It’s just like that,” he continued, he straightened onthis traces, and threw him and had had economy preached to her, tin- tial to his happiness. It positively appear
this other city located in the highway of
continued, as the car in front of us was self into his work. Up tho hill we went til, prudent and saving as she undoubtedly ed as if Sirs. Browne had put her wits to which the people of ward 7 are taxed nations, with three or four lines of rail And the justice says if th at man doesn’t at i 2 to 25; that of the horse at 50 to 60;
was, the word had become disagreeable to gether to see in how many ways she could heavily. This department cost the eitv per
lard at 28 to 32; yellow wax—bees’—at 60
switched off in one direction, and we were with a rush.
her ears. Mr. Browne was entirely willing retrench. His linen, which had formerly year for six yoars ending in 1860. 8866.- road running in, with the sails of ships reform old Nickel get him.
to 63, and white wax at Go to 69 degrees
left to go on in the other, the patent auto
“ A little easier than not. Ain’t it.
from every land and clime whitening her
centigrade. The zero centigrade is the
matic switch reversing with a dull click as now? ” said the driver, cheeking a little to practice this commendable virtue when been sent to a laundry (he always prided 24; for six years ending in 1878, SG.701.02 harbor, the Queen city of Maine lias only
Victor
Hugo
says,
and
■
there
is
a
he
could
do
so
without
interfearing
with
his
or
eight
times
as
much.
Now
since
the
in
freezing point, 32 degrees Fahrenheit, and
himself
on
the
polish
and
smoothness
it
was
the feet of one of the horses trod on one the enthusiasm of his team by a tight rein, comfort; hut, unfortunately for his wife
1450 acres of land and still room to build. whole volume in it, th at God never
side of the balance-table. “ One goes one ami after giving n proud and pleased look and children, this did not often occur. In there sure to receive.) was now washed corporation of the city, there has been 318 The idea is absurd. ’Tis only advanced to placed a tiger or a wolf in the child that tlie scale is divided between this and the
boiling point of water, 212 degrees, Fah
and ironed at home (minus the gloss.) And fires three only, of which have been in ward
way, and t'other goes t’other, and it’s a at them, taming with the old twinkle in
deceive and mislead, and I believe that the
renheit scale.
mighty little thing that does it. In hal f his eye tn me. “ But it ail depends on th' fact, he loved his ease, and would do with why? “ because it could be done in the 7, and by actual calculation ward 7 has snn will never rise on the day when the clings to its mother’s dress.
nothing that gratified bis palate, or ad house at no extra expense, and ns times paid during these twenty years the enor
A breeder of poultry says: “ Every
an hour, now, that car] will lie way ov extra. The two could hardly do it alone, out
Id
a
Lewis
has
been
appointed
to
suc
city of Rockland will have covered with
ministered
to
bis
enjoyment
in
any
other
spring
I procure a qualtity of cedar boughs
mous
sum
of
$21,757,00,
only
S4.000
of
were
hard
and
money
was
scarce,
it
was
er to the East Side, and we shall bn out at yon know there isn’t no hard place we way. His clothes must be of the best ma
ceed her mother as keeper of Lime Rock and scatter them plentifully in and around
buildings her now unoccupied land.
the Hills, four or five miles between us; can't get over if wo bavo tlie right kind of terial, and made up in tlie most fashionable sheer nonsense to pay it out to a laundry.” which has been expended in tliat ward.
The precedents adopted by this Skate are light, and the salary for the position has the hen-house. This is all that is necessa
Tliat was not all. Mr. Browne had been ac Is this fair? Is this justice? Is this in ac
and yet we are close together. And that a helper.
style, no matter what it cost; hut Mrs. customed to having a fire lighted in his cordance with the principle that the public all in favor of a set off, and in this matter been increased from 8750 to S1000.
ry. as the odor of cedar keeps away lice.
little sliding iron’s what does the business.
The old thoughtful look settled over his
and tlie children might wear theirs sleeping apartment previous to retiring burdens shall bear equally? Then there tlie action of the past should havo some
This remedy is cheap, simple and effective
I t’s just about as little’s that divides men face as he said this, putting out the twinkle Browne
Question—“ The man going from and is well worth trying.”
till they were threadbare, although their during the winter season. He had a hor are other expenditures for which ward 7 weight in determining what is right and
off in this world (isn’t it now?) and sets ’em in his eye; and his lips moved, though no manufacture originally was no outlay to
Owners of breeding sows will find them
going different ways. And they don’t get words escaped them. I thought this was him, bis wife being “ handy ” at her needle, ror of cold rooms and particularly liked to pay, such as gas, water, reservoir, street proper as regards Rockland. Manchester Jerusalem to Jericho fell among w hat?”
together again very often, either, let ’em what he would have added: “ Tlie Lord and not unwilling to turn tailorcss or dress ho lulled to sleep by the snapping and sewers, side walks, etc., all very necessary was set off from Augusta. F.armingdnlo B right pupil— “ He fell among thorns, selves certainly rewarded by feeding them
daring the period of snckling with sweet
crackling of the brands in an open grate. in the oily proper, but of no avail to ward 7. from Hallowell, West Gardiner, from and thorns sprang up and choked him
once get separated. I tell yon (and he is my helper.”
maker
onee
or
twice
a
year
to
save
ex
Indeed the amount which this rural dis Gardiner, West Batli from Bath, Veazie
food, remembering the words of a very
gave a gesture of confidence), we’ve got to
)Ve were soon at the top of the hill, and pense. But now Mrs. Browne queried (as But now there seemed a fair prospect of his
The D etroit Free Press s a y s : “ Hjal- high chemical authority, “ That although
losing this small gratification as his better- trict pays to help carry on the city govern from Bangor, and it was only last winter
look out what switch we take.”
the horses took up their trot again.
she had often done hefore) whether Iter half protested “ that another fire was use ment and all the attendant expenses has that the Legislature created a little Island, mar Iljo rth Boyesen hopes to get us to a stale, mouldy loaf of bread gives precise
Soon after this we came to a stand-still,
“ Almost home now,” said the driver, lnisband ought not to economize his share less anil wasteful; when fuel was so inordi become so burdensome to these good citi three miles from land formerly a part of pronottnce'his name Y alm ar Y ort Boye ly the same analysis as a sweet one, in one
stopped by a cRr in front of us. The driv cheerily, as, catching onee more the sharp —whether
a little self-denial on his part nately high, there was so much the more zens of ward 7 that they can stand it no Vinalhaven, into a town by itself. Now sen b u t wj’ll sjee ltjim in H lalijiliax case it is poisonous and in the other per
er wound his reins around the brake-handle edge of the wind, he swayed himself back would not do
more good than the need of economizing in wood and coal.
longer. Their cup of bitterness is already after we havo created this little island, this first.
fectly wholesome.” This remark applies
turned partly about, so as to take a half and forth, from one foot to the other, to continual cry ofrather
“ hard times, and you must
rock, surrounded on either
to all stock; and the pig breeder will en
seat upon the edge of the fender, and gave keep up the chilly circulation within.
Mr. Browne submitted—what else could full. Look for a moment at tho expendi storm-drenched
practice
economy,
my
dear.” The subject
A cat finds its own tail by looking hance his profits by the most scrupulous
tures for which ward 7 has no interest and side by tlie waves of the ocean, into a mu
himself up to patient waiting. The delay
lie
do?
Ho
could
not
complain
with
a
very
The sunset had paled, and the twilight was still in iter thoughts when a domestic good grace, so he went to bed shivering, derives no benefit, for six years prior to nicipality with the high sounding name of around for something to play with care not only to buy the best feeds, but to
■was not likely to be more than a moment
or two; but one might have thongbt, from was gathering deeply over the scene. The entered the room and said:
a firm determination to give Sirs. 1879. In ’73. $17,035, in ’74 824,801, In ’75, Hurricane Isle, and given to it all the rights From ju st such trifling causes, the give them in a fresh, unfermented state.
“ There’s a sofa come, ma’am ; where with
A mixture of hay, bran and meal, is an
bis deliberate way, that it was certain to air had grown colder in the time we hnd
Browne no more lessons in retrenchment, S23.876, in 76, 818,495, in 77, 812,424, in and privileges of other towns in the State, g reatest discoveries of all ages have
been riding. Great puffs of breath poured will it go? ”
economical feed for milch cows. The hay
be an hour.
if that was the way she practiced on them. 78, 815,689; making a total with a few how can we consistently deny the petition
“ A sofa! there’s some mistake, I think,” Before he slept, he fell into a train of minor items not included in the above, of of Ward 7 with her population that exceeds been made.
should be cut and moistened and the bran
Looking out, presently, alongside, I could from the horses’ nostrils like steam from
see a long line of cars banled up before us, tlie smoke-stack of a locomotive. The replied Mrs. Browne, stepping to the door; thonght ofthis nature: " If it is disagree 8116,897 in six short years. One-sixth of that of 200 towns in this State and her
He was tw itted on his baldness and and meal sprinkled over it. Let the morn
and a still longer line crowding tip be frost was beginningto show itself upon our but the man was so sure that it was the able for me to give up a few gratifications, this would give $16,483 in one year; one $400,000 of property? If there is no merit retorted quite sharply, “ W ell, there ing feed he a bushel of out hay with two
beards. One by one our passengers were right place, tliat she allowed him to bring pleasures, luxuries or whatever they may seventh of the last sum would give 82,783, in this case, then the action of former legis
hind.
are two things you never saw in this and a half quarts of corn meal and bran
What’s the matter? ” asked the driver, alighting, and there were signs of room it in, although puzzled to know what Mr. may be termed, how much more difficult the amount that ward 7 pays each year latures setting off the towns that I have world, a red-headed negro or a bald- mixed in equal quantities. Give the same
at night, and nt neon about eight ponnds
▼ery composedly, when I had finished nty within; yet somehow, I felt disinclined to Browne wanted of another sofa, as they al must it be to exhibit true self-denial in more titan site would if in a town by her mentioned was wrong.
But it is claimed that Ward 7 wants to headed fool.”
leave the platform.
ready owned a good one; and as times matters of greater moment. If I have ex- self. Does not the fact justify the inhahiof dry hay with a few rootssurvey.
-it * r t r » «»nntiiFHiGn«‘rn.
. I U I .,1
<-•-

fo d r g .

^ales and Jliricltcs.
Homeward Bound.

®ardctt iggwtttr.

t y It is stated that the Governor and
Congress.
! s y The New York Times publishes reliis Council continue “ nt cross purposes."
Thc Senate transacte(1 no business Thnrs-' P°rts r‘'om fourteen states, shewing an imThe Governor is not much inclined to rec- (jllyi being in session only ten minntes. provement in nearly every branch of busiognize the greenback clement in his ap- 1T |le House disscussed the Ohio cases, and ne3s- The states beard from are MassachuL e tte r from a Convict.
T hursday, March 27, 1879.
pointments, and the Council, a mnjority of ordered an investigation of the means by (usetts,Connecticut, New Jersey, New York,
As Hnrt, the St. George condemned
whom nre greenbackers, nre quite as much which Butterworth and Young were elect- Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Minnesoj y Gen. Blanco has been appointed Gov. disinclined to recognize the authority of ed, nud then adjourned; the Republicans, ta, Wisconsin. Michigan, Kentucky, Ten murderer, has been allowed, through his
General of Cuba.
theappointing power. Charles McCarthy's favored the investigation.
nessee and Louisiana. These reports give friends, to present his oase to the public
appointment as trustee of the reform school
l n the Sennte Friday, the resolution of' promise of a profitable season and the be- we think it no mt>re than fair to give the
QT The daughter of Ex-Gov. Hubbard, has l»een rejected, and it is understood the IMr. Edmunds to confine the work of the ' g*n'ng of n return of national prosperity. Bucksport murderer the same chance.
7b the Editor o f thc Gazette
of Connecticut, recently eloped and mar Council will refuse to confirm the Cover- session to the appropriation bills, was de- Capital is seeking a profitable Investment.
D eak S i r :—Please permit me
ried ber father’s coachman.
nor’s appointment of state liquor agent.
i fented by a party vote; a resolution was The wholesale dealers generally report an
to appeal through your paper, for my rights,
------------ »------------------------adopted calling on the Treasury Depart- increase in sales, ranging from ten to thirty that I have been wrongfully denied. I ant
E3T IVc present our subscribers this week EyTlic French floating battery Arrogante,1ment for a statement of the expenses of per cent., although nt low prices us com suffering a monstrous injustice, because an
witli an extra containing the public laws foundered off Hyeres in the gale Wed- marshals and supervisors nt thc elections of pared with the business of previous years error has been committed in the judgment
against me.
passed by the recent Legislature.
nesday. March 19. Forty-seven were j 1876 and 1878; there was a lo n g debate The retailers are buying more liberally
The law grants me a fair and impartial
drowned out of a crew of 122. The storm over this resolution, the Democrats wish- and upon shorter credit, or for cash. Col trial; that I have not hnd. Thc state pre
fc# At the election last September, in arose during the firing practice and the , ing to confine tile inquiry to five States, lections nre more easily made thnn during sented witnesses at my trial, who disputed
Oldtown, the Greenback majority was 238. Arrogante sprung aleak. The ship Sony- j and Mr. Conkling demanding that it apply any year since the panic. Southern trade me, from memory, on points, on which
At the election last Monday, on a test vote, erain was near by, but unable to render as- to the whole country; Mr. Conkling won; still shows the effect of low prices of cotton the decision rested, and cried out fabrica
tion. Because I had told two stories, I was
the majority was only 67.
sistance. An effort was made to bench the ■the Democrats voted down a resolution that and sugar, but thc planters are feeling en not to lie believed; when they had evidence
Arrogante, but she sank about a kilometre ' a report be made on the necessity for the couraged. Tho yellow fever epidemic de in their own hands to show my statement
i y Silver is now the lowest in price in from the Isles of Hyeres. The Arrogante’s employment of marshals and supervisors; layed rather than injured, the trade of the was correct, and that the witnesses did not
London that it has been since the re-mone- armor is five inches thick nt the water line. 1Mr. McMillan offered a constitutional places it ravaged. In the North and ex remember correctly. In a case of such
tixation in this country. The legal tender She carried nine six-ton guns, and was 1,- amendment allowing the President to veto treme West immigration, an active lum vast importance, the state should have
dollar now has a bullion value of not quite 338 toils burthen. Tile engines were 500 special items in bills. The House remained bering season and the beginning of work shown the jury, clearly and compre
hensively, that those contradictions were
eighty-three cents.
borse-power.
in session only twenty minutes to-day. It by farmers and builders have stimulated not correct; then I would be uncontra
dicted
from beginning to end. When
trade.
Manufacturing
interests
nre
gen
then adjourned until Tuesday, to allow the
t y The trial of Rev. Mr. Tallmage be E y Fruit dealers in Portland, say, that Speaker, as it is understood, time to make erally flourishing. Flouring mills, in many a person is accused of crime, contra
dictions weigh heavily against him, even
fore the Presbytery of Brooklyn, N. Y., it is an extraordinary fact that apples, in up the list of committees.
cases, have been running all winter. Their if memory is doubtful, and they create
commenced Monday. I t is expected to stead of advancing in price, ns usual in the
In the Senate on Monday, after some de proprietors are cheered by the large export distrust, and lessen the weight of truth un
continue two weeks. The charges against spring, are actually lower thnn in the win bate, John C. Burch was elected Secretary demand, with an enlarging foreign market til it is almost impossible to decide justly.
I can never be silent, and suffer such a
him are for falsehood and deceit.
ter. The Boston, New York and Philadel Richard J . Bright, Sergeant-at-arms; J . E. and improved means of transportation. monstrous
wrong. Tho truth must be
phia markets are full. Word wns received Shober Chief Clerk; Henry B. Peyton Exe Many factories of different cltsses nre re heard, and the right done. The decision
ty Woman suffrage was defeated in the in Portland last week from a Philadelphia cutive
clerk; and Rev. J . G. Bullock Chap suming work, nearly all running on full against me is not supported by such evi
Rhode Island Assembly on Monday—the firm, saying that they were paying but 75
time, and flouring mills find difficulty in dence as the law demands. By that decis
lain.
vote for granting the prayer of the peti cents and SI per barrel for No. 1 apples.
ion I am deprived of my legal rights, and
In the Sennte on Tuesday, Mr. Hoar supplying orders. In the grain states an placed under oppression, where I have got
tioners standing 25 ayes and 21 nays—not Several Portland firms have large consign
spoke at length on his resolution, declaring increased acreage has been or is to be to prove I am innocent, or wait until new
the two-thirds necessary to submit a con ments of fine apples on hand, which they
unconstitutional and revolutionary the planted,and the indications are favorable to facts come to light, that the world may be
stitutional amendment to the people.
have been holding back stored in their Democratic programme of legislation an crops, gratifying in quality and quantity lieve the truth.
cellars this winter for a rise. And now nouuced by Senator Beck at the close of Farmers generally are hopeful of good re How can I convinco the world I atn in
S ’" There nre but two Republicans from they nre offered 15 to 20 cents less per
turns, and the real estate and building in nocent, when they reject the truth that is
the late session.
uncontradicted, and even corroborated from
the South of the Potomac, in the United barrel thnn they gave. The dealers com
beginning to end? There is something
In the House no business was transacted terests are active.
States Senate—Mr. Bruce of Mississippi plain nlso of the sluggishness of the mar
In regard to Maine, the Lewiston wrong. The shite rely on circumstances of
and
it
soon
adjourned.
Previous
to
cast
and Mr. Kellogg of Louisiana. An at ket for dried apples, and say the large sup
a negative character, and very slender at
Journal
says
a
marked
improvement
in
tempt will be made to unseat the latter. ply has soglutted it that they find no sales. ing his vote, Mr. Stephens, of Georgia, in business has been felt in all directions. So that.
quired if tile Speaker was ready to an
Snell a decision is not to be tolerated
Mr. Bruce’s term expires in 1881 and Mr.
nounce the committees. The Speaker re far as cotton mills arc concerned, there is when the truth is to be had.
Kellogg’s in 1883.
a very decided turn for the better. The
No honest man will refuse to review,
£ y Mr. Nathan B. Pratt, treasurer of plied that he was not.
stock of Lewiston corporations has been ad and examine carefully, in such an import
ty At the annual town meeting in Wis- the Reading Saving’s Bank, in Rending No business wns transacted in the Senate vancing quite rapidly during the past few ant case, for it is a ease of the highest im
Mass.,
has
been
systematically
defrauding
yesterday.
In
the
House
Mr.
Frye
introportance in the law, anil demands proof
caset on Monday, the question of raising
weeks. Androscoggin mills stock has ad
money to pay the interest on the bonds is the institution for years, and on Saturday Iduced a resolution directing the committee vanced 19 dollars ashare; Bates Mill stock that will not only convince, hut show the
truth to a moral certainty. My case can
sued bv the town in aid of the Knox & it was discovered that he was defaulted to on rules to report a rule confining tile busi which sold at 113 dividend on. in Decem bo solved and the right found; if it can't, it
Lincoln railroad, was postponed to be held. the amount of §90.000. On Sunday he ness of the session to the appropriation ber, has now advanced to 124 offered anil must be given to me as a protection against
April 14th. These bonds are now selling went to Boston and with a son concocted bills, but objection was made and the no stock for sale at that figure. Hill stock innocencv.
plans to escape. Both of them were ar House adjourned.
What we want to know is, what dots
in Boston at 75.
has advanced §5 to 8; Franklin. 5. We the law demand to convict; then, was the
rested on Monday while on their way to a
evidence
lip to the requirements? I know
hear
that
one
of
our
corporations
contem
ty The walking mania has reached Port depot to take the cars for New York. The y The Portland Advertiser says it plated errecting a large brick store-house that it was nol. If you doubt my word,
land, and James M. Driscoll, of that city, is father denied that he had done anything seemed to be generally and cheerfully ad this season; but it is stated that the high then let us have the truth of tile question
to attempt the feat of walking 500 miles in wrong, or that his son wns in any way mitted at Augusta last winter, that the Stati price asked for a portion of the land requir clearly and comprehensively explained,
and see who is in the right. There is no
140 honrs, nt Lancaster Hall, in that city, identified with the transactions of the bank. was ruined and the treasury bankrupt. The ed,may prevent the erection of the proposed oilier way to decide it. The truth mnst be
amount of the failure was variously esti-'
commencing on Mondny next. Miss May They were taken to the police office and
produced and the right done! We have a
structure.
There
has
been
some
talk
that
mated
at
§150,000
to
§500,000.
About
thc
plenty of honest, sound, moral leasoners,
Belle Sherman will walk with him part of searched. Nothing was found upon the
a new corporation will be formed and the who can decide the question, and I appeal
only
member
who
had
the
assurance
to
de
father,
but
upon
the
person
of
his
son
were
the time.
for the truth, and my liberty, that justice
found all manner of securities to the amount clare that a treasury encumbered by a float Lincoln started up at an early day.
The Boston Post prints a bright pic may he done!
t y The contest which has been going on of §40.000. Both were locked up in the ing debt of only §150,000, and holding ture, as follows;—“ The factories are gen I will wait patiently for a response. If
§157.000
in
cash,
could
not
be
hopelessly
no response for thc right comes, I must ap
for months, before the Surrogate, of New tombs for examination.
bankrupt, was Mr. Farrington of Frye erally resuming or making ready to resume peal until it does come.
York, over the will ofCornelius Vanderbilt,
y “ Blood and thunder, Mr. SpifHe- burg; and Mr. Farrington, gives his rcas work, and if the foreign markot could be
Yours truly,
has, nt last been decided by the Surrogate
E dw ard M. Sm ith .
kins!” Col. Blood as managing editor of ons for believing that there |will be a sur still more rapidly extended by intelligent
in fnvor of the will and all its codicils. Al
Thomaston, Feb. 8th, 1879.
Chase’s Chronicle, comes to the front in the plus in the treasury nt the end of the year. legislation their prospects would improve
though an appeal has been entered, it is
much more speedy pace. But it is all
doubtful whether the case will be carried last issue of that paper, and, after a fulsome He says that the Legislature of 1877 fool certain to come right in time. Even real
From our Regular Correspondent.
compliment to his own abilities, and those ishly cut down the state tax to 3 mills.
“ P____________________
estate,
which is the last to rally, feels the
Our European L etter.
of Messrs. Chase and Fogg.eloses in grand The Legislature of 1878 restored it to 4
Fif The Lemitkm Journal is mistaken in iloquent stylo as follows :
mills. But the 3-mill tax, collected in 1878 effect of the reviving trade impulses and
e k ly MeRSuge from o u r • k in d b e jo n d
saying that the Gram! Trunk was the first
With this tri-angubir consolidation of I was not sufficient to maintain a safe work- improves its figures and pretensions togeth1.” W caten th o A raerio ii pedestriun.
We have reached a stage, in fact, at
railroad built in this State. The Bangor force and talent the Chronicle feels equal ing balance in the treasury. The treasur
u n e w s and g o ssip .
to
the
contest,—cuts
down
the
bridges
be
which
further
movement
is
possible
in
but
& Oldtown and the Portland, Saco & Ports
er therefore borrowed §150,000. This tem
hind it over which it has passed already
L ondon , E no , March, 4, 1879.
mouth railroads wero built and running draws its swords from their scabbards, porary loan was all on hand nt the end of one direction. Everything mnst now go
Weston’s attempt to cover tlie unprece
years before the Grand Trunk was com throws the scabbards away and steps to the the year. The appropriations for 1879 pro forward. Tho country is evidently about
menced, and so, we think, wns the Calais front of the battleground, proposing not to vide for its payment. The tax to be col' to enter on a career of prosperity whose dented distance of 2,000 miles in 1,000
surrender or pull down its colors until the lected in 1879 is 4 mills. If this tax should splendors have hardly yet been imagined.” hours lias failed, after a gallant struggle,
& Baring road.
last labor-tyrant in the United States shall
with all the worst of luck throughout in
lie the only revenue, and if all tho appro
We notice that some of our State pa bite thc dust."
Suprem e Judicial Court.
the shape of one of thc most trying winters
Bombastes Furioso could not do better priations should be expended, there would
pers complain that the Kennebec Journal
known for many years. With all the bad
Knox County—March T erm .
thnn this. Thc old parties had best retire be a possible deficit of §47,000 next Janu
opposes biennial elections and sessions of
roads iu the kingdom to travel over in
ary. But neither of these suppositions is
P ETER S, J ., P resid in g .
the Legislature. It is perfectly natural that from the contest at once and thus escape at all probable. The probability is, tkat
their very worst eonditiou, and with large
L. F. Starrett , Clerk .
the avenging swords of Messrs. Chase,
all the Augusta papers, as well as ninecrowds at every city, town, and village to
S. E . S h eph erd , S h e r if f .
tile 4-mill tax and other receipts will pay
Fogg and Blood 1
tentbs of thc people o4 that city, should be
L. M. Staples , County'A ttorney .
contend will), Weston has just failed by 22off the [temporary loan with all other ex
R lel S mith , Stenographer .
in favor of annual sessions of the Legisla
j y TheAVie York Herald says if probibil- penses and leave a balance in the treasury. Judge Peters returned Friday uoon, and in the 1-2 miles to complete in the specified time,
ture, which bring so many people thither,
an
almost unparalleled task in the annals of
ities are fulfilled, as they seem in a fair Maine G’s are quoted at a premium of 13 afternoon Court proceeded with the case of Rock
and, undoubtedly, creates some business.
land W ater Company ys. Davis Tillson. This was pedestrianism. On his arrival at Windsor
way to be, Jerome Park will next fall be per cent., and tliaL price is never paid for an action of trespass brought by the company to
recover damages of $2000 against defendant for on Thursday evening he had sixty-five
scene of the most exciting international bankrupt stocks.
y The legislature of Connecticut is the
destroying a portion of their aqueduct rendering miles to go, and twenty hours to do it in ;
race that America has known. The fa
it necessary to build tresslc work work and bridge
considering the plan of increasing its reve
\3P There was a great crowd of office to support the iron pipe, and for projection but the excitement of his reception playing
mous English colt Peter, who has never
nue by substituting the bell punch-tax upon
damages.
upon his highly-strung nervous system
been beaten hut once and against whom seekers, from all parts of the Union, at The case was tried at the September term 1877,
the sale of liquors in place of the license
completely prostrated him and he failed
no English turfman would care to wager Washington, last week, to secure, if possi and, under the ruling of Judge Appleton, that
law, and a bill has passed the House pro‘
prospective damages could not be recovered in just as the prize appeared within his grasp.
action, a verdict was rendered for the company
Tiding for a trial of the Virginia plan. It except with enormous odds in his favor, is ble, an office in the Senate, which body has this
now come under Democratic rule. The for $240.17. An appeal was taken and the full He left the Castle Hotel at 11.35, accompa
is estimated thnt more than one hundred expected to come over and run a mile and
Court reversed the decision of the Chief Justice, nied by one of the judges, in a close con
a half against Mr. Keene’s Spendthrift, who offices were few, but there was a legion of that prospective damages could not be recovered,
thousand dollars can be added to tho treas
veyance, and proceeded as far as the twen
ordered the case back for a new trial.
has never been beaten at all. Both horses applicants, from ex-Senators and Represen andThe
ury by this plan.
present trial occupied five days. Iu conse ty-second milestone on tho Batli road, when
are under the management of men who tatives, down to the humble citizen, but ac quence of the illness of Mr. Rice of council for
tive worker nt the polls. The North was defendant. C. E. Liitlefield, Esq., was unexpect he dismounted, and was soon trudging
TheJMaine Senators nre placed on mean business, and unless some previous
edly called to assist Judge Hall, and he made a
well represented in the crowd, but the noses brilliant opening for the defense. The evidence in away on foot at a good pace until the four
the following committees: Mr. Hamlin, accident to either animal prevents,the race
of these gentlemen were quickly brought the case was all put in Wednesday morning and teenth stone, when lie turned and came
Judge Hall made the closing argument for the de back to tlie twenty-first, making the fifteen
on Foreign Relations, Post offices and is sure to be run. The match will be for
to the grindstono, and every thing was fendant. He was followed by Mr. Gould in ai.
Post Roads, and the special committee to an amount—ten thousand dollars—in keep
argument for plaintiffs. Judge Peters miles at 3.20yesterday morning. He then
given to the South, and the five principal elaborate
was to give the case to the jurythis morning, but
examine the several branches of the civil ing with the importance of tho event, but
offices in the Senate were soon gobbled in consequence of the illness of Mr. Dillingham rested for 50 minutes in the carriage. This
this
wager
only
faintly
indicates
the
amount
service. Mr. Blaine is on the Appropria
one of the jurors, who hoped to l>e was not sufficient, as he had to repeat his
up by the South, and not one was given to Thomaston,
able to come in this afternoon, the charge was de nap directly afterwards. On resuming he
tion committee, thnt of Naval Affairs, and of money that will change hands after thc
the North and East.
layed.
os the Rules. The South gets a large ma race has been run. It is matter for gener
reeled all over the road like a drunken
Gould
Rice & Hall. Littlefield.
There was great pulling and hauling in The following divorces
have been decreed at this man and had to be twice saved from fall
jority of chairmanships, as it furnishes 30 al congratulation that the match is in all its
the Democratic caucus. Mr. Henry Wat term.
features
so
admirable,
and
that,
whatever
of the 43 Democratic Senators.
Addie F. Eaton, libellant, r. William H. Eaton ing into a ditch, and lie again lay down till
may be the final result, American patrons terson. editor of the Louisville Courier— Pierce for libt.
Journal, had, for weeks been at work like Sarah Driscoll, libt., v. Dennis Driscoll. Pierce seven, at which period all chance of suc
y Ship David Brown of Searsport, load of the turf will be enabled to behold the re
for libt.
cess had gone. He now went ou slowly,
ed with cotton ql Charleston for Liverpool, doubtable Peter at the work for which he a beaver, to secure the Secretaryship of Susan C. Morse, libt., v. Quincy A. Moise. M. and by 8.50 had knocked off 25 miles since
F . Hanly for libt.
the
Senate
for
his
father,
Mr.
Harvey
W
at
has
shown
such
extraordinary
aptitude.
took fire in the hold last Saturday. She
Brown, libt., r. Edward C. Brown. J. midnight, leaving him forty to do in six
terson, and he supposed he had a sure thing E .Susan
Hanley for libt.
wns immediately filled with water and the
Lindley, lib t, v. Margaret Lindley. Bliss and a quarter hours, and walked out three
t y Manifestoes seem to be the order of it. He did come pretty near it; but “ a forJohn
fire was extinguished. A steam tug with
libt.
miles on the Maidenhead road and back;
miss is as good as a mile.” On the first
Caroline Gleason, libt., r. Michael Gleason.
powerful pumps was then placed alongside of the day with the Greenback party. They
this he repeated, making twelve miles.
two ballots for the office it required 21 votes Hewett for libt.
make
their
appearance
about
ns
often
as
to pump the water out of the ship before
F rankL. Richardson, libt., v. Abbie F. Richard He then retraced his steps two and a half
to elect, and Mr. Watterson had 19, the son.
Littlefield for libt.
opening the hatches. The condition of the did representative Pickard of Bangor on
balance being scattered among other can Emeline Allenwood, libt., vs. Joseph Allen miles and back, which, with an extra halfvessel cannot bo ascertained until after thc the floor of our late legislature. Notwith
wood. Montgomery for libt.
mile into Slough, made seventeen and a
didates.
standing
the
bold
one
addressed
by
the
Emma
F. Kiik, libt., vs. George F. Kirk.
removal of the cargo.
half since breakfast. While resting here,
On the fifth ballott Col. John C. Burch Montgomery for libt.
Greenback members to the Democratic
Henry Bradbury, libt., vs. Harriet E . Bradbury. time, 4 5, expired, his record for the thou
of Tennessee, who had received the small Hicks for libt.
and
Republican
members
of
Congress,
just
Mr. Frye, of tho 2d district elicited
est vote at the first ballot, was nominated Lizzie L. Griffin, libt., rs. Henry T. Griffin. sand hours being 1,977 1-2 miles. He left
Staples for libt.
great laughter in the House last Friday, by prior to the opening of the session, in which
by a vote of 24 to 13 for Watterson and Cora E. Richards, libt., vs. Jacob E . Richards. at 5.15 iu order to finish his distance. Ab
rising, and in a very grave manner saying, they claimed to hold the balance of power 3 scattering. Truly “ there’s many a slip Perrigo
out 10.30 he passed through Hammersmith.
for libt.
in the House, and spoke of the “ grave re
Goorge C. Robbins, libt., vs. Betsey Robbins. He expected to reach the Royal Exchange
that he desired to apologize for a remark
Staples for libt.
sponsibility resting upon them in the or between the cup and the lip.”
he had made the other day, namely, that he
The candidates nominated were as fol The following persons have been naturalized at about midnight.
this terra of C ourt:—John McNeil,William Ogston,
did not believe in the total depravity of the ganization of that body,” they have now
The London Stereoscopic Company has
lows :
Robert W . Dyer, George W atts, William K.
democratic party. The voto upon the taken another tack, and the National Exe
Homer Campbell, James Broggini, Joseph now on view at its premises in Regent St.
For Secretary—Colonel John C. Burch, Smith,
cutive
Committee
of
the
National
Green
Carabelli, Charles Ambrosini.
a very curious and completo collection of
Florida caso had shown him he was mis
back party has issued an address to the of Tennessee.
trophies from Zululand, which have been
taken.
On our outside, will be found the speech o f
For Sergeant-at-Arms—R. J . Bright, of
people of the United States, in which the
Senator Morrison, of Franklin County, on the brought overhand are now being exhibited
y Edward Sewall Esq., of Bath, one of committee states that no depcndcnco is to Indiana.
question of setting off the 7th ward of this city. by Dr. J . B. Campling, late civil surgeon
For Chief Clerk—Francis E. Shober, of
thc late Directors of the Knox & Lincoln be placed on the professsions of avowed
We publish it at the request of our subscribers itf* of the 24th regiment. The collection, which
Railroad, fell over the balustrade of the friends to the cause; that hope for financial North Carolina.
that ward. It was the most able argument, on is made doubly interesting by the present
For Executive Clerk—H. B. Peyton, of that side of the question delivered in the legisla
Windsor Hotel in New York, last Thurs relief within old party lines has been ex
state of our relations with the Zulu people,
ture.
day, striking upon the marble floor, and tinguished, and that the Nationals have Virginia.
comprises every description of nrticle of
sustaining such severe injuries that he died been in several instances misled by the nom For Chaplain—The Rev. J . G. Bullock,
attiro used by the South African natives,
Our Magazines.
next day. His son, Oscar, was with him inees of the party and others who obtain of Virginia.
Peterson’s Magazine for April is a unusually both male and female, either in peace or
at the time of the accident. His funeral ed its support. The address says that it is
brilliant number, filled with choice reading matter war; while not a few of the specimens at
and beautiful illustrations and patterns. This
took place in Bath on Monday.
only possible through a new organization
Diptheriais so|prevalent in Bangor that it magazine is a great favorite with the ladies. Terms tach a certain romance in connection with
to found a party which shall accomplish was deemed expedient not to re-open two $.200 per year.
tho recollection of the adventures gone
It is but just, says the New York the desired end. To succeed, a uniform of the schools in that city last Monday.
A flleton ’s J ournal for April opens with a pa- through in effecting their capture. In this
Tribune, to note that the examination of effort must be made, and a position bold,
Thc Portland Company have finished
class
figures conspicuously the skull of a
Cashier Barron's accounts, which has now aggressive, independent and uncomprom two porgie steamers. The Geo. W. Beals
ure de Village,” was founded. It is a story Kaffir.Chief, together with the whole of hi?
been completed, reveals no evidence of ising must be taken.
wns built for Wells & Co., of Greenport, of a remarkable
series of crimes, told in a singu
and the Falcon for Turtle & Co. The cost larly graphic and vivid manner. Those who have warlike accoutrements including even the
wrong doing on his part, and therefore re
not read the novel should do so, the author of the powder and ball found in his horn and
moves the only foundation for the theory
There nre now one hundred and two stu wns S14.000 apiece.
article thinks, for De Balzac never wrote anything wallet nt tlie time that he fell a prey to Dr.
dents
at
the
State
College.
of suicide. The accusation was one that
The spool factory nt Dover has all the more searching than the anguish of remorse which
orders on hand that it can attend to and is tortured VeroniqueGrasliu’s soul; and those who Campling, who was obliged to shoot him
should not have been made lightly, for it
read it will wish to do so again” after perus in self-defence. Tlie gun found in his pos
The editor of the Bangor Whig on Fri- _________
______
running
all of __________
the machinery _____
for the havethe
attacked the memory of a dead man, and day, received a trout weighing twenty-one !now
history of the events on wkich the novel
(irst time s?nce the factory has'’ been re- ing
session is one of the old fashioned flint
was founded. Yearly subscription, $3.00. •
must have inflicted incalculable anguish and a quarter pounds, and measuring three , built.
firelocks, which, according to Dr. Camp
feet one inch in length, which was caught i
upon his family. Now let it be dropped.
Godey’s Lady’s Book, under the new regime, ling, is the most generally distributed of
in Schoodic Lake on that day.
j The Sentinel says that a cow owned by
maintains the high reputation, the oldest periodi
-----------„ ---------Mr. James Nutt in Perry gave birth to a cal in the Union has acquired. The terms have all firearms among the natives of the cape.
On thc question of administering the
Benj. Canncy, Jr., of Berwick, who
hist week, that has two heads. The been reduced $200 per year, which is cheap Tho rest of the collection is formed of the
oath to Congressman Hull, of Florida, the made a savage assault upon Lafayette heads are united at the top, and the mouths enough for such a beautiftil monthly.
various portions of men and women’s
Greenbackers, with the exception of Mr. E. own of that town Wednesday night, in- , terminate in one throat. The calf has two
In H a rper ’s Magazine for April, the new se attire, their waist belts, caps, &c.
Ladd of this State, voted in the negative, Aiding wounds with a knife, which may ; complete mouths, two sets of eyes, but only
Another feature of the exh ibition, al
ries of papers by S. G.W. B enjamin on American
the vote standing 140 yeas, 137 nays—a prove fatal, was Thursday committed to , two earsArt is continued—the subject this month being
I Tho Mftine Beet Sugar Company have American Sculpture, with wonderfully fine engrav though nominally “ not in the programme ”
tight squeeze. Hull’s certificate of election Alfred jail to await trial.
ings, representing works by Powers, Crawford, is a bright handsome-looking Zulu boy
------------.
—
.-----------!
completed
tho
refining
of
the
beet
Sugar
from the Governor of Florida had been in
Rogers, Gould,Ward, Story, Simmons,
The New England Reform Club Associa- manufactured by them at the Forest City Randolph
Rinehart, Miss Hosmer, Palmer, O’Donovan, brought oyer by Dr. Campling, who cap
validated by the Supreme Court of thnt State tion voted to hold their annual Campmeet- refinery in Portland; during the fall and nompson,
jonnuogcre,
ana Hartley.
Bartley. Powers
Powers is
is
Thompson, John
Rogers, and
which is a Democratic body, and Bisbee, ing the last of Angust, nt Old Orchnrd to winter. The total amount manufactured represented by his “ Eve before the Fall; ” Ward tured him during an engagement on the
Poril Heights; the lad seems very happy,
Republican had been declared elected. Mr. continue seven days, provided satisfactory during the first year, was alittle over 180,-1by bis most recent and noblest work, the statue of
can be made with the Campground 000 pounds. This year it is expected the ' Washington: nnd O’Donovan. one ?f onr youngs can already speak a little English, and is
Ladd now goes into the Democratic cau terms
Messrs.
Association and railroads.
6
amount will be largely increase,f
f X te
'
"E."R. altogether a remarkably intelligent fellow.
cuses.
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The City editor of the Times reAects very *1*Peters, the negro who was convicted in thc
The graduation ball at Farwell Hall, this eve
severely on the American contractors of the Supreme Judicial Court, last week of compound ning will attract a large and brilliant audience.
Madeira and Mamore Railroad on account Iarccnr’ and who was confined in the cell under Music by Chandler’s Orchestra of Portland.
of the hardships endured by the men who ,becourt
made Use?- 1 he follow ing nre the selections for the opening
. ,

*

cape from the cell, Monday evening, by digging concert:

were tre n out to build it. Instead of awav a brick and removing one o f the bars of the 1. Overture—Ringleben,
Chandler’s Orchestra.
“ Tasto Abbondonna,’'' Clarionet Obliabusing the Collins Brothers of Philadel- grating to the window. It was neatly and quietly 2. Selection
gato—Jfereada nte,
phia, who undertook the work, the Times done, and while a watchman was within a few 3. Grand Selection “ H. 51. 8. Pinafore.”- W . F. Todd.
(.'handler’s Orchestra.
□heald look nearer home. It is the can - , feet of the cell corridor.
L Cleopatra Polka for Piccalo—Dam
E . C. Besket.
tankerous bondholders of London, the Bears;
A pleasant musieale was given by Miss Aiarv
Overture, “ Seiolramide,” —R
of the Stock Exchange, who, by laying an H. Bird, at her music room in Pillsbury block, p a
, ,
Chandler’s Orchestra,
Hum — f i t . ’I,
embargo on the money, have prevented the Tuesday evening. Miss Bird, besides her pupils, e. Serenade for FluteC.and
W . Grimmer and E. C. Basket.
nm
n irom
fi-nm Un!™
i uthereby
i
•
Promenade Waltzes- Benedict,
mon
being paid,
causing
no hnd
, ,the...valuable
_r _ assistance of. Mrs.
.. D. N.
,r. Mort. . .
,
,
J
n
land, Miss. N . T. Sleeper and others. The pro- 8. Musiam Medley—C. IF.-ffri Chandler’s Orchestra.
end of misery and the loss of nearly two grnrame ,vns as follows.
Chandler's Orchestra.
hundred lives. When Colonel Church hnd Piano D uet—'‘ Elite du Regiment,” Fred Beyer
raised some £800,000 on Bolivian Bonds ptanoBoto—^A ria AUaSeoziese"•” riiien(ine?fe,c° lf' »i«Mr. F. H . Moses of Bucksport, offers somegood bargains in the line o f Plants &e. Mr. Moses
expressly for building this road, and su p -' O r g i l n BridatEvetieTcb/^Engirtrrdi'u'e’' >'‘' i9 well and favorably known here, having visi
plemented
it with a loan of £40,0000 from , Piano Solo—
a
o
b0?,“'<’Our’1y- ted this city for several seasons past. Read the
T>
...
“ Birdie’s Morning Song,” Salter,
the Brazilian Government, and deposited i
Miaa H attie Bird, advertisement.
the money in the Bank of England, he w as'
^ - ''T o lc e ’ ° fta? N t'sh./'’' S°” nOW‘"'
nrJ
pmRrc8|! ve one’ and improvements
perfectly justified in assuring the Messrs. ( Organ So,o_„ Uartlw ,, „ X '
“ Li
’“SKMting themselves in almost
Collm9 that the money would be forthcom-!
Ml89
Clark. every department 01 human lift. Labor-saving
.
.,
.
,
Piano Solo—“ T w ittering of Birds,’’ B alenna,
inventions and machinery nre eagerly sought for.
ing ns the work progressed: and they, in !
Mi». Jennie 5
?a
,llours’ tim». “ Itat usuallv
was the toil of days and even weeks. The farm tlie
turn, were justified in employing a thous^ R & ' O a t o p ^ Z ^ . 0'
household the w o rksh o p , the faetorv. ,dl
and men to go to South America to build piano g ^ . , Happy Drcam, ..
Bertl
unmistakable evidences of this wonderful age of
tee road. It is Mr. Ray, and dog-in-the-l
MiaaNancy T . Sleeper. progress. It remained, however, for the eminent
Piano
Solo—“-aru
E rnani,”
Mias
house Lord & T aylor, well known as one of the
..
...
.
,, , ,
, i riu
iiu eviu—
u u i, tVerdi,
tr u i,
miaa Ada Bird.
manger Committee of Bondholders,” who' Organ
Organ Solo—“ W edding March,” JfendefeeoAn,
Mendelssohn,
leading dry-goods firm of New York City, to intro
Miss Lizzie Ames. duce vast improvements in the old shopping method
have caused all the trouble. INevertneiess, P JOUO S o lo -” L© Chatelaine Fantasie,”
Le Due,
and to make “ shopping easy ” for every lady in
Miss
Jennie
Willey.
Mr. Collins, who is now in London, assures Piano Solo—“ Freyschntz, Fantasie, Weber,
the country. There is now no excuse for ladies to
Miss Eva Dunning. fatigue themselves with travel, and to undergo its
me that the great work will be accom
hundred and one annoyances, when tliev can pur
Piano Duet—“ Vienne Galop,”
plished in spite of all obstacles. Tho com
Misses Mary H. Bird and Sarah Brewster. chase every article needed for the wanlxobe or
merce of the valley of the Amazon is a Miss Bird is a thorough and experienced teach household without leaving their homes. M essrs
ord & T aylor will send, on application, free of
er, and deserving of the credit bestowed upon her L
prize worth fighting for.
E dmunds.
charge, samples of any of the newest piece goods

services by the execution of her pupils, who for Spring and Summer wear which tliev adver
evinced musical talent on their part, and efficiency tise, with prices attached to each. Selections
from these are readily made; orders for goods re
in instruction.
ceived, filled by the house, and returned bv fast
The graduating oxercises of the High Schoo trains to the purchaser. This surely is a material
class o f ’79, at Farwell H all,.Friday evening, at improvement for the slow method of former davs,
as by this system time, money, lal»or and annoy
tracted an immense audience, the house being ances are all saved. The business standing of this
“ Our Heroes ” come next.
completely packed. The Orpheus Club opened the eminent house makes this announcement worthy
See advertisement of a house, store, and
services with a beautiful overture, which was of attention, as they can be relied npon implicitly
stock for sale.
followed by a prayer from Rev. W. T . Stowe, to accomplish whatever they advertise to do.
The city schools will be closed four weeks pastor of the Universalist Church. Then
for the Spring vacation.
menced the exercises of the class; Frank G. THO M ASTO N.
The new steamer Mt. Desert is nearly ready Richardson presenting the salutatory in a hand
Mr. Washington Robbins, a well known citizen
for launching at Bath.
some manner. Miss Lillie A. Colson gave an in of South Thomaston, died a t his residence in that
>{« The adjourned meeting of the City Council teresting history of the class. Essays were read town, on Sunday last, of pneumonia, after a short
as follows: Lelia McAllister—u The Reality
will be held to-morrow evening.
illness. Mr. Robbins resided on thc old home
»J«Sloop Island Belle, Capt. Allen, has com D u ty ,” Lucy F . Andrews—“ The Past and the stead of his fathers’ all his life. His residence
Present;” Georgiana D. Sweetland—“ Thc Phi being near this town, thc first house in South
menced her trips to and from Hurricane.
losopher’s Stone;” Imogene Parker—“ Scientia est Thomaston on the St. George road, it seemed like
»I« Don’t fail to read Fuller & Cobb’s new adver Potentia;” Addie M. Thomas—“ Pleasures of
losing one of our own citizens to (have him pass
tisement. Grand carpet opening this week.
Imagination;” Hattie A. W atts—“ Leaflets of away. All his personal and business associations
We are happy to state that the health of Mr. M e m o ry A n n ie A. Campbell—“ A Class Proph were with this town. He had many friends, who
Vosc, Editor of the Gazette, is daily improving.
ecy.” Oliver L. Bartlett gave thc Valedictory, will greatly miss him, and all will remember his
Our streets, and the sidewalks where the snow entitled, “ The Golden Fleece.”
firm integrity and strong resolution. His funeral
Mr. A. L. Tyler, Sup. School Committee, af took place on Tuesday afternoon. Rev. G. P.
has not been removed are in a very uncomfortable
ter a few appropriate remarks to thc class, present Mathews, conducted the religious services appro
condition, being covered with slosh and mud.
Rev. E . G. Eastm an has accepted a call to ed the diplomas, and Rev. W . C. Barrows, of the priate to the sad occasion. His remains were
F irst Baptist Church, closed the exercises with a brought to Thomaston for Interment.
the pastorate of the Free Will Baptist church in
benediction. At intervals, between thc delivery of
Mrs. Nancy O’Brien, relict of Hon. Thomas
this city, and has commenced his labors here.
the essays,the Orpheus Club rendered some charm O’Brien, died at her residence, West Main Street,
Mr. W . II. Harrington, lately with Mr. J. ing music.
on Monday afternoon. She has been in failing
P. Ingraham, has taken a store in the Spofford
The various parts assigned to the pupils
health since her husband^ death in May last. Her
block, and will open it in a few days with a fresh well sustained, and evinced, study and scholar funeral takes place this afternoon from St. John’s
stock of groceries.
ship. Mr. Phillips, principal of tho school, has Church.
►
I*We learn that several parties are talking of reason to be proud of this his first graduating
A beautiful little child o f Major Delano, died
erecting dwelling houses in this city the coming class here.
on Monday morning last, of lung fever.
Rev. G. P. Mathews went to Gardiner, on Sat
season. Never before could buildings be erected
City A ffa ir s . - An adjourned meeting of the
at so low a rate as now.
urday last, at which place he attended the funeral
City Council was held Tuesday evening.
of Mrs. Cox, of that city, one of his former par
»{<We are glad to learn that our esteemed fellow
An order from the Common Council, passed
.
citizen A. S. Rice Esq., who for a week past has that Board, that no salaried officers for the present ishioners.
Rev-. Mr. Burrage, Editor of Zions’ Advocate,
been very ill with ervsipilas in the face and head, year shall be elected until said salaries are fixed
preached
at
the
Baptist
Church
on
Sunday
after
is now on the mending hand.
was tabled in the Board of Aldermen by a vote of
noon and evening, very acceptably to the people.
>}« The second presentation of the drama 4 to 2.
Bark Martha A. SleNiel, Capt. Newell B. Jordan,
The committee on Salaries reported salaries for
“ Aliove the Clouds,” at the Universalist vestry,
arrived at New York 23d in a passage of 26 days
Saturday evening, drew quite a large audience. the ensuing year as follows :
from
Liverpool. This bark has commenced to
City Clerk, (including rent),
$125.00
The play was handsomely rendered.
load for Bordeaux, and it is said will be ready for
Clerk Common Council,
Sd.OO
Mr. Frank L. Burpee boasts the possession of
sea
again
in ten days. Quick work.
Assessors, (board),
500.00
a violin—a genuine Cremona—manufactured in
The Old Folks Concert, announced for April 1st
City Treasurer,
150.00
1667 and consequently 212 years old. It is rich in
and
2d
in
aid
of the Appollo Club, will lie a grand
School Committee, (board),
250.00
tone, the volume of sound being very great.
affair. The concert will be under the direction of
School Agent,
100.00
Rev. W . T. Stowe will preach at the Univer
Mr.
R.
II.
Counce
and Prof. S. P. Swett, who are
Overseer of Poor, (board),
350.00
salist Church next Sunday morning on “ Thc De
eminently able to give the affair an excellent send
City Physician, including medicines
velopment o Jesus, and in the evening will lec
off.
Frequent
rchersals
are being held, at which
and foreign and domestic poor,
175.00
ture, (by request) on “ The Engrafted Word.'
onr best musical talent is engaged, and a lively in
Liquor Agent,
400.00
terest
is
manifested.
We
anticipate a very in
The dwelling house of Mr. T. Cronan, in tlie
Driver of city team,
425.00
teresting concert, and a large crowd in attendance.
rear o fN . A. Burpee’s establishment, was slightly
Engineer and Fireman of Steamer,
250.00
Mr.
Noyes
Fales,
a
former
resident of Thomas
injured by fire, Monday morning. The fire caught
City Marshal,
450.00
ton, but now a citizen of New Gloucester, is on a
in a partition, through which passed a stove fun
Regular Pol ice, (each),
.’105.00
visit to his friends in this town.
nel.
City Solicitor,
100.00
“ Fez ” and “ Pci ” arc considered good author
Mr. L. S. Robinson has been elected Presi
City Auditor,
25.00
dent of the Young Men’s Christum Association in
Collector of taxes 5 mills on the dollar and 5 per ity on thc political situation, vide Argus correspon
dent.
this city in place of Mr. W. W . Dow resigned and cent on single poll taxes.
Capt. Arthur Spear, one of the solid men ot
who will leave next week to occupy a farm in Da
The report was accepted in both Boards, and a
Oyster River, pulls down “ three hundred and ten
kota.
resolve establishing tlie above as the salarie:
pounds,”
avoirdupois. A weighty tax Collector.
►
J*In consequence of temporary illness o f Rev. the present year, was passed, after an ineffectual
Hon. Samuel W atts has returned home from
Mr. Blair, the pulpit of the Congregational church attempt to amend it by Alderman Hewett to cut
New
York,
where lie lias been as a delegate from
was occupied last Sunday morning by Rev. Mr the salary of the Marshal down to $400. The re
the State of Maine to the New York Board of
Pope of Thomaston. Evening service was omit, solve was amended on motion of Alderman Hewitt
Trade,
a
session
of which was recently held in that
that the Marshal pay all fees into the city treasuryt
ted.
city, and was appointed a Commissioner on harbor
»I« The Social circle of the First Baptist church He also moved to cut down the salaries of thc masters, wharves, and docks, for New York
will meet this evening at the house of Mr. Edgar driver o f thc city team, of thc liquor agent and of harbor.
A. Burpee on Middle sheet. The Methodist circle the school committee, b u t was voted down 5 to 2.
Mr. Cass Sumner has purchased a house lot of
Petition of A. J. Make r, for license to keep a
will meet at the house of Mr. Fogg on Pleasant
bowling alley was [presented by Aid. Hewett, Dea. Joseph Catland, on Ilyler street, and will
St eet.
erect
a dwelling house on the same, during the
License was refused, yeas 2 nays 5.
There is promise of a great deal of fun at
Petition of George L. Snow for abatement of tax coming season.
Farwell H all Saturday evening, by “ Waverly’s
Mr.
Hermon Benner, master builder, has com
on his lime kilns for the years 1876, ’77-78 was re
Follies ” in their burlesque opera and comedy
ferred to a joint special committee, consisting of menced work on O’Briens’ ship.—Sell. Samuel
which they propose to present to the citizens of
Fish
is
now discharging cargo of white oak at this
Aldermen Willoughby and Mehan, and CouncilRockland on that evening.
ship yard.
A daughter of Mr. Charles Philbrook of
Officer
Wm. J. Bunker entertained sixteen
An order was passed to hold a joint convention
Scrigglesville, 10 years old, was badly scalded on for the purpose of hearing reports of subordinate tramps at the lockup last night.
the legs, and lower part of the body, last Friday, officers, and to elect Assessors, Overseers of thc
There arc twenty-nine articles in tlie town war
by the upsetting of a boiler of hot water. Relief Poor, City Treasurer and City Physician.
rant.
was promptly afforded tlie sufferer iby Dr. Hitch
Democrat and Greenback Caueus to-night.—Re
A joint convention was formed and the reports
cock, and she is recovering irom her injuries.
of Treasurer Weeks, School Agent, Tyler, Audi publican Caucus Saturday night.
Wild geese are plenty in the Georges Ri ver—
»}< John F. Anderson Esq., civil Engineer and to r Pillsbuy, Undertaker Boynton and Road Com
Major Delano is after them.
one of the Railroad Commissioners, lias been in missioner Mitchell were presented.
Ship A. D. Snow, Willey, arrived at San Fran
attendance on the court for a week past, as one of
The convention than proceeded to tlie election
the witnesses in the case of thc W ater Company, of assessors, lialloting for them one at a time, as cisco 22d inst from New York.
Mr. George Tolman, appointee for Warden of
vs. Gen. Tillson. City Engihecr, Blackington and follow s:
lsf A.vsc.Mor—Whole number 28. Necessary’ to State Prison, was in town yesterday, and left for
Ex-city Engineer Buckland, were also witnesses
Augusta.
a
choice
15.
Allen
Bowler
had
20;
George
A.
in the case.
Temperance movement at Beech Woods is meet
*5* Hon. Janies P. White, president of the Bel Ayer 8.
'Id Assessor— C. L. Allen, 18, H. Rhoades 8, ing with good success. Already over forty have
fast National Bank, and for over half a century a
signed the iron clad pledge.
*
prominent business man of Belfast, died Tuesday Isaac Orbeton 2.
Sch. Calista, with lime for J. O. Cashing & Co.,
3rf Assessor —Philo Thurston 17. Leonard Camp
morning, after a brief illness, aged seventy-eight
and Sch. Helen Thompson, with lime for J. A.
years. He has been mayor and senator and was bell 8, Scattering 3.
Creighton
& Co., sailed for New York on Sunday.
Overseers of the P oor— A. F. Crockett 20, G. L.
highly respected and esteemed. He was a cousin
Farrand, 2, 6 . P. H ix 20; C. Doherty, 6,. Jam es
The young folks held a sheet and pillow case
of our fellow citizen Jonathan White, Esq.
Adams 8, G. W . B ern’ 17, Scattering, 1. Messrs. ball at Counce Engine Hall on Tuesday evening.
»J«Mrs. Mary Wilson, of this city, was thrown
It was a pleasant and amusing time, which all en
from a sleigh while riding near the Baptist Church Crockett, H ix & Berry were elected.
C ity Treasurer —Leander Weeks 22, Scattering joyed, especially the large number of spectators
in Thomaston last Thursday, and received a severe
who were gseatly amused.
6.
cut across the forehead. She was taken to the
Mr. Meritt Austin, has shipped his cargo of lime
C ity P h y sicia n , Bcnj. Williams 2d, 25, Scatter
residence of Dr. Levensaler, and has recovered
recently burned at Mill River, to New York by
in
g
3.
under his care, having been brought home soon
Thc convention then dissolved.
Sch. Franklin.
after the dressing of the wound. Tlie accident
The joint Standing Committees for the year
Mrs. Alice R. Vose, widow of the late Seth
was caused by a collision with a wagon.
were announced as follows:
Vose, died yesterday morn ing nt 3 1-2 o’clock.
The fourteenth assessment of the Masonic Re
F inance —Aid. Willoughby; Councilmen Berry
H O PE.
lief Association is now being paid in favor of the and Keene.
family of the late Capt. Pendleton. The associa
The little “ flurries” of snow bid fair to continue
A ccounts and C laim s— Aid. Crockett; Counciltion is in a flourishing condition, the number of men Blackington and Bird.
thc sleighing through the remainder of March,
members at the late death being 348. At no time
.Veto Streets and H ighw ays~ A \d.. B ird; Council- although it melts rapidly before the mid-day sun.
Spring is indeed npon us, and qniet reigns.
has the number of members decreased on account men Bryant and W. H . Rhoades.
The season of the annnal town and school dis
F ire D ep a rtm en t—A.\d. M ehan; Councilmen
of assessments, but on the contrary, there has
trict meetings, is abont over.
been a steady increase from year to year. The Boynton and D. W . Rhoades.
How
yon can make out that even a few Demo
association has a permanent fund and offers good
School a n d School-H ouses— Aid. Glover; Conncrats who took part in the first or second trial in
cilmen Simonton and Philbrook.
and safe insurance to all members of the craft.
your city for mayor, abstained from voting on the
P
rin
tin
g
—
Aid.
Glover;
Councilmen
Spear
and
* A few days since, Hon. N .- A. Farwell, re
third trial when the aggregate vote was increased
ceived a letter from Congressman Murch in rela Larrabee.
Engrossed B ills atul Resolves— Aid. Crockett; some 30, is not evident to me.
tion to a breakwater for Rockland harbor, for
. [Our town has adopted a different method for
which surveys were made some time ago. Mr- Councilmen Ingraham and Perrigo.
C ity P ro p erty— Aid. Lynde; Councilmen HaB taking care of the poor from here-to-forc, owing
Murch states that if petitions are forwarded to him
to the heavy bills we have had to pay late yoars»
he will endeavor to get an appropriation for the and Drake.
B y-law s a n d P olice R egulations.— Aid. M ehan; and has let them out to one man, expecting to
purpose. The surveys and plan made a few years
save by it in the end. Mr. M. F. Taylor’s propo
since, by Lieut. Newton, will be forwarded to Mr. Councilmen McIntosh and Gardner.
B u ry in g G rounds— Aid. Hewett; Councilmen sal wc understand was the lowest, namely—8622.Mureh, but there is no probability that any thing
50 and he to have a just compensation for keeping
can be down at the present extra session of Con Smith and O’Brien.
Petition of Geo. F . Ayer and others that pro any new ones that may Ijecome chargable.
gress.
posals may be issued for collection of taxes for V IN A L H A V E N .
Steamer Hercules commenced running on the
the present year, was presented by Aid. Hewett,
Business in stone work looks welFfor the season.
route from this place to Sullivan, touching a1
who made some remarks in favor of the views of The Bodwell Granite Co. are setting to work quite
M ount Desert, last Monday. It is understood she
the petitioners.
a number of men at present. A busy time is an
will ran on this route, until the new steamer is
Aid. Crockett said the petition should have been ticipated this] summer. The work is for the Cin
ready, which will be about the first of June, mak
presented before the resolve establishing the sal cinnati P. O., State W ar & Navy building W ash
*ng one trip per week, leaving here Saturdays and
aries had been passed, as the Alderman from ington D. C., a Depot for New York, and the Gen.
returning on M onday’s. This arrangement is
2, had it in his pocket nt the time.
Wool monument.
made with tho assent o f the Rockland, Mt.
Aid. Hewett said he did not notice that the sal
Harry Lane, the genial landlord of Lane’s board
Desert and Sullivan Steamboat company. Steamer
ary of the collector was in the resolve, as it was on ing house, is about retiring from the business,
Hurricane will run to Bluehill if sufficient encour
another page of the sheet
having sold his place to the Bodwell Granite Co.
agement is given.
Aid. Willoughby said tlie m atter had been men His old boarders will miss him very much. He
»I« The Universalist Society having made pro tioned tliree times and the Alderman from 2 must
is a good fellow and was esteemed for his many
vision to pay their church debt, will give expres have heard it.
good qualities. “ May his shadow never grow
sion to their satisfaction by holding sendees dur
Aid. Hewitt replied, and claimed a right to pur
less.”
ing the day and evening of Thursday, April 3d- sue such a course in thc matter as he thought for
The net, proceeds of tlie entertainment and lev
Among the clergymen who have signified their in the interest of the city. He was not to be ridden
ee, under the management of the *• Ladies Tein
tention to be present, are Rev. Messrs. Quinby, over rough shod by the Alderman from 4 or any
perance Union ” were fifty-three dollars and this
Gibbs, Whitney and Nash. The sermon Thursday other mcml>ers of the Board.
the ladies generously placed at the disposal of
Aid. Willoughby said be supposed the Aidermorning will be by Rev. W . E . Gibbs, of the Con
the Rising Sun Temperance Club to aid in thc
gress Square church Portland,on “Acceptable Fast men from 2 expected an apology from him, and
work of reform.
ing.” In the evening addresses will be delivered by therefore lie moved an adjournment.
Thc Iron Clads of Knox Co. aro to hold their
The
adjournment
was
voted;
and
after
the
Rev. C. P . Nash on Sacrifice and its Reward,” by
next convention at Carver’s Harbor, on the 29th and
Rev. Dr. Quinby and others on “ The Outlock of Mayor hail declared the Board adjourned. Aider- 30th of April next. It is rumored that some of
man
Hewitt
doubted
tho
vote.
The
Mayor
in
the Universalist Church." The public are cordi
the “ Gin Mills ” at the Harbor have shut down,
ally invited. Wednesday evening the Ladles’ So formed him he was too late.
Both Boards adjourned at 11.30, to Friday eve and laid by their bottles and glasses. How much
cial Circle will give a supper and entertainment in
there
is of troth in the report I am unable to say.
ning
at
7.30
the ChutyU parlors,
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AN ACT relating to Togue or Trout, iu Great Tuuk
Fond in Hancock county.
Be it enacted, d c ., as follows:
The provisions aud penalties contained in sections
thirteen and fifteen of chapter seventy-five of the
public laws of eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
shall not apply to the taking of togue or trout in
Great Tunk-pond, in townships number seven aud
ten iu Hancock county.
[Approved February 18,1879.]
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AN ACT to amend chapter eighteen of the Revised
Statutes relating to ways.
Be it enacted, d c ., as follows:
Section thirteen of chapter eighteen of the re
vised statutes is hereby amended, by inserting after
the word “commissioners,” in the twenty-eighth
line of said section, the following words, ‘except
that costs shall not be recovered by the party claim
ing damages, but by the other party, if upon appeal
taken as provided in this chapter by either party,
said claimant shall fail to recover and haveadjadged
to him. a greater sum as damages than was allowed
to him by the commissioners/ so that said section
as amended, shall read as follows:
‘Sect. 13. The jury are to view the premises,
hear the testimony and the arguments of the parties
or their counsel, and render a verdict signed by all
of them, which is to be enclosed in an envelope with
an endorsement thereon stating the contents, and is
to be delivered to the officer having charge of*them,
who is to return it to the supreme judicial court, at
the next term thereof to be held in the same county,
with his doings, stating his own travel and attend
ance and that of each juror. Said court shall receive
said verdict and the certificate and report of the per
son presiding. Either party interested therein may
file a written motion to set aside said verdict, fortlie
same cause that a verdict rendered in court may be
set aside. The court shall hear any competent evi
dence relating to the same, adjudicate thereon, and
confirm the verdict, or set it aside lor good cause, re
serving the right to except as in other cases. If the
matter is determined by a committee, as provided in
this chapter, their report shall be made to tlie next
term of said court held in that county, and like pro
ceedings shall be had thereon, as on a iwrdicl return
ed, 03 aforesaid. The clerk of said court shall certify
such verdict, or report, as the case may be, with the
final adjudication of the court thereon, to the com
missioners at their next meeting after such adjudi
cation, who shall record the same; and if the jury
shall not have sgreed on a verdict, or the verdict
or report been set aside by the court to which it Mgs
returned or upon exception, the commissioners, on
application therefor, shall order a new jury, or the
parties may agree upon a new committee; and there
upon like proceedings shall be had as are herein
provided. The party prevailing shall recover costs,
to be taxed and allowed by the court to which the
verdict orreportis returned and certified with it to
the commissioners; except that costa shall not be
recovered by the party claiming damages, but by
the other party, if upon appeal taken as provided
in this chapter, by efther party, said claimant shall
fail to recover and have adjudged to him, a greater
sumas damages ihan was allowed to him by the
commissioners; and said ccurt shall determine the
compensation of the committee, and of the persons
presiding at the trial bv jury.
[Approved February 18,1879.]
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AN ACT to prevent disturbance in Public Assem
blies.
B e it enacted, d c ., as follows:
Whoever, by rude and indecent behavior, dis
turbs any public meeting or assembly, or creates any
disturbance in any hall, walk, or corridor adjacent
or leading to the room where such public meeting
or assembly may be held, shall be punished by a fine
not less than five dollars, or imprisonment not exceed
ing thirty days.
[Approved February 18,1S79.]

AN ACT to amend section one of chapter sixtyseven of Revised Statutes, relating to guardians
of minors.
Be it enacted, d c ., as follows:
Section one of chapter sixty-seven of the revised
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S ect. 1. Section thirty-five of chapter eighteen
of the revised statutes, is hereby amended so as to
read as follows:
‘Sect. 25. Any party interested in such de
cision may appeal therefrom to the supreme judicial
court, to be eutered at the term thereof held first
after such decision, in said county. And all further
proceedings before the commissioners are to be stay
ed until a decision Is made in the appellate court. If
no person appears at that terra to prosecute the
appeal, the judgment of the commissioners shall be
affirmed. If the appeal is then eutered, not after
ward, the court may appoint a committee of three
disinterested persons, who shall be sworn, and if one
of them dies, refuses to act or becomes Interested,
tlie court shall appoint another like person in his
place; and they shall cause notice to be given of the
time and place of hearing before them, by publica
tion thereof in the state paper six successive weeks,
the last publication to be fourteen days, at least, be
fore the day of hearing, and also personal notice
to tlie appellant, and the chairman of the county
coramitsioners thirty days, at least, before the time
set for hearing; they shall view the route, hear tlio
parties, and make their report at the next or second
terra of the court after their appointment, whether
tlie judgment of the commissioners should bo'^in
whole or in part affirmed, or reversed, which, beinfift
accepted and judgment thereon entered, shall forthwith he certified to the clerk of tlie commissioners.
If the judgment of the commissioners in favor
of laying out or altering a way as prayed for, is
wholly reversed on an appeal, the commissioners
shall proceed no further. If their judgment is
affirmed in whole, or in part, they shall carry into
effect the judgment of the appellate court; and in all
cases, they shall carry Into full effect the judgment
of the appellate court, in the same manner as it made
by themselves; and the party appealing or prosecu
ting shall pay the costs incurred since the appeal, if
so adjudged by the appellate court, which may allow
costs in such cases to the prevailing party, to be paid
out of the county treasury. The compensation of the
committee to be the same as commissioners would
have for like services, to be allowed by tlie court.
The costs allowed the prevailing party, and the fees
of the committee are to be collected as provided in
section three of said chapter.’
Sect. 2. If the final decision of the commis
sioners or the committee is against the prayer of the
petition, no new petition for ilie same road shall be
entertained by the commissioners for one year there
after.
•
S ect. 3. Section thirty-six of said chapter
eighteen, and all other acts and parts of acts incon
sistent with this act are hereby repealed.
[Approved February 20, 1879.]
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___ _____ ng to the taki
Androscoggin river above
Bridge.
Be it enacted, d c ., as follows:

m

The provisions and penalties contained in section
eleven of chapter seventy-five, of tlie public laws of
eighteen hundred and seventy eight, shall not apply
to smelts taken in the Androscoggin river above the
Merrymeeting bay bridge, between the first day of
October and ihe first day of November of each year.
[Approved February 21, 1879.]
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be shall i-sue bis additional warrant to the said
sheriff or either of his deputies, aud cause such other
proceedings to be had as are provided in section
fourteen ot this act.’
Sect. G. Section sixteen of said act is hereby
amended by inserting after the word -‘act,” in the
second line, the words ‘commanding the messenger
to take possession of all the estate, real and personal
of the debtor, except such as may be by law exempt
fiom attachment and seizure on execution, and of
all his deeds, books of account, and papers relating
thereto. Also by strikng out in the second Hue of
said section, the words “the messenger,” and insert
instead thereof the word ‘he/ so that said section as
amended will read as as follows:
‘Sect. 16. When the warrant Is iseued as provid
ed by this act, commanding the messenger to take
possession of all the estate, real and persona), of the
debtor, except such as may he by law exempt from
attachment and seizure on execution, and of all his
deeds, books of account, and papers relating thereto,
he shall proceed forthwith aud demand and receive
from the debtor, and other persons, all the estate
of the debtor, with all deeds, books of accounts, and
papers relating thereto. In case such warrant is re
voked, such estate, deeds, book
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AN ACT to amend “An Act, additional to chapter
ninety-seven of the Revised Statutes relating to
Bastard Childron and their maintenance,” aproved February nineteen, one thousand eight
undred and seventy-eight.
Be U enacted, d c ., as follows:
Chapter thirty-nine of the public laws of eighteen
hundred and seventy-eight is hereby amended so as
read as follows.
‘Sect. 11. When the complainant dies, before
trial, her executor or administrator may prosecute
her action to final judgment and in case of judgment
against the respondent, the bond for the performance
C h a p te r 1 0 6 .
of the order of court, required by section seven of
AN ACT limiting the allowance for Travel and said chapter, shall run to such executor or adminis
Attendance to parties recovering costs in the trator,who, after payment of the costs ot prosecution,
Courts of tills State.
shall appropriate to the support of the child the
Be it enacted, dc ., as follows:
money recovered of the respondent.’
Tlie allowance tor travel and attendance to par
[Approved February 20,1879.]
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aud proved, and that said debtor is insolvent, he
shall issue his additional warrant to the said sheriff,
or either of his deputies, and cause such other*
proceedings to be had as are provided in section
fourteen of this act,’ so that said section fifteen,
when amended, will read as follows:
‘ S ect. 15. When two or more creditors of a debt
or shall make application uuder oath, by petition by
them signed, to the judge of the county in which
the debtor resides, setting forth that they believe
their aggregate debts provable under this act,
amount to more than one-fourth part of the debts
provable against such debtor, aud that they further
believe and have reason to believe, that said debtor
is insolvent, and that it is for the best interests of all
the creditors that the assets of such debtor should
be divided as provided by this act, .and it shall be
satisfactorily made to appear to the judge that the
allegations contained iu such application are true,
and that such debtor is insolvent, it shall be the
duty of the judge to issue his warrant, under his
hand, to the sheriff of the county or either of his
deputies, directing him forthwith to attach the real
and personal estate of the debtor not exempt by law
from attachment and seizure on execution, wherever
the fame may be situated, within this state, and for
bidding the payment to or by such debtor of any
debt, demaud or claim whatsoever, and the sale,
transfer, mortgage, pledge, conveyance, or removal
by such debtor, his agents or attorneys, of any of
his estate, property, rights or credits, and the mak
ing of any contracts for the sale or purchase thereof,
or relating thereto, until such warrant shall be re
voked by said judge. Upon the issuing of such war
rant the register shall cause an attested copy of such
application and warrant to be served upon the debt
or, or such other notice as the judge may order to
be given, who thereupon may appear, and a hearing
shall be had upon such application by the judge,
who may thereupon revoke such warrant, unless
such allegations are proved. After the service of
the copy of the application and warrant upon suoh
debtor, or the giving of such other notice as the
jud"e may order, provided by this section, and un
til the revocation of such warrant, any payment of
any debt, demand or claim, to or by said debtor,
aud any sale, transfer, mortgage, pledge, convey
ance, or contract, for the sale or purchase of any

rated.

AN ACT to amend chapter two hundred acd seven of
the Public Laws of the year one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, entitled, “ An Act to
obtain uniform returns from Railioad Corpora
tions.”
Be it enacted, d c ., as follows*
The last clause of chapter two hundred and seven
of the public laws of the year O4e thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven is hereby amended by
striking out the word “ hundred,” and inserting in
stead thereof the word ‘thousand,’ and by adding at
the end of said clause the words ‘to be recovered in
an action of the case, or by complaint and indict
ment, In any court having competent jurisdiction;
and it shall be the duty ot the railroad commission
ers to notify tlie attorney general of such neglect, who
shall prosecute for the recovery-of such forfeiture,'
so that said clause as amended, shall read as follows
‘If any railroad corporation shall wilfully neglect
to make such return, it shall forfeit one thousand
dollars to the use of the state, to be recovered i n _
action of the case, or by complaint and indictment,
in any court having competent jurisdiction; audit
shall be the duty of the railroad commissioners to
notify tlie attorney general of such neglect, who shall
prosecute for the recovery of such forfeiture.’
[Approved February 18, 1879.)

Lobsters.
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Be it enacted, d c ., as follows:
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C h a p te r 1 0 3 .
AN ACT in relation to Liens on Vessels.
Be it enacted, d c ., as follows:

C h a p t e r 10 9 .

gtt,

1879
ties recovering costs in any court of this state, shall
be limited to two terms of the court, except that the
presiding judge may, for gcod and sufficient cause,
order such allowance for additional terms.
[Approved February 20,1S79-]

The lieu given by section seven, chapter ninetyone of the revised statutes, to anv person who fur
nishes labor and materials for building a vessel, shall
apply to labor and materials so furnished by virtue
of a contract that may not be fully performed and
completed at the time of tlie launching of the vessel,
and may be enforced in the manner provided by that
section, within lour days after such contract has
been completed.
[Approved February 18.1879.]

•r.ffl
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statutes, is hereby amended by adding to Said section
the following words: ‘unless he be the parent of said
minor,’ so that said section as amended, shall read as
follows:
ect. 1. The judge of probate may appoint
guardians to minors residing in his county; or out
ot the state, and having estate iu his county; but uo
executor or administrator on an estate, shall be
guardian to a minor interested therein, unless he be
the parent of such minor.’
[Approved February 18,1879.]
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AN ACT to amend section forty-one of chapter
four of the Revised Statutes relating to voting
places on the Islands In Portland.
Be it enacted, dc., as follows:
IlHl I
Sect. 1. Section forty-one of cnapter tour of
1.,,. Laie, intersecting I the revised statutes, is hereby amended, so as to read
" ‘led, for all busi- ! as follows:
noo
S ect. 41. The several islands within the city
tione o^aet* °r ship- of Portland, shall so far constitute two separate
ned to any point wards as to entitle the legal voters of each of said
eveMieBter» Portland, wards to choose a wardeiCward clerk and one con
men Maine Railroads, stable, who shall be rcM ^Ks on said i.-land- and of
tsliall at all times, their respective wards.
first of said wards shall.
lnenta direct over and comprise Long Island, Crotch Island, Hope Island,
up jS Ids freight shall Jewell’s Island and Little Chebeague Island, or sncli
_n this state, by its parts of said islands as are within tlie city of Port
• u freight for trans- land, and the ward meetings of said first ward shall
rig b follow explicitly beholden on Long Island. The second of said wards
as to the route by shall comprise the remaining islands within the city
10 lrded. But if, for of Portland, and the ward meetings of said second
t unpd through to its ward shall be holden on Peak's Island. The qual
, ich frelght.it shall ified electors of each of said wards may meet as
t,c £.t or junction on provided in the thirty-ninth section, aud also for the
Tlie-ed by the shipper, choice of city ofiicere, at the place designated, and
oad or person or may, on the day of election vote, for all officers
aPP<ay designate,
named in the warrant calling the meeting.
tell business in this
Sect . 2. All acts or part* of acts inconsistent
iver.lo every other with this act are hereby repealed.
iinination, all pasSect. 3. This act shall take effect when ap
1, a itli eqnal facilities proved.
v “ the same at rates
[Approved February 15, 1879.
•p atth e time shall
, or the passengers,
•^no'rted over its road
poojto any other railC H T p icr 9 S .
f ,ie Maine Central
ieeu.p yie sameproper- AN ACT relating to White Perch in Dobsis Stream.
'j’lsportation of pas- Be it enacted, d c ., asfoU ows:
received from or
Sect. 1. The provisions and penalties relating
our Hester Railroad at to white perch, in sections thirteen, fourteen, fifteen
of peering, that they and seventeen, of chapter seventy-fire of the public
.sengera, freight or laws of eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, shall
wlur delivered to the not apply to the stream between Grand Lake on the
u re/iailroad, tlie Bos- St. Croix waters and Syslodobsis lake, known as
cv.j2ison or persons at Dobsis stream, nor to the waters within two hundred
yards of the head and mouth of said stream.
■\\ipany, chartered
Sect. 2 This act shall take effect when approved.
, . ich shall refuse to
[Approved February 18,1879.]
lu,s freight, merchan<lenf the provisions of
nri(, felt and pay to the
an me hundred dollars,
traoi the case in auy
C h a p te r 9 9.
(I „.4 place of business. AN ACT to exempt Domestic Fowl from attachment
“
1879.]
and execution.
fore
Re it enacted, dc ., as follows:
toct
Domestic fowl, not exceeding fitly dollars in valshall be and is hereby exempt from attachment
cult
will’’
. iteen hundred and
the
and
rem wo of the revised
ng to ' said section
thes yave a y en on the
any party neglecting or
—;l»e partition fence
*wers therefor, to be
frieithin one year from
«o{«'i<?wcre’ so that said
^ fo llo w s :
tabbees or neglects to
do«us assigned him, it
uanirty;and he shall be
nea?xpenses ascertained
esg in section four, aud
ned or occupied by
lieldto build or maintain
pUp- him by the fence
f • by attachment made
tain,. of division by the
‘1Sy - 15, 1879.
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eighteen liundr d and seventy-seven, eighteen hun
dred and seventy-eight, and eighteen hundred and
seventy-nine.
Sect. 3. And the assessors of the several cities,
towns and plantations, for the year eighteen hun
dred and seventy-nine, shall make out their valua
tion and tax lists of all taxable property in their
several localities, at the full value thereof, us afore
said ; and belore said lists, thus prepared, shall be
transmitted to the next legislature as aforesaid, the
said assessors shall make oath <r affirmation to thy
facts os to the macner in which said tax and valua
tion lists were made up, and shall subscribe a certifi
cate of said oath upon said lists, duly attested; and
if any assessors sKll leluse or neglect to comply with
C h a p te r 1 6 0 .
the requirements of this act, they shall for each otAN ACT to amend chapter one hundred and thirty- fense forfeit and pay a fine of not less ihau fifty nor
seven of the Revised Statutes relating to the dis more than two hundred dollars.
Sect. 4. This act shall take effei-t when approved.
posal of Insane Criminals.
[Approved March 4 ,1S78.J
B e it enacted, d;c., as follows:
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extent,
and for a period of time to be determinpd as follows,
to wit: The net value of the policy, when the pre
mium becomes due and is not paid, shall be ascer
tained according to the combined experience, or
actuaries’ rate of mortality, with interest at four per
centum per annum; after deducting from threefourths of such net value any indebtedness to the
company, or notes held by the company against the
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the third
_ .. __________ a __
actions of forcible entry and detainer’ and by add
ing to said section the following, to w it: ‘and libels
for divorce; and of all civil actions at law where
the damages exceed one thousand dollars, except
complaints for flowage, real actions and actions of
trespass quare clausum.’
Sect. 2. Section one of chapter forty-eight of
thereof, and inserting _____________________
the word “ thirteen” the word ‘and;’ provided that
this section shall not apply to indictments now
pending in the supreme judicial court.
[Approved March 4, 1879.]
C h a p te r 1 6 6 .

AN ACT aiditional relating to appeals In criminal
cases.
Be it enacted, <Cc., as follows:
Sections fifteen and sixteen of chapter one hun
dred and thirty-two of the revised statutes are here
by amended so as to read as follows :
‘ Sect . 15. Any person aggrieved at the sentence
of such magistrate may appeal therefrom to the
next supremo judicial court in the same county,
and the magistrate shall thereupon order him to
pay to such magistrate one dollar and fifty cents for
copies of papers for the appellate court and the en
try fee in such court of elxty-five cents, and shall
also order him to recognize in a reasonable sum,
not less than twenty dollars, with sufficient sureties
to appear and prosecute his appeal, and to ba com
mitted till the order is complied with.’
‘ Sect. 16. The magistrate shall send to the ap
pellate court a copy of the whole process, and of all
writings before the magistrate, and account to the
clerk of such court for the entry fee. I f the appel
lant does not appear and prosecute his appeal, his
default shall be noted on the record; and the court
may order the case laid before the grand jury, or is
sue a capias against the body of the appellant,
bring him into court, and then affirm the sentence
of the magistrate with additional costs,’
[Approved March 4,1879.]
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STATE O F

AN ACT Relating to Scire-facias.

M A IN E .

Be it enacted by the Senate and I/ouse o f Bepresentatiees in Leyislatuae assembled, as fo llo w s:

Whenever it shall hereafter appear in any suit of
scire-facias on a recognizance taken in a criminal
exse, that the surety has surrendered the piincipal
into court for sentence, and the principal has been
actually sentenced upon the indictment or com
plaint on which the recognizance was taken, such
suit shall be dismissed upon the payment of the
costs therein.
[Approved February 4, 1879.)

RESOLUTION'S
concerning an amendment of the Constitution oi
Maine.
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AN ACT to amend chapter one hundred and
twenty-seven of the Revised Statutes relating to
trespass.
Be it enacted, &c., as follows:
Section ten of said chapter, is hereby repealed,
and the following inserted instead thereof:
•Sect. 10. Whoever wilfully enters on or passes
over the garden, orchard, mowing land or other en
closed or cultivated land of another, at any time be
tween the first day of April, and the first day of
December of each year, after being forbidden so to
do by the owner or occupant of said land, or his
agent, either personally or by notice posted con
spicuously ou the premises, shall be guilty of tres
pass, and punished by fine not exceeding twenty
dollars, and the provisions of section twelve of this
chapter, shall apply to violations of this section.’
[.Approved February 4,1879.]

C h a p te r S 2 .

AN ACT to amend chapter fourteen of the Public
Laws of eighteen hundred- and seventy-two, in
relation to service of precepts upon Deputy
Sheriffs.
Be it enacted, die., as follows:
Sect. 1. Chapter fourteen of the public laws of
eighteen hundred and seventy-two is hereby amend
ed so as t© read as follows:
‘Any writ or precept in which the deputy of a
sheriff Is a party may be served by any other deputy
of the same sheriff.’
Sect. 2. This act shall take effect when approved.
[Approved February G, 1879.]

eeuiiuu turee, aru c ie seven-

section four, article nine, and section eleven, article
nine, ire amended, by substituting the word ‘bien
nial’ £>r the word “annual” wherever it occurs.

from tte first Wednesday c _
. __________ o
the election.’ Section seven, article six, and Bectien
two, article ten, are hereby amended by striking out
the word “annual” and inserting in place thereof the
word ‘biennial.’
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adding the following words, ‘the standard for low
water mark on the Kennebec river shall in all cases
be the nearest bench mark of the United States Coast
Survey, allowance being made at ihe various points
for the difference in time,’ so that as amended, the
section shall read as follows, viz.:
“Sect . 1. The limit ot depth prescribed for weirs
in section thirty-four of chapter forty of the revised
statutes of eighteen hundred and seventy-one, shall
m
be measured at the entrance of the weir, provided
M
that no part of such weir known as the leader, shall
be in more than two feet depth of water at low water
mark.
Weirs may exceed the limit of two feet depth meas
ured sis aforesaid, under the following conditions,
namely: First, the distance from the before men
tioned two feSt limit of depth to the entrance of such
weir, shall not exceed one hundred feet. Second, no
such weir shall obstruct more than one-eighth part
of the width of the channel. Third, every such weir
A
shall be stripped so as to render it incapable of tak
ing fish on and after the fifteenth day of June annu
ally; these conditions to apply only to weirs that ex
ceed the aforesaid limit of depth.’
‘The standard for low water mark on the Kenne
bec river shall in all cases be the nearest bench mark
of the United States Coast Survey, allowance being AN ACT
made at the various points for the difference in
time.’
[Approved February 8 ,1S79.]
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AN ACT to amend chapter one hundred and ninetysix of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and
seventy-one, relating to river fisheries.
Be H enacted, A c., as follows:
Chapter one hundred and ninety-six of the public
laws of eighteen hundred and seventy-one, is hereby
amended as follows: Insert after the word “ weir,”
in the fourth line of the first section, the following:
‘Provided, that no part of such weir known as the
leader, shall be in more than two feet depth of water
at low water;’ also, strike out the words “ordinary
low water mark,” In the sixth line of said section,
and Insert in place thereof the following words: ‘the
before mentioned two feet limit of depth,’ also by
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the employment of detectives, by the State.
Be it enacted, dec., os follows:
Sect. 1. Chapter one hundred and sixty-seven
of the public laws of the year one thousand olght
hundred and seventy-seven, Is hereby repealed.
Sect. 2. This act shall take effect when approved.
[Approved February 0,1879.
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Section one of chapter one hundred and twentyfour of the revised statutes, is hereby amended so
as to read as follows:
“ Sect. 1. Whoever commits adultery shall be
punished by imprisonment not more than five years,
or by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars; aud
when only one of tho parties is married, and when
they have been legally divorced from the bonds of
matrimony, and afterwards cohabit, each
m
A

m
W

seven of the Publlo Laws of the year o f <

m
mm

Be it enacted, Ac., as follows:

C
w

tatious cf this state, nre hereby empowered aud
directed to notify the voters of their respective
cities, towns and plantations, in the manner pre
scribed by law, at the annual meeting in September
next, to give in their votes upon tne amendment
roposedm the foregoing resolution; and the queson shall be, ‘shall the constitution be amended as
proposed by a resolution of the legislature, providing
for biennial sessions- of the legislature; and that the
governor and other state offioers shall be elected on
the second Monday of September biennially; and the
inhabitants of the said cities, towns and plantations
shall vote by ballot on said question, those in favor
of said anendment expressing it by the word Yes,
upon their ballots, aud those opposed to the amend
ment expressing it by the word No, upon their ballots,
and the ballots shall be received, sorted, county
and declared, in open ward, town and plantation
meeting, and lists shall be made out of the votes by
the aldermen, selectmen, assessors and clerks of the
several wards, towns and plantations, and returned
to tho office of the secretary of state, in the same
manner at votes for senators; and the governor and
council shall count the same and mnke return there
o f to the next legislature; and ir a majority of tho
wotes are in favor of said amendment, the constitu
tion shall be amended accordingly.
R esolved, That the secretary of state shall prepare
and furnish to the several cities, towns aud planta
tions, blank returns, in conformity to the resolves,
accompanied with a copy of these resolves.
[Approved March 4, 1879.]
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etary of the board of agriculture

R esolved, That the following amendment to tho
and the term for which it will insure shall be deter constitution of tais state be pioposed for the action
mined according to the age of the party at the time of the legal voters of this state in the manner pro
of the lapse of the policy, and the a-sumptlons of vided by the constitution, to wit:
mortality and interest aforesaid; but if the policy
be an endowment, payable at a certain time, or at
death, if it should previously occur, then, if what
BIENNIAL ELECTIONS AND BIENNIAL
remains, as aforesaid, shall exceed the net single
SESSIONS.
premium of temporary insurance for the balance of
The governor, senators and representatives in the
the endowment term for the full amount of the pol
icy, such excess shall be considered as a net single
premium or simple endowment, payable only at the
same time as the original endowment, and in case
the life insured survives to such time; and the
amount thus payable by the company shall be de
termined according to the age of the party at time law concerning the tenure of office of all county 0!
of tlte lapse of the policy, and the assumptions of cers, and concerning the annual or biennial reports
mortality and interest aforesaid. But any such com ot the state treasurer and other state officers aud
pany may issue to a resident of any other state or institutions; and shall make all such provisions by
country a policy conforming td the laws of 6uch law as may be required in consequence of the change
state or country and not subject to the provisions of from annual to biennial elections, and from annual
to biennial sessions of the legislature. The first
this act.’
election under this Article 6hall be in the year
[Approved March 4.1879.]
thousand eight hundred and eighty; and the first
meeting of the legislature under this Article shall
be on the first Wednesday of January, eighteen
hundred and elghty-one.
C h a p te r 1 6 3
Section tour, article two; section five, part one,
AN ACT to amend chapter ten of the Public Laws
article lour;. section four, part two, article four;
of eighteen hundred and seventy-eight,
section one, part three, article four; section thir
Be it enacted, &c., as follows:
teen,
part one, article five; section two, part two,
Sect. 1.' Section five of chapter ten ofithe public

[Approved March 4,1879.]
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by any company chartered by the authority of this
state, which may be forfeited for non-payment of
premiums, including all notes given for premiums
or interest thereon, after it shall have been in force
three full years, and which shall not contain pro

hereby amended by striking out all of said section
after the word “slate” in the fourteenth line, and
inserting in the place thereof, ‘arrives at the port of
shipment,' so that 6iid section shall read as follows:
’•Sect. 26. Any person who digs, hauls, or fhrnislies rock for the manufacture of lime, has a lien
thereon for his personal service, and the rock so fur
nished, for thirty days after such rock is manufac
tured into lime, or until such lime is sold or shipped
on board a vessel; any person who labors in quarry
ing or cutting and dressing granite in any quarry,
has a lien for his wages of his labor on all the
granite quarried or cut and dressed in the quarry by
film or his co-laborers for thirty days after such
granite is cut or dressed, or until such granite is
sold or shipped on board a vessel; any person who
labors in mining, quarrying or manufacturing elate,
in any quarry, has a lien for the Mages of hiB labor
on all 6(ate mined, quarried or manufactured in the
quarry by him or his co-laborers for thirty days
alter the slate arrives at the port of shipment; such
liens shall have precedence of all other claims, and
maybe enlorced by attachment within the times

S

AN ACT to prohibit the payment of any money
from the Treasury of the State for Agricultural
purposes.
Be it enacted, <£c., as folloM-s:
Sect. 1. Section five of chapter fifty-eight of the
revised statutes is hereby amended by striking out
all of sail section alter “ husbandry,” in the fifth
'■ e, so that said section shall read as follows:
Sect. 6. The board shall investigate all such
subjects relating to agriculture, horticulture, anil
the acts connected thereMdth, as they may think
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AN ACT to amend chapter twenty-seven, section
twenty-six, of the Public Laws of eighteen hun
dred and seventy-eight, in relation to Lime Rock
and Slate.
Be it enacted, £c., as follows:

Sect. 1. The assessors of each city, town and
plantatiqp in this state, for the current year, shall at
the time provided by law for that purpose, make a
true and accurate list of all the male polls oi twentyone years of age and upward, resident in or belong
ing to said city, town or plantation, whether such
persons are at home or abroad, distinguishing such
as are exempted from taxation, and shall also make
true and accurate lists of all ratable estates, both
real and personal, not exempt by law from paying
state taxes, lying or being within their several cities,
towns or plantations, and all such estates or proper
ty ot whatever kind, win rever situated or located,
which is subject to be taxed In said cities, towns or
lantations; and said assessors shall affix to said esites and property of whatever kind enumerated
and set forth in sa(d lists, the full, fair cash value
thereof, and shall also make separate lists of all ves
sels owned in whole or in part in their respective
cities, towns and plantations, stating their names,
age, value and tonnage, and shall suomlt to the
next legislature on the second Monday of January
next, all said lists of polls and valuation for this
year.
Sect . 2. The assessors of every city, town and
plantation, shall ako produce or cause to be pro
duced before the next legislature for their examina
tion, on the second Monday of January next, the
full original poll lists and valuation lisle of their
several cities, towns and plantations, for the years

jo hlvls hill jo savvt: o
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AN ACT to amend chapter one hundred and eightyfive of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and
seventy-seven, relating to Lite Insurance.
Be it enacted, <fc., as follows:
The first section of chap ter one hundred and eightyfive of the public laws of eighteen hundred*and
seventy-seven, relating to life insurance, as ameLded by chapter twenty-two of the public laws ol
eighteen hundred and Beventy-eight, is hereby
amended by adding thereto the following: ‘But
any such company may issue to a resident of any
other state or country a policy conforming to the
laws of such state or country and not subject to the
provisions of this a c t;’ so that the section as
amended shall read as follows :

C h a p te r 1 6 3 .

AN ACT in relation to the State Valuation.
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C h a p te r 1 6 4 .

AN ACT additional to and amendatory of chapter
twenty-four of the Revised Statutes in relation to
the Support of Paupers in unincorporated places.
Be it enacted, &c., as follows: ,
Sect. 1. Section twenty-two ot chapter twentyfour of the revised stntutes, as amended by chapter
two hundred and thirty of the public laws of eight
een hundred and seventy-four is hereby further
amended by striking out the word “living,” in the
first line, and insert instead thereof the word‘found,’
so that said section shall read as follows:
‘Sect. 22. Persons found in places not incorpor
ated, and needing relief, are under the care of the
overseers of the oldest incorporated adjoining town,
or the nearest incorporated town where there are
none adjoining, who snail furnish relief to such per
sons, as if they were found in such town; and such
overseers may bind to service the children of such
persons as they may those of paupers of their own
town, and may bind out persons described in section
twenty, in the manner therein provided, residing in
such unincorporated place, as if in their own town,
and such persons shall be entitled to a like remedy
luit hit
or to the insane hospital; and any person so com and relief. When relief is so provided, the towns
mitted to the insane department of the state prison the towns of their settlement as if they resit
shall be discharged by the court having jurisdiction the town so furnishing relief. And when such pau
of the case only on satisfactory proof that Ills dis pers have no legal fettlement in the state, and have
charge will not endanger the peace and safety oi
* lived in the town furnishing them relief, the
the community; and when on satisfactory prool state
reimburse said town for the reliet fur
such person so discharged from the insane depart nishedshall
to such amount as th« governor and council
ment of the state prison is again found insane and may adjudge
to have been necessarily expended
dangerous, any judge of the supreme judicial court therefor.'
may, by a
'
‘
Sect. 2. Whenever towns that are compelled by
recommit
law to care for and furnish relief to state pau
prison, or to the insane hospital
places, for the purposes
Sect . 2. Section third of same chapter is hereby pers in unincorporated
desire to remove the same into their own
amended by inserting In the first line next after (lie of economy,
the* overseers of the poor in such town may
word “committed,” the words ‘to the insane hos town,
a written request, stating their reasons there
pital,’ so that the first clause of said section shall make
for, to the governor and council, who shall examine
lead as follows:
and if in their judgment such state pau
‘Sect. 3. Any person so committed to the insane the same,
would thereby be supported with less expense
hospital, may be discharged by any judge of the pers
the state, may permit in writing such transfer io
supreme judicial court, in term time or vacation, on to
made. Whenever state paupers are thus trans
satisfactory proof that his discharge will not en be
ferred and maintained in a town for such purposes,
danger the peace and safety of the community.’
not become paupers of such town by
S ect. 3. The convicts insane now in the insane they shall
of residence therein, while so maintained.
hospital, upon satisfactory proof that the said per reason
Sect. 3. Plantations having a population of two
sons insane are incurable, and that a 1onger resi hundred
more, and a valuation" of at least one
dence therein will have a deleterious influence on hundred or
thousand dollars, shall hereafter support
the other patients of said hospital, may ba removed the paupers
in the same manner that towns
by order of the governor and council to the insane now do, andtherein,
the expenses- therefor shall not be
prison.
department of tne statee prison.
chargeable to the state.
•
[Approveid March 4, 1879.]
[Approved March 4^1379.]

Be it enacted, £ c ., as follows:
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tences of imprisonment, by any of the courts or
tribunals in this state shall, after the adoption of
the provisions of this act by any of the several coun
ties, include imprisonment and labor. And the
keeper of the jail to which such person shall be sen
tenced shall receive and detain such person or pris
oner in the same manner as if committed by any

Sect. I. Section second of chapter one hundred
thirty-seven ot the revised statutes is hereby
amended, by inserting therein after the word “ to,”
as it is first found in the seventh line of said section,
the words ‘the insane department of the s t a t e a n d
also striking out all in said section after the words
“insane hospital” in same line, and adding thereto
the following words: ‘And any person so committed
to the insane department of the state prison, shall
be discharged by the court having jurisdiction of the
case only on satisfactory proof that his cischarge
w illnotends--------------J
"
munity; and
so discharged froi
btateprison is again found insane' and dangerous,
any judge of the supreme judicial court may by a
precept stating the fact of his insanity, recommit
him to the insane department of the state prison, or
to the insane hospital,’ so that said suction as
amended, shall read as follows:
•Sect. 2. When the grand jury omits to find an
indictment against any person arrested by legal pro
cess to answer for any offense by reason of his in
sanity, they shall certify that fact to the court; and
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SOUTH THOMASTON.
The coming of wild geese, the muddy streets,
the little brooklets, all proclaim that spring is
here, so the knowing ones say.
Independent lodge of Good Templars, held a
live cent sociable last Saturday evening. The
first pan ol the evening was devoted to reading,
singing aud instrumental music, all twmg execu
ted in fine style, and enjoyed by all present, with
one nr two exceptions. The table of goodies was
arranged tastefully, and, we would add, very boun
tifully, all of which was taken into consideration
bv those present, who proceeded to do justice to
all concerned. The proceeds of the evening were
thirteen dollars.
Josh Allen’s horse started out on a trip o f his
own the other day. While Josh was making a call,
he, the horse, waltzed round the Forest House,
then eliassacd down Coomb’s hill, took a whirl by
Sweetland’s store then crossed over, and darted
across flic Keag bridge, took a look at the Polish
ing mill, then made for the post-office where he
ran against a board and stopped fo ra little rest,
and perhaps to see if Josh's meat was any disaranged. Just about that time Josh appeared up
on the scene in a somewhat excited condition, and
what took place in a very few moments would
make a Baptist deacon laugh. Josh says the meat
is nice and tender.
“ Beautiful snow! when a delicate thaw,
Makes the air damp, and chilly and raw.
Beautiful snow! they may sing whom it suits
1 object to the stuff! cause i£soaki through my
tmots.”
S. T.

A PPLETO N .
The weather to-dov, Tuesday, is quite Spring
like, and the snow is going into liquidation very
fast; but I don't see any of the robins or bluebirds
that were about some two weeks ago. Saw a large
flock o f wild geese to-day. on their way north,
though if my head is level they were steering any
but a northern course.
There is quite an exodus from this place tins
Spring. Three men went from here a week ago
vesterdav, to California. Peabody & Keilar have
arrived there and got a job. Dan Gushee and
Allie Pease have arrived at Fargo, Dakota. Dako
ta Iwasts the biggest wheat fields ;in the country,
perliaps in the world.
The funeral o f Wm. B. Perry occurred here Sun
day a t the Virion Meeting House. Rev. F. V.
Norcross preached the sermon. Mr. Perry had
liecn gone from home lietwecn 27 and 28 years,
most o f which time lie had spent in Cal. He had
experienced every vicissitude of fortune, at one
time lwing rich and in a short time penniless. At
one time he and another man were buried by the
earth caving in. IHs companion was taken out
.lead, nearly every bone in his body lieing broken.
Win's brother, Elbridge, who went out witli him,
and was near at hand, went to work like a lion,
lifting timbers large enough for a load for four
men to lift.andtiy almost superhuman efforts suc
ceeded in extricating him from ills perilous condi
tion.
.
When Senator Wilson, afterwards Vice-Presi
dent, wns in the Senate, Mr. Perry sent him a
gold headed cane, tlie gold being some that Mr.
P. dug himself. Mrs. Wilson was cousin to Mr.

Perry.
M r.Tcrrv lived in Lagrange Cal. He went to
San Francisco and put up nt the Russ House and
died in the night very suddenly. He had been
troubled some time with heart disease. His re
in tins were brought home by his uiece Laura,
daughter of Henry Perry of this town, and I think
it was quite an undertaking for a young girl.
The Chureh was well filled on the occasion of
his funeral, the Masons taking charge o f the cere
monies. Mr .Norcross preached a very impressive
sermon from John 3,16, “ For God so loved the
world ” &c.
Mr. James L. Wentworth has been very sick of
rheumatic fever but is getting a little latter. It is
a pretty hard breaking in for ‘Tncker’ who has
never been sick before. He was about the strong
est man in the county.
C S D

T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R .
The Amateur, Dramat ic Club gave a fine enter
tainment Monday evening at F u lle r’s Hall.
Charles C lark, the butcher, has removed his
family to a tenement of Mrs. T. B. Bickm orcat
the brook.
Sch. F . Nelson was taken out on the Marine
Railway Friday, aud has undergone repairs. Sell.
G. W . Hawley has had damages repaired and is
now ready for sea.
The surprise party a t Marion Sheercrs last
Friday night was an enjoyable aflair.
The Union Temperance Society held their first
meeting on Tuesday at the residence of Mrs. M.
A. Haskell, on Broadway. The meeting was cal
led to order by the President, Mrs. M. A. Sweetland. After ’the usual order of business the after
noon was spent in sewing and general conversa
tion. Sociability jras the order o f the day and
every face wore a genial aspect. As the older
memltcrs were partaking of supper the younger
memlx?rs favored them with music.The part) broke
up at an early hour.
On Monday lorcnoon of this week, a horse took
right and ran from the harbor at full speed, down
t o the Steamboat Wharf, where he stopped. Fort unatelv no one was hurt. The horse had no vehi
cle attatched to him, nothing but the harness •
The snow is going fa st; and the mud makes its
appearance on our Main street; but no one can
tell as yet, what made George lame.
P hospf.ro .

CAM DEN.
T ramps.—Our town auditor’s report for last year
shows that there was expended $5,243.10 for the
poor. Of this sum S177-30 was for lodging and
fewling tramps.
The tramp question is a problem that many of
our state legislatures have attempted to solve, some
o f them enacting severe laws against the tramp,
while others have failed to agree upon any meas
ures to protect the people against this growing
evil.
We have nothing against a tramp as a man, but
this mode of life is not only expensive to the resi
dents, but often attended with harm to individuals,
and is most disastrous to the well being of the
tramp, for by such a course of life, habits of in
dustry and self support are lost. Any action there
fore that can be token by the authorities to pro
tect the people and contribute in any measure to
cultivate in these wanderers habits of industry,
will result in public good, and it seems to us that
if the states would all pass such laws as to compel
the tramps to return to their own native towns,
and there lx: provided for, this result would lie
reached better than in any other way. Then let
these towns set them to work on the roads, and
any other town work that might be necessary.
E ntertainments.—Last Thursday evening the
friends of the Universalist society gave an enter
tainment a t Megunticook hall.consistingofadramn,
tableaux, burlesque, and closing witli a social
dance. The attendance was large and the receipts
nearly $140. We think this was fully the greatess success o f any entertainment of the kind ever
held in this village. The parts were all well
played, and gave general satisfaction. The enter
tainment was given for the benefit of the Sun
day-school.
The young ladies of the Congregational church
gave an entertainment at Megunticook hall, last
Tuesday every, consisting o f the following pro
gramme :
Allegorical—The artist’s lesson, from the sev
en ages (infancy to old age) with music and tab
leaux.
Flight o f time, Angel whispers. Magic Mir
ror. The Magician’s restoration of the stolen Prin
ces. Taking the vail. The sculptors vision. Do
mestic symphony, 1879,—1979.
Refreshments at the close of the entertainment.
This entertainment was a grand success, not only
financially, hut in the execution of all the parts.
Mach credit is due to the ladies, for their untiring
zeal in conducting the entertainment to such a suc
cessful result
Anniversary —The “Reform Club and Ladies’
Aid society held their third anniversary last Sat
urday P. M., and evening. The evening exercise
was a public meeting at Megunticook hall tlie
time being occupied in short speeches by a gentle
man from Belfast, Mrs. Berry, Capt. Coombs,
Rev.’s C. P. Nash and W . R. Cross, T . R . Simon
ton Esq., and others; the occasion being enlivened
by music by the Camden Comet Band and by a
choir of singers.
R eligious .—Four persons were baptized last
Sabbath by Rev. J. H. Cox Baptist, viz. Mr. &
Mrs. F. H . Calderwood, Miss Hodgden and An
drew Wadsworth.
A ll Sorts.—John Ames has sold his saloon
building and lot to Geo.JCleveland—On^Monday

of this week officer Irish seized a barrel of bottled
b?er from the premises of W. Smart.
The daughter of Mr. Blake was in town last
week obtaining siguers to a petition looking to
the pardon of her father. She obtained a long list,
among whom were the names many of our lead
ing men.—Ore i9 being found in this town which
lieing assayed is found to contain about $25, to
the ton of the precious metals.—One of tlie big an
ABSO LU TELY PU R E.
chors was finished at the anchor works on Wed
T he Royal Baking P ow derJs a pure Cream of T a r
nesday of this week. It requires both skill and
muscle to convert so many pieces of iron into so tar powder, made from pure Grape Cream Tartar, im
ported exclusively for this powder direct from the wine
heavy an anchor.

SPECIAL NOTICES

R
nUflYIAfllL

baking
powder

At the plantation election on Dix Island last
Monday, C. P. Dixon, Jr., was chosen Moderator;
II. B. Simmons, Joseph Stanley and J. R. Thomp
son, Assessors; C. P. Dixon J r., Collector and
Treasurer; E. S. Montgomery and J. B. Pratt,
School Committee; Michael Tracy and Fred A.
Crockett, Constables.

W A L D O B O R O ’.

All the school houses in town are closed, except
the one in district No. 7.
The Free High school law being suspended, our
school closed hist Friday. We shall be obliged to
go liaek on the old district system. It is said how
ever, by retrenchment, we can have nearly as much
schooling, but it will not be quite so high toned*
Miss Frank Gracia teacher of the Grammar school,
(Successor to F. G. Cook),
will probably lie promoted to the High school;
Miss AVillet will take the Grammar; and Miss
Ludwig the Primary.
Rev. John Bulfinch has a select class of about
fifteen pupils, some of whom are fitting for college.
Mr. B. is now supervisor of schools in town, and
Rockland, Jan. 6, 1877.
5
the town is fortunate in securing the services of a
man who is so well adapted and qualified for the
important position. It is not a sure sign because
a man has ever taught school or even been through
D E N T IS T .
All branches of dentistry faithfully attended to nt
college tliat he is the man for a supervisor or mem
V E R Y R E A S O N A B L E " P R I C E S . Teeth extract
ber o f tlie committee.
ed without pain by Nitrous Oxide Gas. Great reduc
Now we hear some chin music concerning tion in the price of artificial teeth. Sathfuction guar
anteed.
school meetings; who shall wc have for our agent ?
C o r. M a in a n d W in te r S t s .
that’s the question. Most every one has some
friend who they want to teach school—cither my
wife’s brothers’ chib I, or my first wife’s half broth
er’s nephew, or some one in the family. Now you I lo c k la n d R e ta il P r ic e s C u r r e n t
see this will depend greatly upon who they have
These prices arc
for an agent; hence a great deal of lobbying, and erwlae specified o
quantities prices rill be a shade lower. Corrected
we fear some bulldozing is resorted to.
weekly.
The Levee last Thursday even big in (’lark’s
Rockland , Mar.
Hall, under the auspices of the Waldoboro Cornet
r n il a n d P r o d u
Band, was a graml success. The Hall was crowd
Steak. 4-* H>..................... 12
ed. The play known as “ The Virginia Veteran ”
Spare-rib. 4^ lb..............10
Sausage 4^ Jb..................12
was executed in such a manner as to reflect credit
____
Hams, 4? ib.....................14
on those who participated. However, we believe Beef, roasts, 4^ lb ...^15if 18 Poultry 4/ ib
Steak 4?’ tb...............15.j20, Chickens.................. U fjla
it is generally conceded that the play was without
Corned, V Ib..............8«10, Turkeys............................ If
plot or point, but was full of fun, and that will
Tongue, V lb...................12- D ucks,..............................15
suit seven eighths of any audience that go to Beets, new,4!* ib.............. 02. G eese....................... 10«j.l2
B
utter
4* lb...............20«22 P o ta to e s............................ 80
such entertainments. The net receipts of the eve C abbage,
lb.................o: Potatoes, sw eet, V ....... 4
ning were $55,62. The programme closed with a j Cranberries 4?bu.2.50<j3.00 Pickles, v gal...........40350

J . E . ROBINSON
D ru g g ist & A p o th ecary ,

CITY DRUG ST O R E
2 8 2 M a in S tr ee t.
T . E. T IB B E T T S ,

C A S T IN E .
The great event of the week ending March 22d,
has
been the dosing of the winter term
of
schools*
,
.
.
.
M onday was devoted to the exa m in a tio n ol the

graduating class from the High School. Tuesday
to examination of the primary school; Wednesday
to the intermediate; and Thursday io the tindi
graduates of the High School.
Thursday evening the graduating exercises were
held at Normal Hall. Two "and three-fourths
hours passed very pleasantly in this way.
Friday night'.the Graduating class gave a re
ception at the High School building. There was
history, prophecy, an ode, a poem extra; and sing
ing, ice creams and cake, followed by a dozen
short speeches. On the whole, an occasion some
what extra.
Monday the 24tli was Town Meeting day. The
town officers elected are as follows :
Town Clerk; P . J. Hook.
1st Selectman; W . G. Sargent, 2d, G. L. W eeks,
3d, J. Devereux.
Road Commissioner; J. F. Rea.
Treasurer; C. II. Hooper.
Collector of Taxes; I. I.. Shepherd.
S. S. Committee; J. Y. Perkins, (’. J. Abbott,
G. A. Wheeler.
All the above officers are Republicans, and
elected by large majorities.

F O R E IG N .
Cld fm Liverpool 0, Belle O’Brien, O'Brien, Sandy
ook; 7, N Mosher, Johnson, St John, N B; Kendrick
Fish, Mowatt, Sandy Hook.
Sid fm Gibraltar March 11, barque Jennie Cobb,
Small, (fm Messina) Boston.
Sid fm Havre March 18, M artha Cobb, Greenleaf,
Cardiff.
A r nt Cardenas March 12, schs Isaac Orbeton, Crock
ett, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Sagua 13, sell Belle Brown, Hunt, North of
H atteras.
A t Cardenas 14, Laura E Messer, Gregory, frm Rock
land.
A r at Montevideo, Feb 8, barque Emma C Litchfield,
Thomas, N Y.
A t Progreso Mnrch 10, Charlotte Jameson, Jameson,
fm and for N Y, dlsg, ar 8tli.
Bark W ill W Case, Dermot, is chartered for Demar-

district of France. An old experienced house keeper
writes that, although she has to pay a few pennies
more for the “ Royal,” finds that it goes much farther
and works much better than soleralus, soda, or cream
of tartar.
4 ^ - Most of the Cream of [Tartar of commerce Js
adulterated with Alum, Terra Alba, etc. Doctors pro
noitnccAlum most dangerous to health; it costs but
2c. a pound, Cream of T artar over 30c. Tlie Royal
Baking Powder is recommended for it* wholesomeness by sueh eminent chemists os Dr. Mott, New York;
Dr. S. Dana Hayes, Boston. Sold only In cans. All
Sld fin Passaroeang Ja n 17, Eva II Fisk, Gould,
Australia.
Grocers.
x s-B A K IN G POW DER should never be sold in
paper packages, ns it becomes stole ami deteriorates
upon exposure to the atmosphere.
Iy29

D I X IS L A N D .

imbibed too much “ tangle foot ” ere they left the
Hall. Ye?, we arc sorry to own it; but there is
some of tliat devilish stuff" in Waldoboro, and tlie
most appalling thing about it is, some o f our wise
men are perfectly willing it should remain here.
Rev. Mr. Pendleton of the Baptist church is
bolding a series of social meetings in the vestry.
They are very well attended ami much interest is
manifested on the part of the members o f tlie
chureh for the advancement of the cause in this
section.
The juvenile class of siugers under the direction
of Miss Luella Winslow will give a concert in
Clark’s Hall next Thursday evening.

Ar 24, Silas McLoon, Spear, and Alleghania, Ames,
Rockland.
SALEM—A r 22, Johnnie Meserve, Frencli for N Y.
A r 24, sch Hump, Calderwood, Rockland.
PORTLA N D —A r 21, American Chief, Trader aud
Lizzie Guptill.
PH IL A D E L PH IA —A r 21, Cassie Jameson, Pressey
Matanzas.
Cld 21, W 3 Farwell, Winfield, Boston.
Delaware Breakwater,—A r 24, sch R C Thomas and
Lucy Ames.

F o r Sale a t a B argain.
Enelne House.pleasantly located, anil
in good repair. Also a stock of Faucv
Goods to be disposed of. Terms reasonable. Call ou
the subscriber on the premises.
3W17
MRS. M. J . BROWN.

NEW
V E G E T A B L E S A S P E C IA L T Y .
JAMES J . II. GREGORY?Marlilelwii!, Muss.
P4vtx>

situated on Camden Street,

-1 A- 1 1 - stories high, with d i of same

jm
jXXfcfccontains
height, good cellar and barn. T he house
aartof
ten rooms, beside the buttrles;

cistern In the cellar, and two wells on the premises,
utt'ordinguu ample supply o f pure water. T he lo th
90x196 feet, and the buildings are all in good repair.
"Vrins reasonable.
Applv to
8. C. WEBBER.
heb. 0, 1879.
3ml0

H im and Lot for Sale.
»

r p 11E very pleasant and roomy story
wS
A. and-a-lialf House aituated on
north side Holmes St., In this city, 1jM.Mgei ottered for sale at a bargain. This
----- house is finished throughout, has good
Ccllnr, Cistern, Chickawnukie w ater piped to cellar-

THE NEW ENGLAND

OpeningSpringDisplay

MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

A L vy’A T S SEI/SCT T H E BEST.

NEW DRY GOODS.

OF BOSTON.
T h e O ld e s t M a s s . C o m p a n y .

WE CANPOSITIVTILY ASSERT THAT AT NO PERIOD

19,000 Members. $57,000,000 Insurance

AND

C a r p e tin g s,
AT

Fuller&Cobb’s
W e have ju s t received a larg e a sso rtm e n t of
Ladies’ F in ely T rim m ed Cotton U nderw ear,
consisting of

N ig h t R o b es,
C h e m is e s ,
D raw ers,
W h it e

The features of the company are
1. —Its e n tir e m u tu a lity .
2. —T h e ch a r a c te r o f its in v e stm e n t.
3. —T h e lib e r a lity o f its trea tm en t o f retirin g

S IL K S .

m em bers.

4. —Its se lectio n o f r isk s a s d e v e lo p e d by i
past fa v o r a b le m o r ta lity .
3 .—T h e a p p lic a tio n o f t h e M uss. N o n -F o rfeit
ure la w to its p o lic ie s, w h e r e b y ev ery
m em b er is e n title d to in su r a n c e a cc
in g to its p ro v isio n s.

aaas'2’ poa sisarauxaTa usa.
OOVEE.’X B CAPACITY * DURABILITY
EX CEED ANY KNOWN PA IN T . Bt.ildlngj
Pointed with onrPreparcd P aint,, if not sati'sfactory, will bs Eepiintod at our Espouse.

Infonnntioii.ns to rates can be obtained on application
at thu office of the Company, or of any of its agents ii
the principal cities and towns of the Commonwealth

American Markets.
In SUMMER SILKS and FOULARDS wc have everything
that to new and beautiful.

A LA R G E

BEN J. F. STEV EN S, President.
XGmol5nsxs
JO S. M. G IBBEN 8, Secretary.

SHAWLS, CLOAKS, AND WRAPS.
Tliis department maintains its supremacy, and shows
the best productions from the Euroi>can centres.
Our Cloaks and Sacques are cut and made by men
tailor-, therefore style and fit are guaranteed.

T h e y a re G o o d F o r

CHILDREN’S DRESSES,
L A D IE S’ & M IS S E S ’ A P R O N S, DRES
SIN G SA C H S ETC.
W e have ju s t opened a new case of those
R em nants of P rin ts for 4 cts.

SUITS & COSTUMES.

Superb assortment of fine French hand-inadc UNDER
WEAR. comprising every requisite for a lady's wardrobe.
Abo. children's suits for every age and size.
Our ImiintB' Furnishing Department is thoroughly
equipped. Complete Wardrobes as low as S35; better
goods in proportion. Any article in the Wardrobe at list
price; really cheaper than the home-made article, and
much more satisfactory.

K o r S a le b v

J . P . W IS E & SON,

iSugar per Ib
..........16§20 G ranulated,...................
Roasted & gr. Rio 15g25! E x tra coffeecrushetl..
J a v a , ......................3u«38 M uscovado,...................
Molasses ? g a l...............
Syrup. sug:ir-Itnuse..70'jS0
H avana.................. 45<<60' Maple per g al............ 1.2
Porto Rico,...................05 Ten, Jap a n , ib...fnu20 toGO
New O rleans,............ AOgGO. Ooiuug, per lb.. . .25 <n GO
Oil. Kerosene, ? gall5g25*Eng. B re a k fa st,........50,GO
A most wondr rfill work, selling easier and fast
Prunes, ? lb ............. 10gl2 Salt, tr bu....................... 40
than any other subscription book in the market.
R abins, ? 1-4 box ........ 50 Sal rat us........................8510 and children at very moderate prices.
Ladies’, misses', aud children’s kid, cloth, anil Lisle
F lo u r . C o rn , M en I. e tc .
Thread Gloves of tlie best manufacture, in ali the newest EVERY MAN H IS OWN DOCTOR.
A Family Medical Adviser, Guide for the Home Cun
shades to match any dress material.
Barley, per bu................ GO, Pearl Barley.............. S.jio
A superior selection of plain hemmed linen, and all of nearly every Disease without sending for a Doctor.
Buckwheat Hour per tb..O5, Klee, pr Ib...................s^ilO
linen hemstitched, and scolloped Handkerchiefs. Also, T he best hook ever offered to the Public, and one that
Cracked, w heat per U>. .06 JMiddlings, p r lb ............ 1
embroidered Silk Handkerchiefs unsurpassed in beauty I can be sold in every Family. For Terms, Territory,
Corn, per bu..............53 g58 Outs, pr bu................ 40545
I Outfit and Circulars, apply to C ...................... .
'
Corn meal, p r bu,..53558j()atnieal, pr lb ........... 55I0
j ( O., Publishers, New York.
, Flour, per bbl— 4.5u50.00* Rye, pr bu.....................1.00
' Fine Feed, pe r tb........... P jS lio r ts , pr l b ................. l«.,
' ’’ ‘lie choice grades, containing every color and shade
. Graham Flour, per lb— 41Potash, lump.............. lu
t
l Fresh additions doily.
j
F i» h . r t c .
W HOLESALE IIE .\L E 1IS IN
G o o d s.
F ish ,d ry cod pr l b . . . .255 Corned Cod................2.*4' G e n t s ’ F u r n i s h i n g
Fresh cod, pr ll»........... a
Every possible requisite lor a gentleman's outfit. FirstNapes & fins, p r lb .. 5 5 8
cla.*-, and medium grades of goods a t our usual reason Drugs, Druggists’ Sundries,Chemicals
Fresh Haddock, pr lb........
Tongues & Sounds,
able prices. Quality, style, and fit the prominent features
Dry pollock, pr l b . l \ 2 !_.
p r lb .. ................... 8
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Glues, &c..
Fresh liulibui..................
L obsters, pr lb.............05
Smoked halibut,pr lh .12
almon. p r l b ..................
BOOTS A N D SH O ES.
I I 7 & l 9 M id d le S t.,
Salt, m ackerel,---- 3, 11. Shad..........'.
Fresh Mackerel,.............. 00; O ysters........................ 35«jGo
P O ltT L A N D , M E .
C o a l. W o o d , fla y . e tc .
U; genuine kid walking boots. $3.7£. _
2 to $5; fine quality slippers from $1 25 to
Coal per to n ....5 5056 ooillay, pressed. 15 OO5IG 00
<
*
best
pebble
goat,
worked
button
holes.
$2;
Wood, hard per
j Hair, pr bu ...................... 25
- ade. spring heel, button boots, fl.iki;
cd.................. 5 25«G 00|Cement, pr cask..........1 35
S o il,p e r c d .. . 5 OOhG to', Sand p re a s k .............20 ft 25
ml Voutlis’ French calf button bo
rood, durable laced shoe. 61.95.
Civil E n g iu ee r und Land Surveyor,
L I inc, W o o d a n d C a sk s.
iaZ-Ou
nt-clana. W c fill :
Common,................ GOft65 C asks.................................. 11
R o c k la n d , M e.
Lump,........*...................SO Wood, soft.......... 2 25 52 50
Draiightings o f all kinds done to order. Estimate^
1 eri*oi*». »» e in v i t e o r tie e n , c o n v in c e u tiiu c of earth and .•lone excuvatlons—highway bridges,
tii-Lt^ t r i a l w ill I n s u r e UK th e r e g u la r c usto m Work out o f the city done promptly, and at satisfactory
rates.
i n o r d e r * f o r G o o d * t o l>e a c c o m p a n ie d b y
Office with Hurricane Granite < ompauy.
e m o n e y ; o r , w h e r e p a r t i e s w is h . G o o d * w i l l
■ s e a t b y e x p r e s s , C. O . 1>. W h e r e t h e r em it*

Hosiery, Gloves, & Handkerchiefs.

R ockland, M e.

GREAT BOOK FOR A GENTS.

:os o f Births and Marriages inserted free, but
nt by mail should always be accompanied by
oof the sender, as a guarantee of authenticity, j

aS-SuFFKRF.RH from Headaciie , constipated bowels, inward piles, costiveness, fevers, torpid liver, yel
lowness of the skin and eyes, indigestion, dyspepsia,
and all derangements of the Internal viscera, are enred
by “ Swayne’s T ar and Sarsaparilla Pills.” Unlike
many other purgatives, they do not irratnte the stom
ach and bowels by frequent use. They keep the svsin healthy condition by arousing the torpid liv

I f B a ld n e s s o r a b e c le n c y o f H a ir
Exists, or if the liair is gray, dry or harsh, the natural
youthful color can be restored by using “ London Hair
Color Restorer,” the most delightful article ever intro
duced to the American people for increasing its growth,
restoring its natural color, and at the same time a lovely
hair dressing and bcantifier. I t Is totally dlfi'erent from
all others; not sticky or gummy, and free from all im 
pure Ingredients that render many other articles oh
noxious; in fact it is exquisitely perfumed and sc
cleanly and elegantly prepared 09 to make it a lasting
hnir dressing and toilet luxury.
I T C H I N G P I L E S .—The Symptoms are moisture
like perspiration, intense itching, increased by scratch
ing very distressing, particularly nt night as if pin
worms "were crawling in and about the rectum, the
private parts are sometimes affected; if allowed to
continue, very serious results may follow. Dn.
Swathe ' s All H ealihg Ointment is a pleasant
HOME CURES.—W e were great sufferers from Itch
ing Piles, the symptoms w ere as above described, tlie
nse of Swayne's Ointment in a short time made a per
fect cure.
J . W . CH RIST, Boot A Shoe House 344 N. 2nd St.,
T. C. W EYMAN, H atter, 8 S. Eighth St., Philad’a.
Reader, if you are suffering from this distressing
Complaint, or Tetter, Itch, Scald H ead, Ring W onn
Barbers’ Itch, any Crusty, Scaley, Skin E ruption, us<
Swayne’s Ointment and be cured. Sent by mail to any
address on receipt of price, (in currency or postage
sum ps), 60 cents a box, three boxes $1.25. Address
letters, D r. Swayne & Son, 330 N , Sixth Street Philadcl
phla. No charge for advice. Sold by leading drugielBM
ly r1
gists.

F U L L E R & CORR,

In Brooklyn, N .Y.,at the residence of Mr. A. R. Reeve,
Thursdav. March 20, by the Rev. Emory J . Haynes,
Mr. John Bird and Miss Laura A . Case, ali of Rock
land. [No cards.]
In Rockport, March 22, Mr. F. L. Richawlfefiir and
iss Julia E. Barker, both of Rockland.
In Vinalhnvcn,M arch 1st, by W atson H. Vinal, Esq.,
Mr. Frank L. A reyaud Miss A da E. Smith, both of
Vinalhaven.
In Vinalhaven, March 22, by Watson II. ViunI, Esq.,
Mr. Francis E. Carnes, of Vinalhaven aud Rosie B.
Drinkwater, of N orthport.
In Bristol, March 13, Mr. W111. G. McLain and Mrs.
Marguret Curtis, both of Bristol.

Broadway and Tw entieth St.,
Grand, Chrystie, and Forsyth, ♦

(Suceeasor to J . G. Lovejoy,)

F ire and Life Insurance
Berry Block. (Lime Rock Bank Stairway.)

FLO W ER SEED S!
Spring time is near a t hand, and it is time to select
-ieda for early sowing. M R . F . H . M OSES, F lo r 
ist, at Bucksport, offers a superior collection of Flower Seeds to his customers. Purchasers will be grati
fied with tlie results, for these seeds will be sure to
germinate under proper treatment, each parcel having
been tested by him.

M A IN S T -,

RO CKLAND.

5«

0 . G. M O F F IT T ,
Life and F ire In su ran ce A gent
R ep resen ts T h ir ty -n in e M illio n D o lla r s.

F o r $ 1 .0 0 ,

Losses adjusted a t this office,

I will forward any one of the following collections of

ROCKLAND. MAINE.

H. N. K EEN E,

M A N U FA C TU R E D

C

A PRINCIPLE ALREADY TESTED BY

D E A L E R IN

UNTOLD MILLIONS
F O Il FACTS A R E ST U B B O R N T H IN G S,
M E E T T H E M AS W E M AY.

Moccasins, Sole L eather, W ax L eather, French
and Am erican C a lfsk in s, Machine Belting,
L inings and Shoe Findings,

B U R PE E & HAHN,

D ealers in P aints, 0 I, G lass, &c
TRUE P. PIERCE,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law

Thorndike H otel,

H. C. L E V E N SA LE R , M . D.,

CINE and SURGERY.

BOSTON—A r 25, barque Megunticook, Hemingway,
O ' Residence und Officu. Lcvensaier Block Main
COUNTY—In Court of Probate, held at Rock Street.
Rosario Jan 6, River Platte 13; crossed the Equator KNOX
land, on tho third Tuesday of March, 1879.
Feb 26, in Ion 41 40 j brig Lucy W Snow, Hall, Trindad
ANFORD W . BEVERAGE, Guardian of ALICE
Feb 20, via Dutch Island H arbor; John I, Tracy (of
M. BEV ERA G E, of Vinalhaven in said County,
St George,) H art, Brunswick, G», March 1, via S
minor, having presented his account of guardianship
nah 14; C M Gilmore, Humphrey, St George.
of said ward for allow ance;
Cld 25, Addle E Snow, Thorndike, Bucks port.
Ordered , T hat notice thereof be given, three weeks
successively. In the Rockland Gazette, printed In Rock will bo held at the T reasurer’s Office,
In said County, that all persons interested may at
E D G A R T O W N -A r 20, sch Alfred Keene, Hender land
tend a t a Probate Court to be held a t Rockland, on the th e 2 1 st d a y o f A p ril n e x t, a t 10 o ’c lo c k , A . M .,
son, Portland for Savannah.
third Tuesday of A pril next, and show cause, if for the purpose of choosing a Board of Directors, and
N E W YORK—A r 21, barque Martha A McNeil, any they have, why the said account should not be al transacting any other business th at may legally come
before them.
Jordan.
lowed.
C. G. MOFFITT, Clerk.
Ar 23, Nile, Spear; Ruth 8 Hodjrdon. Stearns, and
3wl7
E . M. WOOD, Judge.
Rockland, March 2fi, 1879.
3wi7
G W Baldwin, Lewis, Rockland.
A truejeopy,—Attest :—T. P. PIElM’E. ReHctpr

NOTICE.

About eight years ago there was discovered and put
into practice anew , eiuple, conrenientand safe p rin ci
ple for earing disease by absorp’ion without dosing.
The uecetiriitiea of the case prompted a vigorous exami
nation into its merits, until the question was thorough
ly and practically solved.
A t the time of its discovery and introduction there
was but one object aimed, v iz:—the prevention and
cure o f malaria in its various fo rm s.

n p t i s

D

-

Tlie Holman Pad has stood the severest and most
thorough tests for years. I t has a world-wide reputa
tion, established through its wonderful efficacy in all
ailments that have their origin in a torpid liver or dis
eased stomach.
It has been endorsed by tens of thou-nnds of earnest,
intelligent witnesses, who will tell you that the Holman
Pad is the cheapest, the pleasantest, the surest and the
most satisfactory cure und preventive and thorough
liver and system regulator yet discovered.

T h e S to m a c h th e M o n a r c h o f th e
S y s te m .

&

-

C

o .,

JVIAuSS.,

AN D FOR SA LE BY A L L L E A D IN G G R O C E R S .
NO” FE.—
rile reputation
obtained
hy this
secured
the use of b'
the™
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pre ceding**
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•« h l vV"'1
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ba ° hna
f U“been
ir Bran‘U
butbv
rtD,>?uch
lb pri ceding the name of D A \ IS on bar or w rapper, represent their goods.

HORSFORD’S
SE L F -R A IS IN G

BREAD

P R E P A R A T IO N

T h e H e a lth y a n d N u tr itio u s
B A K IN G -P O W D E R .

Its G re a t V a lu e n o t a t fir s t R e v e a le d . Invented by E. N . Ilorsford, late prof, in Harvard
Like every new discovery, all o f its good results could
uot be known at once. Im portant developments, by
way of cures of other diseases besides Malaria, were
manifesting themselves rapidly, being acknowledged
and reported by the grateful patients of both sexes and
all ages throughout the land, until it has now become a
settled question that the Holman Pad, Intelligently ap aud the result is t
plied to the pit of the stomach, and worn according to
directions, will cure niaeteen-twenthieths of the ills
It restores the nutritious elements which are taken
either sex is subject to.
from the flour in bolting. No ordinary Baking Pow
der or anything else used for raising bread does this.
D O U B L E A C T IO N O F T H E P A D .
Tlie I/olman Pad is two-fold in its action. It scud3
Universally used and recommended by prominent
a healthy, gentle vegetable tonic into the system by way Phvsiciaus.
------o f the circulation through the pores. I t is worn exact
Put up in packages containing 11 ounces, ju st enough
ly where needed, being placed over the Liver and for 25 pounds of flour,
Stomaeh, aud over tin* centre o f the nervous system
The “ H o r s f o r d A lm a n a c a n d C o o k B o o k ,”
which pervades the digestive organs.
sent free on application.
E n d o rs e d by T h o u s a n d s .

B Y

a v i s

r i O ^ i l ’O N .

TENS OF THOUSANDS,

BOOTS, SH O ES, RUBBERS,

T

H

Absorption vs. Disease
THAT MUST YET BI’. ACCEPTED BY

A. M. A U S T IN " ,

DOM ESTIC PORTS.

T rade Mark.

W e claim th is to be THE B E S T S O A P in
th e world, p o s s e s s in g wonderful clean sin g
properties, and only n e e d s on e trial to make
it W ELCOM E to all.

No. 2 8 7 U n io n B lo c k
5

Pansies or Tomato P la n ts ^ 1 pkg. each of 20 Leading
Annual Flower 8eeds, inflfiding Astor, Phlox. PansyVerbena, Petunia, Sweet Pea, etc.

SOAP.

!

S . .T. R I C H ,

JO U R N A L

W ELCOM E

JOHN LOVEJOY,

Sweet Pea, 1 pkg. each.
A New Catalogue illustrated by over one hundred
In this city, March 22, Mrs. Surah. Stearns, uged 58 engravings
from living dowers, together with Plant
List and descriptions or, and directions for, growing
four hundred varieties of plants raised from seeds, sent
Col. G
. „
free ou application to
In this city, 3Jurch 20, Alma, wife of John II. McserF R E D E R IC K H . MOSES. F lo r ist a n d S eed s
»v, aged ID years.
m a n , B u c k sp o r t, M ain e.
Gwl4osx
In Thomaston, March 2G, Mrs. Alice R. Vose, aged
70 years, 8 mouths and 28 days, widow of tlie late Seth
D E A L E R IN
Vose of that town.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
F A N C Y
C O O D S y
In Thomaston, March 24, Clara Ixjuise, child,of San
ford and Helen Delauo. aged 5 months.
H o s i e r y , B u t t o n s . F i 'l n i g c s u n d
We loved her! all! no tongue can tell
D r e s s T i* iin n iliig * s .
How much we loved her, aud how well.
ticial Reports and information f re e . Like
Christ loved her too, and thought it best,
profits weekly on Stoek options of $ 10 to $50. Address Also, DRESS AND CLOAK MAKING
To take her home with him to rest.
237 M a in S tr e e t, R o c k la n d .
T . P o t t e r W r i g h t & Co., Bankers, 35 W all 8t.,.Y. P
^ 5 “Agent for the Peerless Pap er Pattern Co., of N Y
In Appleton, March 21, Mrs. Roxana Tease, aged 81
lyA t Owl’s Head, March 21, Annie E. wife of Capt.
W m. W . Rogers, aged 22 years and 2 months.
At Deer Isle March 18j A lbert, son of Samuel nr.d
Clara Williams, aged 8 months.
In South Bristol, March 12, Capt. Parsons Thompson
aged 74 years.
entire sysIn Washington, March 17, Frank W . Turner, aged iein in three month*. Any person who will take 1 pill
D E N T IS T .
23 years and 11 months.
each night from 1 to 12 weeks may be restored to sound
O FFIC E OVER T. A. W ENTW ORTH’S STORE,
In W arren, March 10, Mr. Jam es Coburn, aged 74 health, if such a thing be possible. Sent by mail for 8
years, b months and 24 days.
letter stum ps.I.S. JO H N SON Jfc CO., Bangor, Me. 17
BEBBY BLOCK.
In Union, March 17, Catherine Sideflnger, aged 70
Dentistry in all its branches prom ptly attended to
years, 2 mouths and 23 days.
a t REASONABLE PRICES.
In San Francisco, March 2, suddenly, of heart dis
Teeth extracted w ithout pain, by the us
ease, W in. Battle Perry, formerly ol Appleton, aged 'Io the Judge o f Probate in and fo r the N itrous
Oxide Gas.
52 years and Gmonths.
Rockland Ja n . 1, 1879.
County o f Knox.
H E undersigned, Guardian of JU L IA N EW H A LL
mluor Jieir of WM. O. NEW H A LL, late of
Washington, in said County, deceased, represents, that
said minor is seized and possessed of certain real es
tate, described as follows .—All tlie interest o f said
ward in the following described real estate, situate in
W ashington. Knox Co., and described as fo llo w s O n e
P O R T O F RO J X i A N U .
undivided fifth part of the South half of the home
farm of Stephen Newhall, deceased, after deducting
judgment on mortgage of $218.00 aud coats in suit,
A r r iv e d .
A r 20, schs II G Bird, Bunker, L ynn; G E Prescott, Galen A. Newhall; said real estate is described as fol
d ra in e rs anil P a p e r H angers.
lows;—heiug situated partly in W ashington and partly
Flye, Portsmouth, N H ; Bob, W alsh, Vinalhaven; US in
Somerville, meaning to sell :U1 the right, title, ami
Rev stinr McCulloch, Hamlin, Boothbay; 21, selis interest,
in all the lund in Knox Co. Also all the Inter
Fleetwing, Maddocks, Beverly; Chase, Ingraham ,-----; est of Mild
ward
iu
another
parcel
of
land
described
as
Maria Theresa, Kelloch, Rockport; 22, E H Herrick,
Herrick, Swan’s Island; 23, Susan, Thurston, Winter- follows;— beginning at the Highway leading from
p ort: C L Hix, Hix, N ew buryport; Mabel Hall, Hall, Palmer to Jefferson nt the fence dividing the home
lot of said Stephen Newhall into equal parts,
8<> Thomaston; 24, Sunbeam, Saunders, N Y ; U S Rev stead
running Westerly on said fence to lund of Win.
stm r Woodbury, W arner, E astport; 25, sch Wm thence
ndrew s; thence Southerly to land owned by Mr. S.
McLoon, Rogers, N Y ; 2G, U 8 Rev stmr McCulloch, A
Babb;
thence Easterly on said land to highway afore
Hamlin, frm a cruise; sch D II Ingraham, Greeley, said; thence
N ortherly on said highway to first men
tioned bounds, eontalr ing 31 acres more or less. Also
an orchard lying East of said highway containing one
acre
more
or
less. T hat an advantageous otter of
S a ile d .
Office in New C ourt H ouse,
thirty dollars has been made for the same,by Galen A.
Sid 21, selis Solon, Perry, Boston; 22,Silas McLoon, Newhall, of Washington, In said County, which otter
K O C K I,A .N D ,
:
M A .IIV E .
Spear, N Y ; Gem, Hall, do; American Chief, Snow, ills for the interest of all concerned immediately to
do; Corvo, Tyler, N orfolk; Oregon, Richards, N Y ; accept, tlie proceeds of sale to be placed at interest for
G W Glover, Morton, do; Ida Hudson. Gross, do; the benefit of said ward. Said Guardian therefore
Mansfield, Achorn, do; Maria Theresa, Kelloeh, Bos- prays for license to sell and convey the above described
ton; 23, Empress, Lord, Providence; 24, Alice, Joyce, real estate to the person making e*ald otter.
Castine; E II Herrick, Herrick, Swan’s Island; 2fi,
A . J . H . NEW H A LL.
Olive Avery, Bishop, N Y ; Florida, Grant, Newbury
p o rt; Uncle Sain, Shaw, Boston; U S Rev steamer KNOX COUNTY—In Court of Probate, held at lloekR O C K L A N D , - M A IN E .
Woodbury, W arner, cruising; 27, sch Nautilus, 'J'olland, on the third Tuesday of March, 1879.
man, N Y ; U S Rev steamer McCulloch, Hamlin,
On the petition uforesaid, Okdf.hed, Tliat notice be
cruising.
J . C. W H IT E , P r o p r ie to r .
given by publishing a copy of said petition witli thia
order thereon,three weeks successively .prior to the third
D IS A S T E R S .
Tuesday of April next, in the Rockland Gazette,
a newspaper printed at Rockland, that all person»intercsted may attend at a Court of Probate then to be held at
Rockland, and show cause, if any, why tlie prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
E . M. WOOD, Judge.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
T H O M A S T O N , M A IN E ,
3wl7
A ttest:—T. P. PIERCE, Register.
Devotes his atten tio n to th e PRA CTICE o f MEDI

M A R IN E

325 Main Street, Rockland.

n e e Is t o o la r g e , w e a l w a y s r e t u r n th e d lf-

M A R R IA G E S .

D EA TH S.

t

LESS THAN LA ST YEA R

A. I). BLACKINTON,

P e a c e a n d G o o d w ill can only be felt when
you arc well. Don’t get sick when you can cure
F o r 5 0 ( J o n ts ,
[Notices of Deaths nre inserted free, but obituary
that slight cold by using Dr. A. J. Flagg’s Cough notices, beyond the date, name and age, m ust be paid I will send onc-hulf of any of the above collections, or
for at the rate of 5 cents a line. Poetry Geta. per line.] 8 varieties of Everlasting Seeds,or 8 separate colors of
and Lung Syrup.

rt I Bottles Dr. Swayne’s Compound Syrup of W ild
Cherry, 25 Cents.
The distressing cough, which threatened serious re
sults, is quickly cured before developing a fatal pulmon
ary affection. For all throat, breast and lung disorders,
Asthmatic or Bronchial affections, Hooping Cough,
Liver Complaint, Blood Spilling, &c., no remedy is so
prompt and effectual as Dr. Swayne’s Compound Sy
rup of Wild Cherry.”
” 1 have made use of this preparation for many years,
and it has proved to be very relinbiu and efficacious in
the treatment of severe and long standing coughs. I
know of two patients now in comfortable health, and
who but for its use I consider would not now be living.
ISAAC S. IlE R B E IN , M. D.,
Straustown, Berks County, Pa.
P r ic - e T r ia l bottles, 25 cents; large size, $1, or six
tor $5. A single 25 cent bottle will oftentimes cure a
recent cough or cold, and thus prevent much suffering
and risk of life. Prepared only by Dr. Swnyne & Son,
Philadelphia. Sold by leading Druggists.
]y3G

CARPETINGS

H aving put our C arp et Room in p e rfe c t rep air, w e shall open
[o n e o f th e LARGEST ST O C K S e v e r show n in
K nox C ounty, and th e P rices a re

parsons7 bangs & c o . ,

nuiuuiB, Liy.o. plants in an, or an seedlings either Actors

C O N SU M PTIO N C U R E D .
An old physician, retired from practice, having had
placed in his hands by an East India missionary tlie
formula of a simple vegetable remedy, for tlie speedy
and perm anent core for consumption, bronchitis, ca
tarrh, asthma, and all throat and lung affections, also
a positive and radical cure for nervous debility and all
nervous complaints, after having tested its wonderful
curative powers in thousands of cases, lias felt it bis
’ • to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuby this motive, and a desire to relieve human suf
fering, I will send, free of charge, to all who desire it,
this recipe, w ith full directions for preparing and using,
in German, French, or English. Sent by mail by ad
dressing with stamp, naming this paper,"W. W . Slierar, 149 Powers’ Block, Rochester, New York.
3wl7

c o

RXBBOSTS.

B I R T H S.

OK TH O SE

W h ic h w c h a v e had su c h a tra d e o n in th e la st th r e e w e ek s.

Ladies’ & Children’s Undergarments,
Gr
Coffee V lb

LOT

R e m n a n ts o f P iq u e ,

B R E S S G O O D S.

Novelties in Cachemeres. Suitings, Debeiges. and the
udurd cloths, in splendid variety. Also. ‘•Andersou’s”
Scotch Zi'phvrs. printed cotton Dress Goods. Monde
Cloths. Gotelines. Percales. Cheviots. Ac.. w“ *........ —
grade to be found in a first-class establishment.

S k ir ts ,

W h ic h w e h a v e b o u g h t V e r y L o w fo r C a s h , so th a t w e s h a ll
he a b le tb re ta il th e m a t B O S T O N P R I C E S .

----- “
..lU§14*Qi
'
Quinces, ----V pk...........
Squashes, 4^ l b .......
Our SUITS and COSTUMES fully sustain that pre emi
j Lard, F lb...
T om a to e s,fre sh ,? lb.. ..0 nence so justly established. Slid always represent the
Lamb V lb.................10<il2l
10515 latest styles and fashions.

T H E ONLY W A Y .
T he only way to cure catarrh is by the use of a
cleansing and healing lotion, applied to the iufiamed
and diseased membrane. Snufls and fumlgator*, while
affording temporary relief, iritate the affected parts and
excite a more extended inflammation. Besides, no
outward applications alone can cure catarrh. The dis
ease originates in a vitiated state o f the blood, and a
thorough alterative course of treatm ent is necessary to
remove it from the system. Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Rem
edy has long been known as an efficient standard remedy for this disease, but, to Insure a radical and perma
nent cure, it should be used in conjunction with Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, the best vegetable
alterative yet discovered. The Discovery cleanses the
vitiated blood, while the Catarrh Remedy allays the
inflapimation and heals the diseased tissues.

•‘ T H E FIR ST HOSE GIVES R E L IE F .”

A

HENRY LEA V ITT.

N EW _Y 0R K .

Our BLACK SILKS contain the well-known brands of
Bonnot. Ponson. Tapissler. Guiuet. Girard, and other
equally prominent manufacturers. The Lord A Taylor
FAMILY SILK enjoys a reputation for universal excel
___ __
lence that is unsurpassed.
Our American Cachemire INDESTRUCTIBLE BLACK
SILK justly claims earnest atteution, being equal to the

P R IN TS , PIQUES,

HOUSE FOR SALE.
J f// a n n u a l C a ta lo g u e o f V egetable a n d
F lo w e r S eed f o r JS 7 9 * ric li in engravings, from
original photographs, will be Bent FREE, to all who apP*y- Customers of last season need not write for it. 1
offer one of the largest collections of vegetable seed
ever sentont by any seed house in Am erica,a large por
tlon of which were grown on my six seed farms./V/w/erl
direction* fo r cultication on each package. All seed
warranted to be both fr e th and true to name; so far,
that should it prove otherwise, /w ill refill the order arahe. The original introducer of tl*e Hubbard Squash,
Phinney’a Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Coru,
and scores of other vegetables, I invite the patronage
of all who are anjeioua to hare their seed directly from
the grower, freeh, true, and o f the ceru beet strain.

L o rd & T aylo r
1 OF

C O TTO S IN O B R IE A l!

AND DWELLINGHOUSE, I 1; stories high, situ
A atedSTORE
on Camden S t.,u e x tto Burpee

RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS,

, w
name o f “ cUR3mo8naax

U SE

DR. H O FFM AN’S
CELEBRATED

German L inim en t
ESTA BLISH ED IN 1867.
None genuine but w hat has the Name and Trade Mark
blown in the bottle.
For all diseases, such as Rheumatism, Spitting of
Blood, and all Lung Complaints, Coughs, Colds, Influ
enza, Bronchitis, Asthma, Diphtheria, "Whooping
Cough, Cramps and Pain in the Stomach and Bowels,
Sore T hroat, Spinal Complaints, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, Cliapped Hands, Bums, W ounds, Sprains
and Bruises.
PREPARED AND PUT UP BY

G. M. RHOADES & CO.,
M ID D L E T O W N , C O N N .
R e ta il P r ic e ,
3 3 Cento.
Sold by all Druggists und Country Deniers.
13

P R O V ID E N C E , It. I.

H.H.CRIE&CO.
R e jo ic e !

R e jo ic e !

^Miss S aw y er’s S alv e!

LOWEST PRICES!

You should remember tliat the cause o f nearly all
our ills begins nt the vital pohH, the stom ach; that the /
The Original and Gcnuioc
liver is seldom wrong when the stomach is right, and
if they are wrong all the other organs are struggling to
g
<lo the w o rk / the stomach and liver. We would add
V E R Y B E S T P L A C E TO
la again in the market. Sold everywhere. 8ei
that no hum/ i being ever had a fever, fever and ague,
or yellow t'» er who had a sound, healthy stomaeh and
by mail on receipt of the price.
liver. So long as there are no obstructions, fever is
2 W ig g in & C o ., S o le A g e n ts , Rock-S> IR O N & S T E E L , Chain* and Anchor*.
impossible.
'
la n d , M a in e .
»o y B L A C K S M IT H S ’ Stock and Tools,
N o o n e w as e v e r a tta c k e d w ith d ip h th e r iu /
w h ile w e a r in g th e P a d .
ISZ
C O R D A G E and Ship Chandlery.

C e n t S ix e

C A R R IA G E B U IL D E R S * Supplies,

HOLMAN LIVER PAD CO,
117 M id d le S t r e e t ,
P o r tla n d , M e.
VV. H . K I T T R E D G E , A g e n t ,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.

B o w d i tc h ’s

C A R R IA G E Trimmers’ and Painters’ Good
"I S H I P Spikes,’Oakum, Paints,

for 8 l l y o u buy S 1.10 worth of Seeds or Plants
1 Seeds or Plants
Seeds or Plants

13

F I S H E R M E N S ' Fittings,
Q U A IIR Y M E N ’S Stock and Tooto, Powdet

NAILS, GLASS, Paper, Paiuts,
GUNS, R E V O L V E R S , Cartridges,etc.,

920 1

9 2 6 .0 0 ;

‘ Seeds or Plants

G A L V A N IZ E D Spikes, Nails, Blocks, R«

Hoop Iron, etc.,
My N e w C a ta lo g u e f o r 1 8 7 9 is the best and most
comprehensive work issued. It contains numerous C A R P E T W E A V E R S ’ Twine and W arp,
E n g r a v in g s , illustrating thousands of the best F lo w 
e r s and V e g e ta b le s, and also description of all the S A IL O R S ’ Oil Clothes, Hats and Bedding,
B e a u tif u l P la n ts . Mailed for a 3-eent stamp. To
1’BowlO
r p i I I S is to give Notice, T h at a petition has been pre- customers free.
G R O C E R IE S , Sugar, Pork, Beef, Molm
JL seated to the Court, this 8th day of March, 1879, Seeds or Plants by Express or Mail.(Safety guaranteed.
Flour,
by EDW ARD 11. CLARKE, of Rockland, a Bank- W ni.E .B ow <litcli,C 43 W a rren S t.,B o sto n ,3 la ss
rupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full dis
charge from all his debts, provable under thefBank—A T—
ru p t Act, and upon rending said petition,
It is Ordered by the Court tliat a hearing be had
C o m m is s io n e r ’s N o tic e .
upon the same, ou the first Monday of June, A. D.
1879, before the Court in Portland, in said D istrict, at
)U o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published __ bate for the County of Knox, Commissioners
h} the Bangor D aily W hig <£• Courier and the Rock receive and examine the claims of creditors agninstthe
land Gazette, newspapers printed in said District, once estate o f W ILSO N SMALLEY, late of St. George de
u week for threo successive weeks, and once in the ceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six
weekly Bangor Courier, the last publication to be months are allowed to said creditors to present and
thirty days a t least before the day o f hearing, and that
rove their claims; and that they will be in session at
all creditors who have proved their debts and other
elson Hall’s office, Tenant's Harbor, St. George, on
persons in interest, may appear nt said time and place,
Thursday, May 15th, and T hursday, August 14th, 1879,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of nt one o’clock In the afternoon, for that purpose.
said petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,

2 0 5 Main S tr e e t,
H. H. CRIE & C O .
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satisfactory than a larger number only
A W om an’s W onderful Nerve.
R n itr o a tln
S te a m b e a ts
half cared for. Pansies, larkspur, Chi
nese pinks, zinnias, and petunias, can
M rs. Isadore M iddleton, a leader in
Maine
C
entral
R ailroad.
Questions, suggestions, Information, records of ex be added to the list, and depended on ; Mobile (A la.) society, has given a re
perience, notes or urtides on any department of flori
Her
culture, are cordially invited lrom all cultivators or but we wouldn’t advise the am ateur to markable exhibition of courage.
C om m en cin g F eb . 1 7 ,1 8 7 9 .
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MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND,
M
e
.
lovers of flowers. All euch should he addressed to try more than these at first.
A P O T H E C A R IE S .
husband was absent from the city, and
“ Editor of Floral D epartment,” a t this office.
r>ASSENaEK trains leave Bath at 10.40 a. n after
m a r k a b le ever e ffe c te d by any m e d lo a l
Mrs. M iddleton was in her chamber,
SWEET PEA.
T Z ’I T T R E D G F W . H ., Druggist and Dealer in L arrival of train leaving Rockland a t 7.35 a
lia s opened a new
ecting a t Brunswick for Lewiston, Farmington, Auputting away her jewelry, when sudden
p r ep aration for th e tr e a tm e n t
JLV. Patent medicines. 331 Main St.
Sweet peasare'general favorites. They
FLOKAL NOTES.
usta, Skowhegan and Bangor, at Yarmouth with G.
o f C a ta r r h :
’. R’y, a t Westbrook with P. & R., at B. &. M. Juneare beautiful, and so fragrant th at no ly she noticed th a t a lamp in the back
A/f E R R I L L , E D W A R D , Wholesale and Retail Ion
with train on Boston & Maine, and a t Portland
part
of
the
room
had
thrown
the
shadow
LVA.
Druggist,
Cor.
Main
and
Lime
Rock
Sts.
Gentlemen,— I hereby certify that I have had Catarrh
fith trains on Eastern Railroad, arriving in Boston
H erbaceous P lants .
garden is complete without them. They
ir ten years, and for the last six years have been a
•30 p.m .
of a man who was crouching under the terrlblo
sufferer. I was rendered partially deaf, had
can be planted in A pril, and do n ot mind
T ) O B I N S O N , J . E .. D ruggist and Apothecary,
Afternoon train leaves Bath 4.25 p. m. (after arrival
Any style of Single or Double Team furnished at JLU
center table, on the floor at her feet. buzzing In tbe head, pains across the temple, dizzy
City Drug Store, 282 Main street.
if train leaving Rockland 1.25 p. m.,) connecting at
frosty weather in the least. P lan t three
spells, weak and painful eyes, swollen and ulcerated
short notice and at reasonable rates.
A lady w rite s:
for Lewiston, Augusta and Portland.
Instead of fainting with fear or shriek tonsils, hard and constant cough, severe pain across
Best accommodations for Boarding Horses and "Y IT IG G IN J . H . formerly with C. P . Fessenden, urunfiwick
I love flowers very much, but I or four inches deep. When they begin
Morning Train leaves Portland 7.00; arrives at Bath
chest, and every Indication of consumption. My
transient Teams, in the city.
ing for help, the brave woman seated the
8.35 a
W
21S Main St.
head ached all the time. The matter accumulated
connecting to Rockland.
A
T
T
H
E
B
R
O
O
K
,
Partioular
attention
is
given
to
furnishing
team
have but little tim e to devote to them. to climb, give them a trellis of brush.
rapidly lu my head and throat that I could not keep
Through Trains leave Portland, 12.35 p. m., after ar
herself at the very table, underneath them
and
CocheB
for
funerals.
Frequently at night I would spring out of
rival of trains from Boston; arrive at Bath, 2.25 p. m.
L ast year I tried annuals. They gave They will cover it very soon, and show- which the m iscreant was concealed, and bed, ltfree.
seemed to mo, a t the point of suffocation. I
Also, Books kept at this office forthediflerentStage
r to itockland.
then have recourse to every means In my power
Lines, where all orders should be left.
good satisfaction, considering the care off their beautiful colors to much better rang for the servant. “ H and me writ would
Trains each way daily.
to dislodge the mucus from my throat and head before
BO O TS & S H O E S .
FR E D n . BERRY .
able to sleep again. For a period of six years my
PAYSON TUCKER, Snpt.
taken of them ; but mine were so much advantage on it than when trained to ing m aterials, Bridget,” said she, with being
o
CH A S. H . BERRY.
tonsllB were ulcerated and so much Inflamed that I could
Rcckland.Feb
3,1878
9
with difficulty swallow. 1 finally consulted an eminent
/C O L S O N & R H O A D E S . Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps,
inferior to those grown by some of my any other support. F or bouquets they perfect calmness. “ I want you to take surgeon
In regard to an operation on them, but a t his
M
a
d
e
a
n
d
R
e
p
a
i
r
e
d
.
and Men’s Furnishing Goods. 351 Main street.
request
postponed
It.
The
constant
inflammation
and
are
unexcelled.
neighbors th a t I felt half discouraged
P o r tla n d , B a n g o r & M a c h ia s
a note this instant to Mr. Forfar, the ulceration In my th roat caused by the poisonous mat
te r dropping down from my head had so Irritated and
with my attem pt a t flower-growing.
Y I J E N T W O R T I I , T . A ., Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps,
Give him a call before going elsewhere.
S te a m b o a t Co.
jeweler, and have him send you back Inflamed my lungs that I coughed Incessantly,—a deep,
W Furs and Furnishing Goods. 243 Main street.
cough. Meanwhile my system began to Bhow the
This year I have less time a t my com
A lady was telling me the other day with my diamond necklace and ear hard
C
h
ild
r
e
n
’
s
BWork
m
a
d
e
a
S
p
e
c
ia
lty
.
effects of this disease, so that I lost flesh, grew pale, and
TZ>AYSON, G. O ., Custom Boot & Shoe Maker, &
mand than I had last, and I am tempted about her two little daughters. “ Josie,” drops, which I left there for repairs sev showed every symptom of an early death by consump I S - Perfect fits w arranted and satisfaction guaran
tion. When m atters had reached this stage, or about
JL
dealer
In
Stock
and
Findings,
7
Lime
Rock
street.
to give up a garden. Still, I do so love said she, “ is my little housekeeping eral days ago. Bring them with you, six months ago, I began the use of Santokd’s Radical teed in all case9.
ube fob Catarrh. After using the first bottle I be
flowers th a t I can’t make up my mind girl. Laura does not help mother very no m atter if fully repaired or not. They C
gan to Improve rapidly. The flrst dose seemed to clear
L. S. ROBINSON,
my head as I had not known lt to be for years. It
W IN TER ARRANGEMENT.
G R E A T T H R O U G H L IN E
to go w ithout them. A rn’t there some much, except in one wav. She keeps are by twenty-fold the most valuable seemed
gradually to arrest the discharges. !c stopped
M A IN ST R E E T , R o c k la n d .
C L O T H IN G .
*1,^4T r ,/.nrllisttt
T
L
’ill
11
VO
.11
l
_
1
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..
m
y cough in three days. By using It as a gargle I soon
kinds th a t I can plant which will live all her bureau drawers in the most ex articles of jewelry th a t I possess, and I reduced
AND
the Inflammation and swelling or my tonsils,
that they soon ceased to trouble me. The soreness
T
Y
L
A
C
K
IN
G
T
O
N
O
.
E
.,Clothing,
Hats,
Caps
and
over the W inter, and thus save me the quisite order. H er cuffs and collars do not wish to pass another night with so
E. H . & G. W . CO CHRAN’S U N IT E D S TA TES M A IL R O U T E. JL> Furnishing Goods. 215 Main street, Frye’s Block
across my chest disappeared, the buzzing noises In my
ceased, my senses of Beelng and of hearing were
trouble of planting new ones every are all laid neatly away in pretty little out having them in my bureau draw er.” head
completely restored, and every symptom of disease that
S T M R . CITY o r
F I R E , M A R IN E , L I F E ,
reduced me to the verge or the grave disappeared
S p rin g ! I f there are—you see how ig boxes, and her aprons and garm ents are The note was at once w ritten and dis had
by the use of Sanford ’s Radical Cube fob Catarrh.
CA PT. KILBY,
-A N D —
I have been thus explicit because, as a druggist, I
norant I am regarding these thiDgs— I folded up smoothly, while her dresses patched, but, instead of being in the
CROCKERY.
T he attention of the traveling public is 1
Commencing Friday, December 27th.
have seen a great deal of suffering from Catarrh, and
wish you would tell me something about are always hung on the pegs, and her tenor th at she had signified, it was a hope to convince many that this Is a great remedy.
A
ccident
Insurance
A
g
e
n
c
y
.
I am familiar with tue treatm ent of Catarrh as prac
'TTT’E E K S , A . R O SS, Crockery and Glass W are,
them, and how to grow them.”
school liat and coat are not thrown hasty note to the jeweler, an intimate tised by the best physicians, and have consulted the
1 V Gas Fixtures, etc, 250 Main street.
C A P IT A L R E P R E S E N T E D O V E R
Our correspondent has the idea of down anywhere, but put in the proper friend, in which she stated her terrible most eminent about my cose. I have used every kind
next morning at about 4 o’clock )
Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point
NINETY
MILLION
DOLLARS.
herbaceous or perennial plants in mind. place, the moment she comes in from position, and urged him to hasten to her
(connecting with the Bangor & Bucksport
C
o
n
stru
c
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n
a
n
d
E
q
u
ip
m
e
n
t
C O N F E C T I0 N E R Y M A N F ’S- Bucksport,
L o sse s A d ju ste d a n d P a id a t t h is Office.
Railroad) for Bangor, Castine. Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
There are several really fine kinds of school. Josie sets the table nicely, relief, with the requisite police assistSouth W est Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mlllbridge, JonesH E U R Y C L O C K , K o o k la n d .
these which she can beautify her garden irons napkins and handkerchiefs,washes
iinmediately on receipt of the
A N D E R S O N .J . W ., Manufacturer of Corn Cakes port and Machiasport.
Rockluud, Ju n e 14, 1877.
28
Returning, will leave Machiasport every TUESDAY
XX
and Confectionery, Cor. Main & Rockland Sts.
with, and the time and labor they re cups and saucers, and puts a room to missive. The agonies which th a t wo Suffolk , sa.
F eb . 23,1875.
P e n n s y l v a n i a R a i lr o a d
Morning nt 5 o’clock, touching as above, (except Bar
Then personally appeared the said George F. Dins
Harbor, Bucksport, Sandy Point and Searsoort) a r
quire will not be great.
rights, if she sees it in coufusiou. O11 man underwent when left alone in the more. and made oath that the foregoing statement by
riving at Bockland about 6 o’clock P. M., and arriving
stands
confessedly
at
the
head
of
American
railways.
One of the best is the Hollyhock. the whole, my two little daughters are house with th at desperate robber
in Portland same evening, usually connecting with
The track is double, the entire length of the line, of
D R Y GOODS.
Pullman N ight Train and early morning trains for
steel rails laid on heavy oak ties, which are embedded
The old-fashioned kind, sending up a comfort.”
crouched under tlie very table upon
Boston. Passengers and freight forwarded to Bangor
in a foundation of rock ballast eighteen inches in depth.
Q IM O N T O N B R O T H E R S , Jobbers and Retail- at usual summer rates.
stalks eight and ten feet high, covered
Two comforts, I th in k ! Did you which she leaned, can only be left to
All
bridges
are
of
iron
or
stone,
and
built
upon
the
Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhal245 Main street.
W ill make landings at Commercial W harf, foot of
most approved plans. Its passenger cars, while emi O ers of Dry Goods,
half their length with buds and blos ever consider, Daisy, and M aggie, and the reader’s imagination ; but her iron 1ng Tube, with full directions for use In all cases. Price,
Sea street, both ways.
nently safe and substantial, are at the same time models
AX). For sale by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists
For further particulars inquire of
soms, though far inferior to the new Phebe, and Helen, how much work you nerve sustained her through the ordeal.
roughout the united States. WEEKS & POTTER,
of comfort and elegance.
J. P, W ISE, Agent.,
General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.
F U R N IT U R E .
double kinds, is by no means to be de could save your mothers by ju st putting She yawned, and hummed an operatic
Office at 214 Main Street.
M cL O O N , A R T IS T ,
4
spised. I t produces a fine effect when things away, the moment you are done air, turned over the leaves of a novel,
The S a fe ty A p pliances T ) U R P E E , N . A . «St S. H ., Parlor and Chamber Rockland, Dec. 20, 1S73.
grown in clumps, at one side of the yard with them, by running errands willing and in other ways lulled the lurker into
1 this liue well illustrate the far-seeing and lib- JL ) Furniture, Caskets and Coffins. 290 Main street.
B
L
O
C
K
,
3
4
9
or in exposed positions on the lawn. ly, and by looking after your own be a sense of perfect security and expect
Hotel, Rockland, Maine.
The varieties range through all shades of longings? Grandmother advises you ancy, and w aited, her eyes fastened up
I have new instrum ents, the best in the world,—Prof.
G R O C E R IE S .
W oodward’s Improved direct printing Solar Cameras. many may be noticed
red and purple, and sport into vividly to put on and wear a thinking cap on on the hands of her little ormolu clock
Life-size Photographs made direct by this process.
contrasted variegation, and the period this subject.— Chr. at Work.
Pictures of all kinds copied in the most elegant style T h e B lock S y stem o f S afety S ig n als, p O B B , ’W IG H T & N O R T O N , Groceries and
S P R IN C A R R A N G E M E N T .
with a feverish gaze. A t last came the
V 7 Ship Chandlery. 246 Main street.
of
the
art,
making
them
ef
any
required
size.
of blooming is quite lengthy. The plant
ring at the door-bell, and she strolled Affords the most grateful relief In all Af Copies finished in India Ink, Pastel, Crayon and Oil
J a n n e y C o u p le r, B u ffer a n d P la t
T w o T r ip s P e r W e e k .
on Canvas".
is rather coarse, and for th a t reason
tp A R R A N D Ac. S P E A R , Flour, Corn, Groceries,
fo
rm
,
T
h
e
W
h
a
rto
n
P
a

F acts about the S un .—The sun is carelessly into the hall and down stairs
Photographs
framed
in
any
style
required.
fections o f the Chest and Lungs.
X Paints, Oil, Cordage, etc., 121 Main street.
Commencing Monday, March 17, 1679.
should not be used in positions where 320,000 times as large as the earth.
Persons at a distance can be furnished with copied
and opened it. The ruse had been a
te n t S w itch ,
pictures to their satisfaction. Necessary information
it will be too near the house. I t will
O A F F O R D , G . A ., Flour, Corn, Feed, Family
will be given by addressing the A rtist.
The sun is 400 times as far off as the success. She not only adm itted B rid
AND THE
O
Groceries, etc., 211 Muin St., A t the Brook.
appear to much better advantage at a moon.
get, but also M r. Forfar and three stal Messrs. Wekkb & P otter : Gentlemen,—Having for
W e stin g h o u s e A ir-B ra k e ,
H l KELT SOLAR PR IN T IN G
distance, as then its coarse qualities are
mouths past suffered with a very lame side, called
A lady who weighs 100 pounds here, w art policemen. The latter passed many
my physician Chronic Pleurisy, caused by a former For the trade. Good work and promptness. Be e:
hidden, and only its general effects of would weigh 3,700 pounds if on the sur stealthily up-stairs and into the cham by
forming in conjunction with a perfect double track and
injury and strain, and for which I used many prescrip
HARDW ARE.
road-bed a combination of safeguards against accidents
tions and liniments, as well as the so-called rheumatic plicit as to directions.
forms and colors seen. The new kinds, face of the sun.
which have rendered them practically impossible.
ber, where they suddenly pounced upon cures, without the least benefit, my physician recom R E S ID E N C E , 44 L I M E R O C K S T R E E T .
mended one of your Collins ’ Voltaio P lasters ,
coming in nearly all the colors of the
T
A
R
A
K
E
,
G. W .. Tin and Sheet Iron W orker,
(Box
784.)
THOS.
McLOON,
A
rtist.
the
concealed
burglar
so
unexpectedly
which,
to
ray
great
surprise,
relieved
the
pain
and
sore
The heat given off by the sun would
JL/ Stoves, Furniture, etc., etc. 192 Main Street.
ness almost Immediately, and I have been able to at
rainbow, and the intermediate shades,
melt 287,000,000 cubic miles of ice ns to secure him with hardly a struggle. tend to my household affairs ever since with perfect
are double as Peonies, and more dw arf every second
V
T
A
M
I
L
T
O
N , A . C., Stoves, Ranges, Tinware
The prisoner proved to be a negro crim
S T E A M E R K A T A H D IN ,
LJL House Furnishing
Goods, etc,, 28 Main street.
A rc run on all Express Trains
in habit than the old kind, and can be
mostly known pleasure recommend them to the afflicted.
The diameter of the earth bears the inal named Clapman, -but
W . R . R O IX , M aster,
-used to good advantage in positions same relation to its distance from the jas “ Two Fingered- -Jeff.”
spectfully,
M
bs. F
-----------------Mss.
FRANCES
HARRIMAN.
Y I T I S K , J . P . & SON, Hardware, Stoves, Fur- Will leave Bangor for Boston every MONDAY and
Orland , Me., April 21,1876.
VV uaees & Agricultural Tools. 212 & 214 Main St. THURSDAY, a t 11 A. M., if ice in the river permits;
where close inspection is given. L ast sun as the breadth of a hair to 125 feet. i great request about th at time for several
hut should it prevent, passengers can take Bangor Sc
There
Is
no
medical
or
protective
appliance
that
will
Summer we had the outer edge of a cir
Bucksport train for Bucksport, there connecting with
bo grateful and effective in Tickling Coughs,
A railroad train, travelling w ithout robberies, and is now serving a 20 years’ prove
Irritation and Soreness of the Chest and Lungs. We
the steamer.
cular bed planted with these new double stops a t the rate of forty miles an h o u r,!sentence in the Alabama state prison,
IR O N A N D S T E E L .
believe them capable of preventing serious diseases of
RETURNING, Will leave Boston every TUES
these organs.
Hollyhocks, using only the beautiful would get to the sun in 2G3 years.
DAY and FRID A Y , at about 5 P. M.
I
--------------- --------- ■------P 'l R I E & CO., Carriage Goods, Ship Chandlery
A ll freight must be accompanied by Bill of Lading
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
lemon-yellow kind, and in the center we
W I T H O U T C H A N G E , V y and Fishermen’s Outfits. 205 Main street.
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being the only life work and speeches of F rancis
_1_ Groceries and Produce. Cor. Main and Elm Sts. a t 7.30 o’clock, G.A. A.M. SAFFORD, Agent, Rockland.
K eep the grass and weeds away from and muscles. Prof. Forbes, of Edin- ''-ves and a blS heart, walked in, and Murphy, Dr. Reynolds, and their colaborers. Em
burgh, during some twenty years, mens- sa." diera thus seated, and in about a bracing, also, the history of the W omen's Temperanec
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ient means o f keeping abreast with the progress of
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make tea-kettles shine as bright as new.” are three to one in some classes ; in oth
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place in every collection, because it is seen for miles, but it is dreafully de ing liquor th at costs them from one to
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‘I t is incomparable in the richness, variety, and
Doctor, who has saved thousands of lives
N. B.—Sent by Mail, Prepaid, on receipt ofprice,
riing worth of its articles.”—The Standard, Chicanot only beautiful, but it comes into structive to paint.
by it in his large private practice.
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is a not uncommon beverage for the
B la c k o r B ro w n , 3 0 Cents*
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from weeds, and given plenty of rich count of his experience as a hotel-keep poor man’s repast a t fine dinners, yet
“ W ith it alone a reader may fairly keep up with ail
Stove,
$ 6 .00 p e r ton.
iat is important in the literatnre, history, politics and
Great saving to buy large size.
food, it will increase from year to year, er. “ Did you you clear anything by it one bottle of champagne a t three dol
C.S.CrittentoH, Prop’r, 7 Sixthly. J. I.
science o f the day.”—The Methodist, New York.
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are poor because we are improvident, R an k in B lo ck , Main St.
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I t is indispensable to every one who desires a
in bloom a t one time on an old plant.
An over-sanguine gentlem an having to allow the liquor bill of our State to
for each State. Salary thorough compendium of all that is admirable and
from S 7 5 to 8 1 0 0 per noteworthy in the literary world.”—Boston Post.
The only fault we have to find with it hazarded the remark a few days since
be twice the receipt of her railroads.—
Month and expenses.
“ It has no equal in any country ." —Philadelphia
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